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ABSTRACT

The description of IE cannot be achieved without a compre
hensive approach to the problemo This work attempts to take such 
an approach by bringing together the analyses of Chinese linguists 
under a rubric broad enough to capture morphological, syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic features* The major contribution of this 
work is to elaborate oh the semantic and pragmatic features*

In Chapter One the morphological and syntactic features 
are classified* Analyses of IE by linguists and grammarians are 
reviewed in order to collect preliminary structural data*

In Chapter Two the results of a survey of usage Of IE are 
. reported* The results confirm that the use of IS is partially 
determined by context* Statistical means are invoked to reveal 
tendencies to vary usage of IE in accordance with variations in 
context* A second test further corroborates these tendencies* The 
four major tendencies corroborated in Chapter Two are as follows:
1* use of IE is subject to a principle of non-redundancy? 2* a 
principle of consistency seems to operate for some subjects? 3* a 
principle of caution operates for some subjects? 4* IE can be 
employed for rhetorical purposes*

In Chapter Three the results of.a textual analysis are 
reported* The results reveal difficulties with the classification 
of the uses of IB formulated in Chapter One* Comparisons drawn

' x  '



between the different types of literature indicate that the use of 
LB depends, in part, upon the style of the Individual authors* A 
revised classification of the use of IE is presented which contains 
the Categories of use located in the textual analysis^ Comparisons 
between the revised classification and the initial classification 
in Chapter One reveal three basic problemsi 1„ the revised 
classification contains Categories of usage not included in the 
initial classification; 2. the revised classification lacks 
categories of usage contained dn the initial classification; 3° over 
lapping categories are present in the revised Classification*

In Chapter Four these problems are. addressed using a broadly 
defined pragmatic approacho A schematic representation of LE and : 
the contexts in Which it appears is offered* This schema is 
intended to capture the morphological, syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic features of LB* The schema takes the basic meaning of 
IE to be the realization of the action, process, duality or state 
implied by the verbs, verb phrases, clauses and sentences to which 
LE is attached* Since this basic meaning is subject to modification 
on the basis of the, time, t,. context, c,. subject, s, speaker, £, 
and structure, x, to which IE is attached, the.representation of 
LE is schematized as follows: IE (Realization of x at t in c by
s or S)* A final revised classification of the use of IE is then 
formulated and explanations Of each category are provided by applying 
the LE schema* Rules and meta-principles. governing the use of IE 
are employed to predict specific structures in the final revised
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classificatioao Pragmatic strategies of interpretation are invoked 
for uses which do not seem to be explicable in purely morphological, 
syntactic or semantic terms*

In Chapter Five this analysis is defended* The claim is 
made that the pragmatic approach allows the pedagogical linguist to• 
incorporate more relevant theoretical viewpoints than other proposed 
analyses of IE* It is further argued that the pragmatic approach 
can be applied to classroom situations and extended to explain the 
use of other contextually dependent aspects of Mandarin* A tentative 
outline for classroom use is provided and an extension to the use of 
the suffix -guo is considered*



CHAPTER 1

PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL DATA .

1@0 Introduction
Many linguists and teachers of Chinese have tried to come to

grips with the problems surrounding the aspectual/modal morpheme ^
LE0 Not only is LE a perennial source of confusion for beginning
students of Chinese s. but even native Chinese speakers disagree on
descriptions of, its use, and the grammarians themselves seem to. be
at odds over the best way to treat it in their textbooks, grammars,
and scholarly articles^ The problem is further compounded by a lack
of uniformity in general linguistic theory regarding the treatment of
problems of verbal aspect^ sentential modality and their respective

2places in a grammar,.

To The following conventions will be used when referring to 
this morphemeo When both the aspectual verb suffix and the modal 
phrase or sentence particle are referred to, the form LE will be 
employedo When only the aspectual verb suffix is referred to, the 
hyphenated form -le will be used® When only the modal phrase or , 
sentence particle is referred to, the unhyphenated form le will be 
employedo

2o. Some of the more,promising recent works on these and 
related problems are Comrie (1976), Dowty C1972), Friedrich (197^)9 
Verkuyl (1972), Steele (1971, 1973, 1975), Katz (in press), Boyd 
and Thorne (1969), Harnish (1973), Bach and Hamish (Uodo), - 
Kasher (1974), Ro Lakoff (1972), Sadock (1974) and Searle (1975$ 
1976)o
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These problems will be elaborated on in the chapters to come 

where I will propose my own description and explanation of hE0 The 
thesis which 1 should like to State at the outset is that the linguistic 
description of LB cannot be adequately proposed without a comprehensive 
approach to the problem^ That is, an attesrpt needs to be made to 
bring together the salient remarks and insights of previous writers 
under a theoretical rubric general enough to accommodate the differ
ing points of view9 and to then formulate a satisfying taxonomy of 
the main features of EE which can serve as a yardstick against which 
to measure its actual prose and conversational occurrences**

As an initial formulation of what would count as a compre
hensive approach to the description of LE, I will distinguish between 
the following four types of grammatical features which any such 
approach should attempt to captures

1o morphological features, that iSg the distinctive charac
teristics of EE and its related forms as realised in the sentence 
patterns of spoken Mandarin;

2 0 syntactic features9 that is$ the structural relationships 
which EE and its various forms bear to other morphemess words 9 and 
phrases of Mandarin5

5° semantic features9 that is, the types of contribution made 
by IE and its forms to the denotation and connotation of the phrases 
and sentences of Mandarin?



3
40 pragmatic features9 that i's$ the types of influence which

IE and its forms have on the speech act potential of the sentences
3and larger stretches of discourse in which they appear^

The main objective of this thesis is to elaborate on this 
initial formulation̂ , Primary morphological and syntactic data is 
dealt withinlol and 1o2 below® Since little or ad work has been 
done in the areas of semantics and pragmatics^.the major cdntribution 
of this thesis is to provide an account of these kinds of features 
and to explain why this account is necessary for an adequate under
standing of how LB is actually used by native speakers of Mandarin0 

The justification for a pragmatic approach is based on a native 
speaker survey in Chd 2 and a textual analysis in Chp 3o In Cho 4 a 
pragmatic account is formulated and in Cho 5 this account is compared 
to other major theoretical and pedagogical accounts of LEo The 
result is the most comprehensive and detailed account of IE to date 
and the first attempt to deal with the important contextual features 
which help to determine hdw IE is usedo

' 1 c 1 Morphological Features of lE

Dialectal evidence points to the necessity for making a 
distinction in Mandarin between a verbal suffix ~le homophonous with 
a sentential particle le0 Due to this homophony9 there has been

% e  need for including pragmatic information in linguistic 
description is a topic over which there is considerable debate#' Katz 
(1972 s 441-332 and in press: Ch# 1) provides a discussion of the 
problem of distinguishing semantic and pragmatic phenomena,, Kempson 
(1975) and Kirsner and Thompson (1976) provide interesting applica
tions of the distinction#
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some confusion with respect to grammatical analyses Of the functional 
differences between the two morphemes0 The work reviewed below has 
been selected as representative of the best contributions thus far 
put forth towards the elimination of this confusion,,

Chao (1968s 246-24?) differentiates the verbal suffix -le 
from the sentence particle le on the basis of dialectal evidence 
which points to different etymologies for the two morphemeso He 
states that

This suffix -leg which is a weakened form of the verb lean 
5 finish5 and .can be suffixed to it like any other verbs 
as in J J — -{%• leaule l-jeanu shyh 5have finished a
busiheSs'g should be distinguished from a homophonous 
particle le* probably a weak form of lai 6comes%  with 
various meanings such as 5new situation’s ’progress in 
the story’ 9 and so on*

Chao’s evidence comes from two sources® First9 he points out that
both the verb and the sentential particle are pronounced /le/ in the
Ningpo dialect0 Secondlys there are passages in ancient texts
where the verb nk lai ’come8 occurs when modern le would apuearo
Cheung (1975s 1-4) adds further evidence for the derivation of the
suffix -le from the verb ̂  liao ’finish’ by citing examples from
Tun-huang manuscripts in which X liao ’finish’ appears where modern
-le is used, Examples (1) and (2) are taken from Chao (1968 s 246)
and Cheung (1975s 3)9 vespectiyelyo

ci) B it - 0 9  If •• r1+j| S  % A"1
Z "V \ ■ —  /  \ \ JBaizhang yi ri wen shit "Shemma chu qu lai?"

One day 9 disciple Baizhaagtg asked Masters "Where go lai? ”



Guan jun shi liao bian ji du jiang,,
After the soldiers had eaten 9 they crossed the riverd
We are faced with two immediate problems given the validity

of the distinction between the verbal suffix and the sentential
particleo First, we need to locate etymological differences between
the classical verbs liao *to see clearly" and ̂  lai "come".which
serve to clarify the distinctiono Secondly, we must locate differences
in modern dialects which signal when one or the other of the two
form# is being usedo Only the second problem is of direct concern
, " 4 • - Z . ■■ ' - ■ ' ' - ■ ; : ■ . 'vhereo

: Ghao (1968: 24?) illustrates the <ti.fference between -le and 
le by appealing to examples from the Cantonese and Wu (Shanghai) 
dialectSo Example (3) in the Mandarin dialect is read as (4) in

o  H  I  J 4I J .
Shangle feng leo 
(He) has caught coldo

(4) v-§ .
Sheung-cox fong Ihoho - 
(He) has caught coldo

(5) <1 #  M ’Si
1-2 fong geo 

(He) has caught coldo

, 4o Dobson (1974 : 31-40) provides a list of /’aspectual aux
iliaries" all of which begin with an /l/ initial. consonants This 
list contains jfe, lai "come" but excludes both liao "to see clearly" 
and -ISo Gao Ming-gai^(1957: 186-199) provides evidence of a link 
between -le and liao "to see clearly"0 Taken together, these 
facts might bemused to argue for an early semantic distinction 
between liao "to see clearly^ and ^  lai "come"0
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Cantonese and (5) in Wu0 The confusion in Mandarin between the verbal 
suffix and the sentential particle would not be a problem for these 
dialectsg and we could use this fact to show that the morpheme LB is 
ambiguous in Mandarin^ Such a distinction Would also help explain 
the ambiguity of Mandarin sentences which end in a verb followed by 
XjBq Chao (1968s 247) cites examples, (6) and (7) to illustrate how 
Mandarin expresses two ideas with one sentence-final occurrence of IS,

(6) 6  W  - :
Yixkeng xoy-coxlhoho
(He) has already gone it-has-happened0

(?)
- »■ v - : '■Yijing zouleo
(He) has already gone it-has-happened0 

as in (7)9 whereas Cantonese Would require both the verb suffix 0 ^  
cox and the sentence particle ̂  Ihoh as in (6) to express two ideasp 
Because Mandarin avoids two adjacent occurrences of IE by the process 
of haplologyg we. can analyze the meaning of sentence final le as if .
it were absorbed by the verb suffix -le0 Such repetition would
not be a problem for the Cantonese or Wu dialectSo

Gao Ming-gai (1957° 193) extends Chao’s insights to the Min 
dialect of Fukien province by stating that the morpheme lo is 
written with the character ̂  to express the idea of completion as
opposed to the original idea of intelligence or apprehension which is
associated with the character <, Again3 the relevant point here 
is that a distinction between the verbal suffix and the senten
tial particle needs to be drawnp
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Ghan Gang (1957) has provided a discussion in which he 

attempts to differentiate between two possible readings for IE in. 
the Peking Dialect= He cites examples.in which the written character 
^  is pronounced either £% Qyx J  or in the spoken Peking lan
guage 0 In cases like (8) where the speaker is issuing an exhortation$

, Die r&ig ta paolea 
Don't let hi* hun awayo

(9) J.
- la lab^o 
. He has eomeo

the lou pronounciation is used, while the le reading is reserved for 
cases like (9) in which perfective aspect or expiicative mood is 
intended by the speaker0 This opens the possibility that the Peking 
dialect retains a functional difference between the morphemes /louJ7 . 
and Z~le_7 once marked by different characters in the written classical 
language but presently marked only in the spoken languageo

The foregoing discussion provides morphological and dialectal 
evidence for a distinction between two major forms of liSo However8 
this does not preclude the possibility that there is an important

5° Further confirmatory evidence for a distinction between 
-le and le might be derived from an examination of fusion and com
pound particles which bear.a relationship to one or the other of the 
two formso Chao (1968s 79^-8ll) lists the following forms: 4̂ - lou 
'mind you' from J le and ou. ' exclamation' $ ff 3 bale ' stop',
M," jl, 5 ' • • .iî shxle ' that' s all' and dlle ' it will be alright' »
In addition, Chao (1968s 800) adds two particles which might serve as 
alternates for certain uses of le* These are le 'lively enumeration' 
and lo 'of course



relationship between the two forms0 In section I present a 
generalized account of IE which is designed to account for the dis- • 
tinetion as well as the similaritieSo

1o3: Syntactic Features of IE
There are three major types of construction in which IE occurso 

First g there are occurrences of the particle le at the end of phrases 
or entire sentences0 Second, there are verb (V) 9 verb-object (V-0) 3 

and verb-complement (V-R) constructions which take the suffix -le0 

Since there are phrases and sentences which end with V9 V-0 or V-S 
construetions, the suffix -le can also occur in phrase or sentence 
final position^ Finally 9 there are set phrases which use the prefix 
3  liao- or the suffix ^ -le or -liaowhich are used so frequently 
that they seem to have the status of polysyllabic wordSo Each of 
these major construction types contains important sub-types which I 
will list and discuss briefly in this sectionc

IbZoj Phrase and Sentence IE
IE interacts at the subordinate clause level to form condi- - 

tional clauses and temporal clauseSo It also interacts at the senten
tial level to mark sentences for various types of mood0 At this 
level9 we are able to see clearly the double role of IE as both 
aspectual and modal markero

60 In this section it will te necessary for me to make some 
reference to the meaning and use of the various syntactic structures 
which are ihtroducedv Cho 4 contains a more detailed analysis of 
the semantic and pragmatic features of IEq



With respect to sentences with conditional ela.uses such as (10)

Wd sile ni ding hao sai jiao
if I die9 you'd better marry agairio

the suffix -le is taken to refer to hypothetical: completion in the
future9 whereas in (11) the initial clause with -le is interpreted

V-. V.. \ : ’N • J V  - 'Wo sile sangshi cong jiano
When I die9 the: funeral should be simpleo

as a definite temporal clauseo Chao (1968;117) points out that 
Msince condition and time are sometimes quite similar 9 the same perfec
tive suffix -le can also be used in conditional clauses'1 o Chao does 
not9 however$ specify why the similarity between condition and time 
makes this phenomenon pdssibleo My suspicion is that the context 
of utterance must be considered in such cases with respect to the 
intentions of the speaker and the mutual beliefs shared by the 
Speaker and; hearer in the Context c This might force a reconsideration 
of whether it is the suffix -le or the particle le which is doing the 
worko This will be worked out in Che 4g but it is important to 
mention in this context the possibility that Chad has not maintained 
a strict distinction between le and -leo in his index C1968 s 856) 
he includes the reference to the remark quoted above in both the le 
and -le categories while glossing only the suffix -le in his examples0 

With respect to temporal clauses Chao (1968s 120) indicates 
that -le can appear in the dependent clause with the meaning 'after*



as in example (-12). It is: this.-function of -le that explains the
(12) ̂  ^  ̂  a}t  .

v  —  / V  —¥q chiwaale ni chi.
You eat after 1 have finished eating.

rule commonly stated in the textbooks regarding the necessity of the 
double US construction with simple objects ( e.g., Fenh and Tewksberiy, 
19675 99)® Since the suffix often appears in dependent temporal clause ss 
there seems to be an expectation that the time of completion of the 
verb in .the dependent clause, is related to some other evento Hence9 
the particle le after the simple object is used to indicate that 
the action of the verb with *-le is to be considered complete in itself. 
However9 we will see in Ch. 2 that some speakers feel that the particle 
le is not always necessary after simple objects to have a complete 
sentence.' This leaves open the possibility that other factors such 
as pragmatic pre suppositions and mutual beliefs might also have a : 
role to play.

There are at least ten sentential uses of the particle le.
These appear in:Chao's (1968) discussion of sentence adjectives in 
predicate positions^ the verb you 8have8% and the particle le 
itself. Since all of these uses are intimately related to pragmatic 
factors such as speaker intention and presupposition̂ , I will only 
list and discuss them briefly here and save a more detailed discussion 
- for Ch. 4. :

Use 1 1 One of the modes of predication discussed by Chao (19582 

89) is the narrative mode. In sentences such as (13) the particle
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Xe carries the implication that the room has gone through a darkening

Zhe wnzi hei le<>
‘Ehis room is Ttoo) darko

process and has become excessively darko . Hence9 there is a connection
between what Chao (1968s 798) calls the inchoative use of le and its
use with adjectives to imply excessive degreeo
 ̂ Use 2s Ghao (1968s 691-693) elaborates on the use of le after

adjectives citing three possible functionso
First) there is the predication of a new situation as in (l4)c

(14) #  ̂  'y K  ^  3  .
, Zuotian leng<, jintjan nuanhuo leo

Yesterday was cold) today is (has become) waring
Chao points out that since le in such constructions implies a temporal
change9 it is grammatically necessary to have.the order of the two
clauses follow the order of eventso Without the le it would be
possible to reverse the clauses with no change in the truth value of
the sentenceo This indicates an intimate connection between the
syntax (order of clauses)) semantics (truth value) and pragmatics
(change ih W  followed by le»

Second) there is a use of le after adjectives to express
excess over an expected norm as in (15)° Notice that in such a

Zhe dongxi gui le0
This'thing is (too) expensive0

sentence the speaker and hearer will have to have certain expectations
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with respect to the price of the item in question in order for the 
implication of excessiveness to be convenecU, -Again, this involves 
an interplay of semantic and pragmatic factorSo

Third, Chao mentions the use of superlative adjectives 
with le to imply a process of selection among possible candidates 
as in (l6)o Here Chao does not explaih why the le impiies a process

Zher de yisheng dingshpng Niou Yisheng zui churning le0 
Among the physicians here Dr0 Niouisthemost famous0

of selectibn rather than excessive degree^ It might be that since
the superlative ^  zui 'most' is presents the le merely adds
additional force to the entire sentence rather than to the adjective
tg' churning 'famous'« The exact interpretation would seem to

depend upon the context of utterance and/or rhetorical factors0

Use 3? The particle le can be used with the existential verb
you 'have' as in ^  J you le 9there is now (where there was not
before)' or ^ meiyOU le 'there is no more (where there was
before) ® to indicate the appearance or disappearance of something,.
This use is listed by Chao (1968: 665) in his profiles of verbSo

The remaining seven uses of le are listed by Chao (1968s 798-?
800) in a section of his grammar reserved for particles and other
parts of speecho

Use 4: The inchoative use of le applies in contexts where the
situation is new or impending in itself or to the speaker, or
excessive in terms of the degree of verbal action or adjectival
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state attainedo Example (l5) above can serve to illustrate this 
usage in contexts where the price of the thing in question has 
recently or will soon change?

Use 5 s There is an imperatival use of le which implies that a 
speaker is responding to a change in situationo For instance9 if 

(17) ̂  I i 
Ghifan lei ''
mti, . ' '

were in a context where the hearer was late for dinner it could be 
construed as a commando

Use 6 : De can indicate narrative progress as in (18) where the
context indicates a change from a previously narrated state or evento

HotfLai tian jiu qing le0 
And then 9 the weather clears do

Use 7: There is a use of le which marks off an isolated past
event as in (19)6 This use of the particle le is probably what lures

Wo zuor dao Zhang jia chifan leo 
Yesterday I ate at the Zhang'So

linguists like Brandt (19%5« 227) into thinking that IE is a marker
for the past tense*

Use 8s Le Can be used to show that an action is complete up
until the present time as in (20)0 This use of le as well as the use

(20)# #  ̂  J ;
v / /Wo fauilai leto,
I have retumedo
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in (19) are problems since we can question whether it is leg explicit 
time adverbialSg or presupposed time reference that is doing the 
temporal worko

Use 9s In consequent clauses with W,' .jiu ctheh0 le is used 
as in (2l) to indicate a consequent situationo My native informants

(2 1) K  T  j: .! .
Na wo jiu bu zou le©
In that case$ then9 I won6t go0

also report that the word bian 8 then9 can also be used in these
construetionSo There also seems to be a tendency to omit the le in
cases where the context makes it clear that a consequence relation
exists between the related events0 In (22) only 27 of 49 native

(22)# #  7L ^  -F #  %  a  $ .  ;
V  /- --r \ V \ XWo suotian wan shang xia ke bian hui jia0 
Yesterday evening I left class and then went home0

speakers I questioned thought le was necessary or optional after
x . " . , ' - ' - ■ ' . -bian 'then' 0 while almost all felt it was necessary or optional 

after r xia ’leave10 This means that 22 people thought that the 
completed action implied by T  3 xxale ke ’left class’ 9 the 
presence Of ‘fit bian ’then’ 9 or some other contextual feature was 
sufficient to indicate consequence^

Use 10: Finally0 there is a use of le which alternates with the
particle lo ’of course’ to indicate the obviousness of a situation 
as in (23)o One wonders if perhaps it is the adverb ^  %  dangran

Zhege ni dangran dong le0 
This you underStShdg of course!



* naturally * that makes the sentence an expression of obviousness.
This would leave the le to be interpreted simply as an indication 
that the action or state of the v e r b dong ’understand* is complete 
in the Opinion of the speaker. Either interpretation hinges on 
what the speaker and hearer share in terms of common beliefs and 
is thus another case for pragmatic interpretation.

1.2.2 IMR Constructions
Chao (1968: 435-441) discusses V-R constructions in terms of 

several formal features, one of which is the occurrence of the suffix 
-le after the complement. He restricts his discussion to complements 
which are bound to and follow the verb adding that "the parts of a 
V-R compound may be F (free) or B (bound), solid or expandable, 
versatile or restricted; the complement may be stressed or unstressed 
and. the compound may be synthesizable or lexical" (Chao, 1968't 435) = 

Although resultative complements normally take -le 9 the 
following nine conditions are considered by Chao (1968: 439-441) to 
be instances in which the suffix -le is not employed:

Condition,1: Negatives with VS mei ’not* or ^  meiyou ’not
have’ do not usually take the suffix -le because they negate the 
completion of the action. In (24) the addition of -le after

X /  / _  VZhei men mei guanjin.
This door was not shut tight. .

_  Vguanjin ’shut tight’ would create a contradiction. However, in (2 5)



Zhege shi mei datingqingchuCle) bu xingo
About this things, it won’t do not to have found out clearly9

Chao appears to think that the -le suffix is optional since it is
•  ̂ / the non-completion of the V-R which itself is negated by mei ’not8 =

Condition 2: Progressive V~R compounds such as (26) cam. take -le
(2 6) <-e. i #  f 88. at % 7- Bi &  .

Ta hui zhengkaazhe yanjing lab bu ztia bae
He cam keep his eyes open and not blink at alio

instead of ^  -zhe ’progressive aspect’ to place emphasis on the 
fact that the eyes have been openedo The odd thing here is that 
even though the -le form is more common5 the meaning still involves a: 
continuing state* This seems to run contrary to the interpretation 
of -le as a sign of completion*

■ '  - - ' - - : _  v  .Condition 3l % e  indefinite past a^iect suffix ^  -guo
’ indefinite past aspect’ often takes the place of -le in complements
to emphasize the experience of some action rather than the completion
of the action as in (2 7) s

(27)^ #  ff if m .
V  L- \ VWo shuaiduanguo tui*
I broke ray leg onceo

Condition 4: When a V-R construction is used to issue a commsmd, 
it is possible to utilize a reduplicated verb Or cognate object
instead of -le to do the job* Since imperatives demand that an
action be completed in the future9 this use of -le would be an example 
of its indeterminancy with respect to time*



Condition 5$ With directional complements such as ̂ hujlai 
•come back* -le may be omitted and the sense of completion will 
remaizio If =le is usedg however, it will add the implication of the 
action having occurred sooner than expected as in (28 )0 Chao doesn't

(28) &  I E  @  ^  ̂  .
V  -  /  /Ta yijing huilaiieo

He has come back^"already) Q
mention the possibility that this usage might be regarded as the
particle le since it also has the implication of a change of statuŝ ,
Since such an ambiguity could be resolved by contextual considerations
this phenomenon might be better analyzed in pragmatic terms*

Condition 6s Chao does seem to recognize the possibility of the
use of the particle le instead of the suffix —le in his statement
that it is this particle and not the suffix which can co-occur with
potential complements as in (29)* Chao's position that -le cannot

<29) sS if 65^. j  , '
Ta tao de chulai le0
He can escape now0

occur with potential Complements would seem to be a semantic matter 
since it would be contradictory for an action to be both potential 
and complete at the same time*

Condition 7s In attributive V-E compounds -le is optionally used 
only if the focus of the attribution is on the verb or goal of the 
action as in (30) as opposed to (31 )=> In (31) -le might be added 

(30) %  (7) tos-.
V > y \ Xxie cuo(-le) de si

words which are written wrong
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v N /Xiecuo de xuesheng
students who wite incorrectly

■ - , V  Vafter ^  xieeuo 6write incorrectly” in contexts where the speaker
intends to say that it is the students names which have been written
incorrectlyo

Condition 8 s The suffix ~le is optional in what Chao (1968s 440- 
44l) calls "considered forms" or forms spoken as if by way of quota
tion as in (32)o The use of -le in (32) illustrates the possibility

(%) # #  (1) 9 : A - # - .
Shubqing(-le) shuoahgng(-le) ; dou bu da hao0 
(Either) putting (it) lightly (or) putting it strongly 
will be rather bacU

that perfective aspect in Chinese is sometimes translated with an
English progressive form0. This leaves open the possibility that the
two forms of IE are related since the particle also has an implication
of progress in the narrative sense =,

Condition 9° In forms which are quoted as in dictionary entries
Chao states that -le is not usedo Exceptions are in caSes such as
the imtemsive ^ jlle 9 extremely9 where the two morphemes are
commonly used togethero

There are several resultative complements listed below which
Chao (1968s 446-430) says are capable of taking the suffix -leo
These can also be used as phase complements with the addition of
optional -le0 These are listed below0
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(2 ) shao(-le) .’have hit the mark

I ’ll (J) dao(-le) ’have reached’

I (J-J liao(-le) ’have finished’
£ ( J ) jian(-le) ’have perceived’
* (T) wan(-le) ’have completed’

( D hao(-le) ’have finished’ .
1 1

li
(3)
(3)

de(-le) ’have done’
\guo(-le) ’have experienced’

The use of -le with resultative compounds sheds some light 
on the problem of the co-»occurrence of -le with direct objectso This 
can be seen in example (33) cited by Chao (1968? 3̂ 7) to illustrate

(33) #  #  #  3 .
' v v V  y <  ■ VKi del ba tiaojian shuoqingchuleo 

a) You must state the conditions clearlyo 
or b) You have stated the conditions clearlyo

■' . ■ v . -v ■' ■■■the result of using the Ba construction to prepose a direct object
before a resultative compound. If the IE at the end of (33) were
just the verb suffix -le, the sentence would be translated as a
command as in (33a) 0 Howevern if both forms ofLE were involved
(with the particle le reduced via haplology)s then the sentence
would be read as a statement as in (33b)« The importance of this
appears to be that the particle le has the effect of changing the
mood of sentences such as (33) from one in which an action is demanded
by the speaker (as in the (33a) command), to a declaration by the
speaker of what has been accomplished (as in the (33b) statement),,
Another way of putting this is that le changes the focus of (33)
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from the action of the verb to the direct object in the predicate 
of the sentence and thereby changes the mood of the sentence=

1o2o3 TM) Constructions
Chao X1968s 2^5) includes the verb suffix -le in his general 

discussion Of aspectual suffixes calling it "the perfective aspect*" 
like the other aspectual suffixes, 0  ‘zero suffix for action verbs'9
 ̂s _ y —i-j v , y'^  -zhe ^progressive aspect8 9 JK- -qilai 8 inchoative aspect%  

fiii -guo 'indefinite past aspect' * "F %  xia qu 8 successive aspectv 
and ( J ) fa(si) '"way" aspect8 ?  -le differs from nominal 
suffixes in being "unlimitedly productive*" Since aspect is a 
semantic category the only thing relevant here is to state some of 
the conditions on the co-occurrence of -*le with certain types of 
verbs and direct objects*

The basic syntactic frame in which -le occurs in V-0 construc
tions may be abbreviated as V_0* This states that -le occurs 
immediately after the verb (?) and before an optional direct object*
As indicated by Chao (1968s 665) V may be analyzed as an intransitive 
action5 quality or status verb5 or as a transitive action 9 quality, 
classificatory, or existence verb* It cannot occur with the copula
tive verb shi 8is8 or with auxiliary verbs such as % hui 'to be 
able8 * Its co-occurrence with intransitive quality and status verbs 
is restricted to sentences with cognate objects such as 
^  I H  ijf dale san cun 1 have grown (or exceeded) by three inches' *

7o Chao (1968s 252) gives no name to the aspect associated 
with ^  -J- fazi 'way8 9 but merely ^Losses the meaning "way"*
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The co-occurrence of -le with transitive claseificatory verbs in 
sentences like (34) is considered by Chao to be extremely rare0

(M) -i'e J s. A' bi i
Ta, x ingle Wans cai i guai ne$
It would be awfully queer if he were named Wang! 

further restrictions and conditions On the use of -le in the 
¥_(0) frame are listed by Chao (1968s 246-48)0 FirstB Chao indicates 
that there are alternate means by which to indicate completed action 
which render the use of -le bptionalo For example0 if one uses the 
verb compound wan cheng “to finish’9 -le is optional since
the notion of completion is contained in the verb itself0 In addi
tions certain dialects of Chinese employ certain devices which make 
-le optionalo For example, some dialects have . 1  Cj wangji for

Wangle ’to:foiget-’r-or^^fEL ̂  w^gnileMtoLhavetiforgotten’̂ and 
'■jS6 ; :niiyb 6-lea:: Also the Central dialects utilise the completive
complement diao ’off8 with or without -le where Mandarin
would require the -le to show completiono

The conditions on the co-occurrence of -le with simple 
(unquantified), and measured (quantified) direct objects is a great 
source of confusion for English speakers who undertake to learn 
Chinese6 Below I will discuss the conditions cited by Chao and the 
major Mandarin textbooks for English speakers in an attempt to bring 
to light the reasons for this 'confusion,-,

Chao (1968s 247) States that the perfective suffix -le is 
added to verbs rather than to the direct objects of verbs as in

J chile fan ’have eaten’0 In the ease of V-0 combinations



such as vti chubanle 'have published’ the -le follows
V  ■ " '■ ' ' ’ ■' ■ban ’publish’ since the bisyllabic compound is considered to be a 
verbo Although several of the textbooks expend considerable space 
in explaining the co~occurrenceof -le with simple objects9 this is 
all that Chao has to say explicitly about the matter» It would seem 
that more needs to be said since there appear to be countesvexamples 
to both of Chao’s claims^ In the case of ^  chile fan ’have
eaten’9 Fenn and Tewksberry (l967» 100)$ BeFrancis (1965s 18?) and 
Peking Institute (1972» 206) all state a variation on the rule 
that a sentence ending in a V -le 0 combination is incomplete unless 
.followed by another ISo Peking Institute has the advantage of 
identifying this second LE as the sentential particle leg but there 
still remains the problem of how to account for the inconsistency 
with Chao’s statement0 The results of a questionnaire on the use of 
US in sentence (35) indicate that there are native speakers of

( % ) #  % & / .  "

Wo auotian kah dianyihgd 
Yesterday, I saw a movie0

Chinese who felt that any of (36)- (38) were acceptable perfective
uses of £Eo There were also subjects who felt that (35) was accept^
able without the addition of IE after either the verb or the direct
objecto

(36) 4̂  # ̂  4 1 % If ̂ ■
V / — - \ , X, VWo auotian kanle dianying le<.
Yesterday I saw a movieo



v / —  X X VMo zuotian kanle dxanyingo 
Yesterday I saw a movie0

(38) #  X  *  t  -i:" / I .
v / — ' \ x vMo zuotian kan dianying le«
Yesterday 1 saw a movie0
I will go into more detail on the structure and implications 

of the questionnaire in Ch<, 20 For the present we need recognize only 
that there is a serious problem in trying to justify any of the 
conditions on V-0 constructions proposed/by the major textbooks or 
by Chao0 In Chinese Mandarin (Hsu, Yang, Liao, 1965) the authors have 
presented an analysis which bears mention here due to the fact that 
they explicitly recognize the acceptability of sentences like (35) - 
(38) and make an attempt to. provide an explanation^ With respect 
to sentences (39) .<*» (4l) they state rule (42) ( Hsu, et->ale-* 1965$ 2, .54)

3 t  %  "i. :
Wo kanle dianshi le0 

? I watched television0
(4o) .4 ^ s  j

V A N \Wo kanle dianshi«
? I  watched televisiono

Al) ^  .
v X \ \Mo kan dianshi lea 

? I watched televisiono
(42) When the action is complete, a verb with a simple object 

usually can take a suffix -le immediately after it, or 
after the object, or botho !Hie exact senses of these 
three cases mhy be sligktly different, but we need not 
go into that hereo
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1 have been unable to find an explanation for why the senses 

of (39) - (4l) are slightly different (hence, my addition of question 
marks before the translations)9 but the authors have at least 
stated a rule which conforms to the responses I received from native 
speakerso The problem is to find the conditions which determine how 
the rule is to be determined in specific ContextSo

The use of the Ba construction sheds some light on the use 
of 135 with simple objects^ In sentences such as (43) we can prepose

(43) <«. I j ' X i  J .
Ta mails chjche le0 
He has sold the Ta?) csiTo

the simple direct object, S  chiche 'ear? by en^loying the Ba
construction to produce (44)0 The result is that the object becomes

(44) {a #  %  4  U  ;
Ta ba chiche maiie0 
He has sold the car0

more definite and we are able to translate using the definite articleo
Notice also that there has been a loss in (44) Of one Of the forms
of which appeared in (43)P We need to ask which £3 has been
deleted and whether this deletion has anything to do with the effect
of Ba in making the direct object mOre definite« If there is such a
relationship we might be able to argue that LE after the direct object
in (43) serves the purpose of making this object more definite in
the absence of some other syntactic or conversational device which
would serve the same purposeo



With respect to the question of which IS has been deletedg 
we can rule out the verb-suffix -le since it would be necessary in 
the absence of a time adverbial to indicate completion of action^ 
Howevers it is possible that the IE in (44) combines both the suffix 
-le and the sentence particle le with the particle reduced via hap- 
lology0 This is suggested by Chao (19682 719)° The problem with 
this interpretation is that there would seem to be ho point in com
bining -le and le in (44)i What would such a sentsnce be taken to 
mean? That there has been a situational change in which the subject 
of (44) has sold the car? We already know that the object is definite

' . v . : : ■ ■ - ' :because of the use of Ba so the use of the particle le would seem at 
best redundanto

There is a possibility that HE; also has a definitising 
fuhctiono Hencej we might take sentence (45) with either LB or ^  

de °possessive suffix9 as a ease where the direct object is definitizedo
to)-ft MkM % Vi J or 64 .

v / —  X  X vWo suotian kan dianying IS or de0 
? I ^.w the movie yesterday0

Several of the subjects of fly questionnaire did think that this was
possibleo Thus8 we Seem to have evidence that LE does indeed have
a definitizing function which could be assumed by Ba in constructions
such as (44)* - •

There are two sources which appear to verify this analysis*
Zhong Qin (1965s 315) argues that LE is not used at the end of certain
Ba sentences* Fenn and Tewksberry (1967s 112-113) state that the
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y  shi 'is’ =00 S5 AS 1 possessive suffix’ construction is ’’used 
to stress various circumstances connected with the action of the 
verb (such as time0 means0 purpose, etc*) rather than the action

. * a Vitselfo” Moreover, they tell us that shi ’is* is sometimes 
omitted in a positive sentence* Hence, we may analyse (4$) as a 
sentence in which a speaker utilizes the jp shi ’is’ * * * ̂  de

g ' x’possessive suffix’ construction omitting the optional shi ’is’ 
to indicate a past action* But, the same could presumably be done 
with a suffix -le after S  kan ’see’ in a variant of (45)*

Zhong Qin’s (1965) argument indicates that there are certain 
constraints on the co-occurrence.of EE (he does not distinguish -le 
and le) in the Ba construction* In sentences like (46) and (47) he

• w i  ^  *. n  -  M  3 #0 M  1. J .
Ta ba Shu shljing wang zhoushang yifangle, jiu kai men zuole* 
He tried to put the book on the table, then opened the 
door and left*

**,1.3 %  it - ill .
Xiao Hong tingle, bujue ba lian yihongle*
Little Red listened, and unconsciously blushed*

states that LB is absolutely not used in the Ba clause after an active 
verb or adjective phrase acting as a verb regardless of whether or not 
the action of the verb is complete or realized (Zhong Qin, 1965: 315)° 

In (46) and (47) we are also confronted with a problem in 
deciding whether the final LE is the verb suffix, the sentence parti
cle, or a combination of both* This type of problem will be returned ■ 
to again and will be analyzed in Ch* 4 (pp* 164-165)*



I will now turn to V-0 expressions in which the object is 
measured as to its quantity» The authors of Chinese Mandarin (Hsu, 
et ale s, 1965 s 3^7) state the following rule with respect to .the use 
of IE in such constructions %

(48) A sentence in which the object is measured as to its quan
tity, may be said with verb -le only, or with both verb and 
sentence -le° Both constitute finished sentences, but 
there is a difference0 With verb -le only, simple completion 
at some time in the past is ihdicatedo With both verb and 
sentence le, the action of the verb is brought down to the
present, and in some way related to it*.

This rule is interesting for several reasons* Firstly, implicit in
the rule there seems to be a statement to the effect that the use of
the particle le makes sentences like (49) more definite with respect

m  ->X A  /!pA5, ft T *  #  A  I.
Wo zai ner zhule liangge yue le*-
I have been living there for two monthSo

to the time to which the completed action is relative, namely, the 
presento Such a definitising function would seem to further corrob
orate my argument with respect to the double IE construction with - 
simple objectSo In cases like (49) where the object is already 
definite with respect to quantity, the presence of sentence le can
be taken to serve as an indication that the entire V-0 construction
is being definitized with respect to its relationship to the time of
utterance or future repetition of the action of the verb with new
objectSc

Chao (19681 702) seems to imply that -le has such a defini- 
tizing function when he states that -le is required as a perfective 
aspect suffix in sentences with quantified objects and a transitive
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or intransitive verb referring to past action0 For example„ in (50)

cso-fs 5  -  ^  t- S- a  . ,

v z tZ ^   ̂ \ —Wo auor maile yijian gui dongxi0
I bought an expensive article yesterdaye 

Chao regards the time as de£inite0 Howevers if -le is replaced by 
the experiential suffix -guo ,t indefinite aspect9, the focus shifts 
: to ithe - , experience " of bu^pngo „ Example (50) would thus be strans- 
lated 81 had an experience of buying an expensive article yesterday8 0 

Since ray argument is aimed at the function.of the sentence 
particle leq Chao9 s information might not be entirely relevanto 
However9 it does highlight the fact that perfective aspect refers to 
a completed unit of time which can be viewed as definite in relation 
to the time of utterance* It might be possible to interpret sentence 
le as having a similar function.only with respect to both the action 
of the Verb and the objects upon which the verb acts* That iss 
sentence le might definitive an entire verb phrase and thus become 
redundant when the Ba construction splits the verb and its object* 

Another interesting point about rule (48) is that it brings 
out an important additional property of sentence le* namely9 the 
property that it may be employed by speakers to relate past and 
future actions* That is9 it Seems to signal that a change is imminent 
in the future which will continue a process begun in the past and 
complete up to a certain point in the present* In the case of (49)9 
the hearer would form the expectation that the speaker planned to 
continue living in a specific location for some unspecified time in 
the future* This means that in describing IE we need to take into
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account such situational factors as relationships between times and 
presuppositions between speakers and hearerSo

Another implication of this point is that we can now admit 
the grammaticality of V-0 sentences in which the object is unquanti
fied and -le follows the verbo The problem would lie not in the 
grammaticality of utterances such as (51)9 but in the process by

S 1 'S' •
V \ _ -V . '■ - '

¥0 kanle shu0 
1 read a booko

which the hearer could infer the speaker's intentions with respect 
to whether it is the action of the verbs the object of the verb, or 
some future action which is being emphasiaedo If there were nothing 
in the context to inform the hearer as to the emphasis of (51)9 then 
we might say that it is an unacceptable (although not ungrammatical) 
sentence which requires some final marker such as sentence le to 
convey the speaker's intentions^

One final point of interest with respect to rule (48) is 
that it seems to conflict with the results of sentence (5 2) which 
was included in ray native speaker questionnaireo Even though the 
quantified V-0 sentence is set in a context which indicates a process

(58)̂
y/ V — X >i«w* yj ——- V  / ’ X N \ /  ^

¥0 yijing kan sanbenshUo Wo hai yao zai kan liangben0 
I've already read three books® I still want to read 
two more®

which is to continue in the future9 40 subjects indicated that a 
suffix -le was necessary after^ kan 'see* while only 18 indicated 
that a sentence le necessary after ̂  sHu 'bbok'o This means that
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rule (48) either does not tell the full story with respect to the 
device by which Chinese speakers bring past actions up to the time of 
the presentg or that the explicit reference to the future in the 
second sentence makes sentence le optional in the first sentenceo 
If the second option is correctg then this would explain the apparent 
exception to (48) thereby making the first option harmless0

1o2o4̂ .'$e€'Hirases- ■
8There are two types Of set phrase involving occurrences of IE0 

The first are those set phrases in which it appears as a "start-bound"
9prefix (efo Chao, 1968 s 14$) pronounced / T i a o / 0 The following com

binations are listed in A New Practical- Chinese^Ehglish Mctionary

4^ liaobude9 wonderful9 excellent
3 'S 1 liaobuliao 8 cannot be brought to an end

X  4§ liaodes very goods excellent
X  3 liaodeliaos can be solved

3 &  liaodang, appropriate
X  3 liaoliaOj intelligentj bright 
3 IS liaojieg to get through with, settle 
3  W - liaojieg to understand or comprehend 
3 Jo\ liaoju, the end, the result

So I make no - here as to which form of IE 
combines to form set phrases0

9o By "start-bound" Chao means that polysyllabic words with 
jj’ liao, as the first syllable cannot be used without X  liaoo This 
contrasts with situations where IE appears as the last syllable of a 
polysyllabic word and is "end free" or optional*



V \liaoan9 to conclude a case
v y y liaowyhen0 without a trace
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3 /yis liaozhaig to pay off one’s debts
l  ift- liaozhangg to settle an account
1 ^  liaoshis to finish up a matter
% v /'I liaoran9 to understand clearly

3 Ai. liaocicansheng 9 to end this miserable life
3 ‘ 

i # ,
Jgl IF y(> V  Z V  ^4 iwi TX liaowuzhangj in 9 having made no progress

The important thing to notice about these combinations is 
that all carry the basic connotation of completion and that in 
several cases this completion is in terms of mental cdmprehensiono 
This provides evidence for the derivation of le from li&o 1 finish9 
mentioned by Chao (see above9 po4)<.

The second type of set phrase involving LE are those in which 
it appears as a suffix pronounced /la/° Chao (1968s 145) regards IE 
as "end-free" and "start^bound" indicating that these set phrases 
might stand alone without the IE suffix<, The most common types of 
set phrase in which IE appears as a suffix are the following:

Type Is stative or quality verbs + -le as in 
"^5 3 baole ready, finished 
fEt 3 duile correct 

3 -.jile extremely 
Type 2s transitive action verbs + -le as in 

T  d e l e  enough 
jj| 3 toule thoroughly 

3 xiuRle that will do



Type 3s verb suffixes or particles + -le as in
^  4 zhaole compound verb suffix of fulfillment 

l bale that's enough!
-tt, ̂  J jiushile that's all there is to it?

Type 4: prepositions or conjunctions + -le as in
PS J chule with the exception of
&  4 weile because of
S  I yihle because

Chao (1968s 450) classifies LE in -jlie 1 extremely0 and
\  toule “thoroughly9 as an "intensifying complement" => It seems 

reasonable to similarly classify the other uses of IE in the above 
list since in each case it intensifies an action$ state9 or consequence 
already implied by the part of speech to which it is suffixed,.

There are a number of phrases® such as -3 taiduole
'too much' and ^  ̂  wangle 'have forgotten' in which -le tends 
to occur with regularity, but which are less commonly used than the 
set phrases just listed,, Since these less common cases might be 
explained as instances in which certain speakers choose to regularly . 
employ EB as an intensive complement® these cases might be better 
handled as cases of complementization and categorized along with the 
uses of IE in the V-R construetionSo

A preliminary classification of Syntactic structures in which 
IE occurs can be made on the basis of the data reported in 1«1 and 
1o2o This classification appears below,,
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1o z5<yj7 - s - ^  M h e r e

a) = conditional clause 
or b) x = temporal clause
or c) x = sentence (includes special uses, pages 10^15 above) 

12o f k j  + PS where 
a) Xg = verb 

or b) Xg = verb + complement 
or c) Xg = verb + object

3o + IE + + IS where

and b) x^ = x^ + object 
k 0 Eg >  / x ^  or /xg/ + IS where

a) IS = start-bound prefix and £ ~ x ^ y  = monosyllabic or 
polysyllabic word 

or b) IS = end-bound suffix and
1o Xg = stative or quality verb 

or 20 Xg - transitive action verb 
or 3° Xg = verb suffix or particle 
or 4C Xg - preposition or conjunction

10o The form IS is used in these structures to avoid a 
commitment as to which form, le or -le, is present in a particular 
structureo



CHAPTER 2

CONTEMPORARY NATIVE SPEAKER USE OF IE

2p0. IE Test Sentences and Paragraphs 
In order to test the application of the categories outlined 

in Chapter 1, it seemed helpful to administer a test to determine how 
native speakers employ IE when constructing sentences and paragraphs 
involving the varieties of meaning associated with IE0 Sentences 
and paragraphs 1-12 in Appendix A. were selected from prose and 
conversational contexts and all occurrences of IE were deletedo The 
subjectss who consisted of faculty and staff at the Chinese University 
of Hong Kong and native Chinese members Of the Chinese Language 
Teacher's Association (CLTA), were instructed to insert IE where 
they thought it was either necessary or optional,, Optional occurrences 
were to be indicated by circling the insertions,, Subjects were also 
instructed to give translations of test items 1-7 and to provide 
comments when they thought they were confronted with borderline caseso 
The results of these insertions are summarized according to major 
dialect group in Appendix Bo

A questionnaire (also included in Appendix #) accompanied the 
test and solicited information regarding the names age, sex, home

34
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provinces dialects and educational level of each subjecto This 
infprmatioh- (e.xcluding names .and home provinces) .is listed in 
Appendix Go The population consisted of 62 subjectso Thirty-nine 
subjects reported that Mandarin was the dialect in which they had 
the greatest proficiency9 two reported the Shanghai dialects six 
Cantoneses and 15 either did not report or listed Guan-yu (the 
"official”"language) or Guo-yu (the "national" language) as dialects0 

Thirty-seven males and 21 females participated in the tests while 59 
of the subjects reported that they were native speakers of Chinese^
The most highly represented age group was in the over kQ category 
with 55 subjects,. Sixteen subjects were in the 50 to 40 group* 
three were in the 20 to 30 group9 and eight subjects did not report 
their age0

The percentage indications above the Chinese characters in 
the test items of Appendix A represent the percentage of subjects 
of all dialects who felt IE was necessary or optionals respectively9 
at a particular position in the testo

The numbers in Appendix B are given in terms of the percentage 
of subjects per dialect who inserted necessary IE in positions where 
IE was possibleo IE was deemed possible if at least one subject 
inserted it at a particular positions For examples in the first test 
item (Tl) there were three possible positions for IE; one following

(n)'* _ M  ,s£ : ::
— x, *< \ — ^  s  y  yChi _ fan, you zuo _ yi hui9 cai huilai _s

Eat __ rice* again sit __ one moment^ then come back _o
Eats sit a moments and then come backs
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chi 'eat9 9 one following zuo 'sit’ s and one following 

lai ’come’* A numerical value of two was given if a subject employed 
a necessary instance of Ig9 and a value of one was given if a sub
ject used optional LEo If a subject deemed IE necessary in all
three positions Of sentence (l) he or she was given a six out of 
six or 1OG0£ rating for that example^ Hence9 the totals for each 
dialect and each example in Appendix B. represent the degree to 
which a given dialect population tended to use necessary IE0 and
the degree to which all dialects tended to use necessary IE for a
particular exampleo

|The data collected from the test made it possible to inves
tigate the influence of personal factors on the usage Of IE0 In 
additions, it was possible to investigate possible correlations 
between a given subject’s or group’s usage of IE in one context as 
opposed to its use in anotherc Given the possibility of this type 
of influence it was feasible to speculate on the degree to which 
extra-grammatical features such as age, sex, and context act 
independently or in concert with other factors to account for the 
use of IEo In sections 201 and 2C2 below I will present evidence 
which suggests that contextual features do in fact play a r0leo

2e j, Analysis of Test Sentences and Paragraphs 
In this section I will discuss each test item in terms of 

the usages of IE which they illustrate and the patterns of response 
elicited from the subjects* In general3 the test is divided into 
two sections: Items 1-7 are simple sentences intended to test the



use of LE at the lexical, phrase, and sentential level with a minumum 
of contextual cueing® Items 8-12 are intended to test .the use of 
IE in positions where expanded context might obviate the need for 
a given usage of LE or influence the usage of. EE in a way not predicted 
by the outline of constructions in section 1o3<> Before constructing 
the test, textbooks and native informants' were consulted in order to 
develop expectations regarding the various uses of EE® The actual 
test was designed in such a way that all four of the major construc
tions in section I®3'were made available to the subjects® It was 
anticipated that if contextual features and/or speaker preferences 
play a role in the use of EE, then these features or preferences 
would be illustrated by wide variations in subject response for each 
test item® On the other hand, if such features and preferences do 
not play a role, it was anticipated that the variations could be 
explained by grammatical rules giving the subjects certain options 
regarding which structures.to choose® Thus, for each sentence and 
paragraph I will report the major patterns of subject response and 
discuss how these patterns differ from the expectations engendered 
by the structures in 1®3 and my native informants®

1 - , . .2®1®1 Test Items 1-7
Test item 1 was designed to test the use of the suffix -le 

after the transitive action v e r b , chi 6eat9 as well as the use 
of -le after the intransitive action verb rfe zuo 'sit* which precedes

1® Since EE was deleted in the test I. give both a literal 
translation and the translation anticipated for each test item®
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(T1) &  % A - ® ^ El ,

\ \ _. / Z / /Chi fan, you zuo yi hui, cai huilai0
Eat rice, again sit one moment, only then come back
Eat, sit a moment, and then come backo

the quantified Object, —  £2] yi hui ’a moment8 o There were also 
two subjects (one Mandarin and one Cantonese) who felt, that EE was., 
available as an optional element at the end of (T1) after the intran
sitive action verb, lai 8come8o The results of insertion by the 
39 Mandarin subjects fall into the following five patterns (P)
where X represents necessary EE, 0 optional EE, and 0 absence of EEs.

>>  ̂ / m ■(P1) chi X ooc zuo X eoo lai 0 (23 subjects)
(P2) chi X <,<,» zuo 0 000 l a j .  0  (10 subjects)
(P3) o ld . X ooo zuo 0 coo lai 0 (3 subjects)
(P4) chi 0 000 zuo 0 600 lai 0 (1 subject)
(P5) chi X ooo zuo X coo lai 0 (1 subject)

Pattern 1 was the most common response and (P2 ) the second 
most commono Comparing the English translations given by subjects 
representing these five patterns revealed the interesting fact that 
all could be rendered as in (T1a)s

(T1a) After eating, (we) sat around a while, before returningo 
The optionality of -le after zuo8sit8 in (P2) might be regarded as
an indication that the use of -le after ̂  chj 8 eat8 does double 
duty as a temporal markero That is, once -le is used in the first . 
clause the completion of an action in past time might be established 
and the idea of completion transferred to the verb in the second 
clause making the use of a second -le unnecessary» This explanation 
would appear to be bom out by the translation in (Tib) by one of 
the subjects who chose (P3)=

(Tib) After dinner, and sitting for a while, (we) returnedo'
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The one subject who chose (P4) translated (T1) as (Tie)

beloWo This indicates that the use of the adverbs you ’again6
(Tic) We ate9 stayed for a while, then returned home0

and cai ’only then’ are independently capable of establishing a
relationship between events in the past thereby making a marker of
past completion redundant^

The subject who chose (Pg) translated (T1) as (Tld)<, The
(Tld) After having taken the meal, (he) visited a little 

longer, only then he returns do
emphasis in this translation appears to be on the return of the

, /subject of the sentence as shown by the literal rendering of ̂  caj 
as ’only then’o Such a usage of LE is apparently an instance of 
sentence LE to indicate either a new or consequent situation^

Test item 2 was designed to test two uses of XEo First, it
(12)^ #  K  T  t*.

v y ^  v \ x N N / —Wo zuotian wanshang xiake bian hui jiac 
1 yesterday evening leave class then return home®
Yesterday evening I left class then returned home0

tests the degree to which speakers utilize the suffix -le following
the directional verb,  ̂xia ’leave’ in the presence of the past time
adverbial, zuotian ’yesterday’0 Second, it tests whether or
not sentence le is necessary to indicate a consequence in the presence
of the implicative conjunction, bian ’therefore’ 0 Although it
was not anticipated, one subject inserted optional LE following the

y
directional verb. Hi hui ’return’ <, while another inserted optional
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LE after the verb-object combination<,7  ̂ xiake 'leave class’ 0

The eight patterns of response are as follows:
(P1) xii X 000 jia X (16 subjects)
(P2) x£a X ooo jia 0 (11 subjects)
(P3) xxa 0 0 60 jia X (6 subjects)
(P4) xia 0 ooo jia 0 (2 subjects)
(P5 ) xia 0 ooo jia 0 (i subject)
(P6) ke 0 (l subject)
(P?) xia 0 000 jfa. 0 (1 subject)
(P8) xia X 000 hui 0 00o j£a X (1 subject)

Translations given for patterns (Pi), (P2)$ (P3) and (P8)
indicate no significant differenceSo All were rendered as a variation
of (T2a) 0 Unfortunately, no translations were provided for (P4),

(T2a) Last night I returned, home right after class0

(P5), (P6) and (P7) so it is difficult to tell what meaning these
subjects had in mindo Nevertheless, I would like to suggest that
since 38 out of 39 subjects felt -le was necessary or optional after .
T  xia ’leave’ the presence of 7c zuotian ‘yesterday’ by itself
is not sufficient to eliminate the use of -le«

Test item 3s reproduced as (T3) below, was selected from the
play. Lei Yu Thunderstorm by the playwright, @ao Yu (1959» 27)0

3n the original, all three sentences of the talk exchange between
the two spencers eonta-ine,S the suffix -le following dao ’pour
©Ut’o

(T3) Mother: 6 .
Tang nan he0 Dao ta0
Soup difficult drinko Throw ito
The soup is terrible,. Throw it Out®

Daughter: f
XDao?

Throw?.
Throw it out?
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Mothers X , #  &  "6.

——  \ \ X. V x/ x  /  X  —— .Xian fang zai ner ye hao0 Bu9 haishi dao tac 
First put at there also goocL No, still throw it.
It’s alright to put it thereo No, go ahead and
throw it out®

I was interested in testing the degree to which the subjects
would conform to the original pattern.. Patterns 1-3 were the most

(P1) dao X ooo dao X ®0<, dao X (21 subjects)
(P2) dao X ooo dao 0 000 deb X (10 subjects)
(P3) dab X o®o dao 0 0®o dab X (6 subjects)

common among Mandarin subjects® Since the majority of subjects
preferred (P1), we can argue that they felt compelled to repeat the
word J daole ’throw out’ in order to maintain the order and,
perhaps, the rhetorical effect of the talk exchange® However, (P2)
and (P3) might be explained by a fast speech rule which allows for
the. optional .deletion of -le after a verb when that verb is utilized

2in a question after appearing in an imperative context® The reason 
why -le is not dropped after the third instance of dao ’throw’
is that the first speaker is repeating the imperative after having
changed her mind in the first part of the third sentence® Hence,
-le would again be necessary to establish the context®

Other subjects suggested that the use of the verb suffix ^  
diao ’finish’ would be better than -le, but this did not appear to 
alter the translations and would thus appear to be merely a matter 
of idiolectal preference®

2® This possibility was raised by Timothy Light®
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There, was one Mandarin subject who chose (P4) below thereby

(P4) dao X ooo dao 0 ooo dao 0 
threatening the argument given earlier with respect to (P2) and (P3)« 
It is interesting to note that this subject’s translation did not 
differ from translations given by those who chose (P2) and (P3)o 
Hence9 he may have felt that the use of ̂  bu #nb!, in the third 
sentence of (T3) was sufficient to indicate that the first speaker 
had undergone a change of mind, thereby rendering -le redundanto

Test item 4 was selected from the novel Jia Family by Ba Jin 
(1962 s. 19) to test the frequency of °le with the verb fE, si 
8 die8 in a verb + Complement constructiono The original had this

(*> S  8* ” ^  •'($,. -j’
f p  #  %  -
Heian, ahi you heian3 hai buru xiang daxiaojie neiyang^ sihaoo 
DarknessB only have darkness, still not same like daxiaojie 
that way die better* v  ̂ v
Darknessg only darknesso Better to die like daxiaojieo

usage of -le and 61 out of the 62 subjects felt it should be inserted*
The difference in translations, given by subjects who used -le

and those who did not is instructive* The preferred translation by
those who used -le is given in (T4a) while (T4b) was preferred by

X  V  V(T4a) Darkness9 only darkness, better to be dead like daxiaojieo
/ ■  ̂ V(T4b) Darkness, only darkness, better to die like daxiaojie* 

those who didn’t* (T4a) means that the action of.dying has been 
completed in relation to daxiaojie ’Miss’ 0 while (T4b) means
that the action of dying has not been completed in reference 
to the speaker* This would be a clear case for the use of -le to
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indicate the completion of an evento Without a context9 subjects
were forced to decide whether the event was completed, and it seems
that -le was the preferred way of marking such completion.,

Two subjects, one Mandarin and one Cantonese, felt that
optional le could be added at the end of (T4) in addition to the -le
following si ’die’o The translation given by the Mandarin subject
(the Cantonese subject failed to translate) is given in (T4e)=

(T4c) Darkness, only darkness.. It would have been better 
to die like Miss dide

Notice that in this translation reference is made to both the death
of Miss and the hypothetical death of the speaker in past time0 Such
a usage indicates that the perfective feature of the suffix -le and
the hypothetical feature of sentence le are interacting to form a
unique implication^ It is possible to view suffix -le as pertaining
to the subject of the verb to which it is attached (in this case, (
Miss), while sentence le pertains to the speaker of the sentence.,

One Mandarin subject inserted a necessary sentence le after
. vthe first an 8 darkness9 in (T4)o No translation was given, but 

it seems correct to assume that this is simply the use of sentence
le to indicate a change of status.. Thus, no special principles
beyond the Cho 1 outline C section-I o j., p» 33) are required to explain 
this type of usage0

Test item 5 was designed to test the widely stated rule that 
(T5) ^  %  % J//  .

v / _ \ \ vWo zuotian kan dianyingo 
I yesterday see movie.,
Yesterday I saw a movieo
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the double LE construction is necessary when a transitive verb
takes a simple (unquantified) object* The patterns of response by
Mandarin subjects listed below indicate that this rule is too strong*

(P1) kan 0 *** dianyyig X (18 subjects)
(P2) kan X ooo dianying 0 (7 subjects)
(Pj) kan 0 *** dianying X (4 subjects)
(P4) kah 0 *** diany^ig 0 (4 subjects)
(P5) kan X *9* dianying X (2 subjects)
CP6) kan 0 oo* dianying 0 (2 subjects)
(P7) kan 0 *** dianying 0 (2 subjects)

Only two subjects used the double LE construction as indicated in (P5)
and there were no subjects at all who chose the pattern kan X ***
\ vdianying 0* Unfortunately9 no translations were given by the two 

subjects who chose (P5)o Howevers the translation given by one 
subject who chose (P3) was comparable to translations given by 
subjects who chose (Pl)s (P2)„ (P4) and (P?) as indicated in (T5a)* 

(T5a) I went to/saw a movie yesterday*
It appears that the rule concerning the double LE construction 

needs to be revised* We might want to say that Chinese syntax makes 
the double LE pattern available for verb + simple object constructions, 
but that other grammatical rules or extra-grammatical principles 
of conversation help to determine the conditions under which that 
pattern will be used*

There is another possibility which bears mentioning with 
respect to the responses to (T5)* Several subjects who chose (P2) 
indicated that they wished to stress the action of the verb t§ kan 
* see * as indicated in translation (T5c)* This may be taken to mean 

(T5c) Yesterday I saw a movie (that8s what I did)*
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that LE can be used to place emphasis on either the verb or the 
object through the mutually exclusive use of suffix -le and sentence 
le0 Since one would not normally wish to stress both the action of 
the verb and its object, (P5) might be reserved for cases in which 
completion of action and obviousness of the situation are being 
communicated by the speaker» Only in such a case would it be 
appropriate for the speaker to utter a sentence as highly marked as 
one which fits (P5)o

Test item 6 was intended to test the degree to which native

\ "V .y •*"’ */  ̂ \  ̂■/ —■ lyTa wen wo 2uotj.an wanshang zuo 
¥o shub : %o xizao?
He ask .me yesterday evening do what?
I say? "I bathe
He asked me what I did yesterday eveningo 
I said: "I bathed."

speakers would use identical patterns in both the question and reply
portions of the test item. The responses by Mandarin subjects fell
into the following 17 patterns?

(P1) zuo X ooo xi X (6 subjects)
(P2) ma X ooo zao X (6 subjects)
(P3) no IE at all (4 subjects)
(P4) zuo 0 ooo xi 0 (3 subjects)
(P5) zuo 0 ooo ma X oo= zao X (3 subjects)
(P6') zuo 0 ooo zao 0 (2 subjects)
(P7) ma X ooo xi X (2 subjects)
(P8) zao X only (2 subjects)
(P9) zuo 0 only (2 subjects)
(PlO)ma X only £2 subjects)
(P1l)ma 0 ooo zao 0 (1 subject)
(Pl2)ma 0 ooo zao 0 (1 subject)
(Pl3)zuo 0 ooo zao X (1 subject)
(Pl4)zuo 0 ooo xi X (1 subject)
CP15)zuo 0 ooo ma 0 ooo zao 0 (1 subject)
(Pl6)zuo 0 ooo ma X ooo xi 0 ooo zao X (1 subject)
(P17)zuo X ooo zao X (l subject)



Patterns 1 9 2, 3g 4, 11 and 16 were used by 20 of the 39 
respondentSo They support the hypothesis that subjects will pattern 
replies to questions in the manner set up by the question itselfo 
This would seem to indicate that either a stylistic rule of paral
lelism is in effect or that the non-correspondence between question 
and reply is tantamount to a difference in meaning* In any case, 
the fact that so many patterns emerged from (T6) is sufficient to 
show .that we will need more than simple syntactic rules to explain 
why native speakers use IE in the observed manner*

The final short test passage is test item 7 which was designed

to test a rule stated in Fenn and Tewksherry (196? * 114)*. 'The authors 
tell us that the double EE construction is used with verb + measured 
object constructions to indicate that the action of the verb is

to some point in the future* Since the sentence with the verb + 
measured object is followed in (T?) by a sentence which states 
explicitly that the action of the verb will continue into the future9 

I was interested in seeing if this would diminish the use of double

(17)4; e, if  S ==.> 44 -M 3 s '*

I already read three volumes books* I still want again 
read two volumes*
I1ve already read three books* I want to read two more*

complete up until the present time in a process which will continue



The results from the Handarin subjects fall into the following
seven patterns and indicate a wide range of possibilities^ The fact

(Pi) kan X ooo shu 0 (16 subjects)
(P2) kan X e«<> shu X (7 subjects)
(P3) kan 0 O«,o shu X (6 subjects)
(P4) kan X <,00 shu 0 (4 subjects)
(P5) kan 0 00c shu 0 (3 subjects)
(P6) kan 0 Ooo shu 0 (2 subjects)
(P7) kan 0 »00 shu X (l subject)

that (.Pi) is the most commonly accepted form indicates that the rule
concerning double LE with measured objects is not mandatory.. The
possibility that the second sentence of (T?) influences choice
of the double IE construction seems doubtful since in (T8)s discussed
more fully in section 2d1<,2 °1» a verb + measured object sentence was
given only verb -le by the majority of subjects even though this
sentence was not followed by an explicit statement that the verb
action would continue into the future= In fact, the ratio of subjects
who used double EE in (T7) was greater than the same ratio for (T8);
7ol6 to 4sl8e This seems to indicate that the explicit mention of
future action in (T7) increased the likelihood of the double EE
construction*• This will be further discussed in relation to (t8 ) 0

Another point which is important in connection with (T?) is
that the patterns reveal a high percentage of subjects who preferred
to use -le after the verb ̂  kan ’read1 * The textbooks generally
agree that -le follows the verb when it precedes a measured object
in past time* Since all but the one subject who chose (P?) thought

Y-le was necessary or optional after ̂  kan ’read’, this rule seems 
to be generally correct*
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2=1<>2 . Test Items 8-12

Test items 8-12 were designed to test what influenceg if any, 
an expanded context would have on the use of LE0 In this section I 
will report the data pertaining to subject response on those particular 
sentences in (T8)-(T12) where IE occurred in the original context or 
where use of IE might have been anticipated bn the basis of the mor
phological and syntactic patterns set forth in Ch® 1® Items 8 and 11
were composed especially for the test. and. will be treated together
in 201d2=1o Items 9$ 10 and 12 were selected from narrative contexts
and will be treated together in 2 01o2 02 0

2i.1 ®2>T':. Test Items 8 and 110 Test item 8 contains three 
instances of the verb + measured object construction examined in 
reference to (T?)®

oa) 4% &  . "

V  ̂ \ f ^  y V —  X fWq shi yige daxuesheng® WO yijing nian san. nian 
I am a college student® I already study three years 
I am a college student® I've already studied three years

. # 4  ^  #  # S.» # % ik %
daxue® Mingnian jiu yao biye® Eiye yihou wo ' 
college® Next year then will graduate® Graduate after I 
in college® Next year I will graduate® After I graduate

. « ■ *  #  4 t  a  d - m  %  ? % . - % . -  %  4  n
\ N \ "S \ / —— \ V" X — vdasuan zai jixu nian yanjiuyuan® No yigong shenqing

plan again continue study graduate school® I altogether apply
I plan to continue studying at graduate school® Altogether

e,
x z v — v —- y’  ̂ v v v /wuge daxue, yijing you sange daying gei wo jiangxuejin® 

five colleges, already have three reply give me scholarship® 
to five colleges and have already had three replies giving 
me



Wo zhen. shi gaoxing jio .
I truly am happy extremely»
1 am truly very happy <,

These three instances occur in the second sentence and in the two
phrases which compose the fifth sentence. The patterns of response
of Mandarin subjects for the second sentence are as follows:

(P1) nian X ... san nian daxue 0 (18 subjects)
(P2) nian X o.. sEa nian daxue X (5 subjects)
(P3) nian 0 ... sgi nian daxue 0 (5 subjects)

- (P4) nĵ an X ... sim nâ an daxî e 0 (5 subjects)
(P5) nian 0 ... san nian daxue 0 (3 subjects)
(P6) nian 0 00o san nian daxu^ X (2 Subjects)
(P7) nian 0 6oo san nian daxue 0 (l subject)

It is interesting to note that the majority of subjects chose 
(Pi) even though the context seems to demand the double IB construc
tion exemplified in (P2)o- That is, the subject of the sentence
explicitly reports that he is a college student involved in a four
year curriculum of which three years have been completed. Hence9 we 
might anticipate that two occurrences of IE would be necessary in 
order to indicate a partially completed action whose ultimate comple
tion lies in the future. Since the results for (1.7) also indicate 
a preference for a single IE construction9 it seems necessary to 
regard the double IE construction as gratuitous for many subjects 
regardless of whether we have an isolated sentence as in (T?) Or a
sentence in a context as in (T8).

There were* however* some differences in the choice of 
patterns by the same subjects for (T?) and (TS). Of the 16 subjects 
who chose (Pi) for (T?)» five chose (P4) for (T8) while two chose
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(P6)o On the other hand, of the 18 subjects who chose (P1) for (T8),
four chose (PS) for (T7)» while two chose (P4), and one chose (P5)=
The fact that no subject switched from the double IS pattern (P2)
in (T7) to double LE pattern (P2) in (T8), while 4 subjects did
Switch from double IE in (T?) to single IE pattern (P4) in (T8),
indicates that the expanded context in (T8 ) may have had an influence
on subject performance0 That is, the context in (T8) may have:
signalled that the ultimate completion of the action was in the future
thereby rendering the double IE construction unnecessary»

The patterns of response for the first phrase in the fifth
sentence of (T8) also reveal some interesting facts when compared to

(Pi) shenqrug X (31 subjects)
(P2) shenqing 0 (5 subjects)
(P3) shenqSig 0 (3 subjects)

the responses for the second sentence» All but four of the 31 sub-
X s ̂ ■ v ■jects who thought -le was necessary after f %  shenqing 'apply' also 

thought it necessary after nian 'study* in the second sentence= 
Hence, a high degree of consistency appears to be in operation^

; .43 ^Moreover, of the three subjects who omitted -le after T %% shenqing
JL \'apply *, two inserted it only optionally after nian * study*, while 

  ^
one omitted it after nian * study* altogether^ Again, consistency 
of response seems to be illustrated in these pattems«>

In (T8), I was interested in seeing what effect the presence 
of a complex sentence would have on the use of the double IE construc- 
tion0 Thus, for the fifth sentence, I wanted to see if the sentence 
le would be used after daxue ' college * at the end of the first
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clauses, or after y<L 5  ̂  .jianRxue.jin ’ scholarship’ in the second
clauseo The patterns of response are as follows;

(Pi) shenqing X »<> = jiangxuejya "0 <5 subjects)
(P2) shenqyig 0 o » 0 jiangxipjin 0 (3 subjects)
(P3) shenqyig X 00o ji^gxuejin ̂  (2 subjects)
(P-4) shenqing X d00 you 0 o^o^jiangxuejln 0  (1 subject)
(P5) shenqing 0 o o „  jiangxuejdn X (1 subject)
(P6) you 0 do* jiangxuej'in/0 (̂1 subject)
(P?) shenqing 0 jiangxuejin X (1 subject)
(P8 ) daxue X9 08 0 (0 subjects)

Pattern 8 is added to stress the fact that no subject felt le to be
necessary or optional after A ^  daxue 'college', although all but
one subject felt -le was necessary or optional after t shenqing
'apply%

These facts seem to indicate two thingSd Firstg there seems 
to be a tendency among the subjects to withhold the double IS construc
tion after the first clause of a compound sentenceo (The fact that 
the first clause is followed by the temporal adverb &  ̂  yijing 
'already' might also be important hered) This trend was universally 
followed in the fifth sentence of (T8 )o Second, necessary le does - 
not tend to appear at the end of the second clause of a compound 
sentenced If it does appear, it is only optional as in (P1) or . 
related to a verb + quantified object in the second clause itself 
as in (P6)o

There are,'however, two apparent counter-examples to this 
latter tendency» First, of the four subjects who thought le was 
necessary after ̂  ̂  j iangxue j in ' scholarship', two thought it 
was also necessary after ’f "$if shenqing 'apply' as in (P3), one 
thought it was optional as in (P?) and one omitted it as in (P5)o
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I have no explanation for these responses since the subjects involved 
did not do anything elsewhere in the test which seems comparable to 
these responses^ However9 I think it can be said that the textbook 
explanations of the double IE construction are in need of revision 
to allow for the considerable latitude of response apparent in this

gf dy v \The patterns or response regarding the use of ̂  biyei
*graduate* in sentences two and three of (T8 ) are as follows:

(P1) biye X oo= biy^ 0 (14 subjects)
(P2) biye 0 Ooo biye 0(10 subjects)
(P3) biye 0 000 biye 0x (8 subjects)
(P4) biyp X ooo bi 0 ye 0 (5 subjects)
(P5) biye X ooo b̂i X ye 0 (1 subject)
(P6) biye X ooo bi 0 ye 0 (1 subject)

Me can explain the use of necessary or optional IE after the first
biye * graduate9 as an instance of IE in a jiu ’already’

v,, -s -clause to show consequence« Of course* (P5) reveals that %  jiu
’already’ by itself might be enough to indicate such a consequence0

On the other hand* the patterns seem to indicate that IE is
strictly optional after the second sp biye ’graduate’o This
phenomenon might be a result of the fact that the second sentence
has already established graduation as an imminent fact about the
futureo Moreover* due to the presence of the temporal adverb /‘A 
v <yjhou ’after’ in the third sentence* g  might be used as only a
stylistic device as appears to be the case with (P5) and (P6)>

The use of le after ji ’extremely’ in the last sentence
occurred in 59 of the 62 responses for all dialects^ This indicates

/that while the suffix^ J jile ’ extremely ’ has gained the status of
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a set phrases at least three subjects felt that the phrase could be 
separated* No difference in meaning seems to be at work here so we 
might again have to appeal to a stylistic preference on the part of 
some subjectSo

Test item 11 was constructed to test the frequency of use of 
LE in an established past tense context9 as well as its frequency

5F. —  Ya a8 -fc zFij
m  If ^

. / v ✓ \ v \ /Zuotian wo gen yige pengyou dao haibian qu wan*
Yesterday I and a friend to. seashore go play*
Yesterday a friend and I went to the seashore to play*
a A  ^  5 #  :
Yinwei fehg tai da women shi wan shifehzhong
Because wind too great we only play ten minutes
Because the wind was top great we only played ten minutes

. M  ®  dl /I ^  _2_
jiu huilaio Hui jxa yihpu mei dubjiu lao Wang
then come back* Return home after not very long Lao Wang
then returned* Not long after we returned Lao Wang

' j f c . ' f  ^  $  fit i6.JE.-45-.
lai* Ta qing women qu ta jia chifan* Zhenghao
come* He ask us go; his home eato Just then
came* He aSked us to go to his home to eat* Just then
4% n  # % 4 - is % #  %  &
s/ —^  / V ^  V. N N \ n/ /women dbu juede you yidiar e jiu qu Lao Wang
we all feel have, a little hunger then go Lao Wang.
we all felt a little hungry and then went to Lao Wang's

- W  A  —  # g  .

jia chifan* Chiwanfan zuo yidiar jiu huilaio
home eat* Eat-finish-rice sit awhiles then come back*
house to eat* We finished eating, sat awhile, then returned*

of use with stative verbs, resultative compounds, and at the end of
. ; / - 

sentences ending with the directional verb ̂  lai 'come'*
The adverb zuotian 'yesterday' in the first sentence

/ seemed to be sufficient for the past tense insofar as none of the
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subjects thought -le was necessary after^ _gu 1 go®0 Two subjects

• ^ ythought la was necessary and four optional after5 ^  wan ’play* in
the first sentence5 but this is an instance of sentence le used to
indicate a change in status^ Similarly6 no subjects felt -le to be
optional or necessary a f t e r qing * invite * in the third sentence
indicating that there is no need for an extra indication of the past
tense, when the verb is followed by an" unquantified objecto However,

/ . \ after 3%, wan 'play* in the second sentence and —  zuo ’ sit' in the
last sentence we can explain the relatively high frequency of -le
as evidence of a preference for -le in verb + quantified object
constructions^ Twenty-six subjects thought -le was necessary and
ten optional afterjFf,wan 'play*, while 27 thought it necessary and
13 optional after 4̂  zuo * sit * 0 These numbers still leave 26 subjects
who omitted -le after wan 'play* and 22 who omitted it after
zuo 'sit * thus.indicating a fair degree of personal choice in contexts
where the past tense context is well established by temporal adverbs
or other means,.

There are two stative verbs in (T11) 0 The first is TC da
'great* in sentence two for which only one subject thought LB was
necessary and one optional. The second is'f^ e 'hungry* in the fifth
sentence for which five subjects thought LE was necessary and seven
optionalo I had anticipated considerably higher frequencies of use,
but it is possible.that the presence of Tx tai 'too* in the second
sentence and --SS' yO yHiar^.a iittle* in the fifth sentence exerted some
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, V , \influence* That is,^ tad. ’too’ itself serves to intensify x  da 

’great’ thus rendering IE unnecessary* On the other hand,
-  Vyidiar ’a little’, serves to lessen the degree of intensification on

e = ’hungry’ thus eliminating the need for an intensive use of IE* 
The resultative phrase ̂  chiwan ’eat-finish’ in the last 

sentence of (Til) was thought to require necessary -le by nine subjects 
while 17 subjects thought it was only optional* This leaves 36 

subjects who omitted -le entirely* This might be explained by appeal
ing to the fact that '35% wan ’finish’ already establishes completion 
of action, while the past time reference is established by context* 
Thus, -le would only be necessary as a stylistic device, or as part
of a set phrase^,3 wanle ’finish’*
; ' ■ Y ■ ; , / . ' ■The directional verb %  lai "’come’ appears in the second,
third, and sixth sentence of (T11)* In both the second and sixth 

z /sentences,@ huilai ’come back’ appears at the end of a consequent
- ■ ■ j. ■’ \ :clause beginning with the word. jiu ’then’ which itself is preceded 

by a verb + quantified object construction* Despite the similarity
of constructions, 60% of all subjects thought IE was necessary after 
tg] huilai ’come back’ in the second sentence while 82% thought 
it was necessary after huilai ’ come back* in the sixth sentence*
The following fou^ patterns represent the tendencies of Mandarin 
subjects to use IE after both, neither, or either of sentences two 
and six s

(P1) huilai X *** huilai X (27 subjects)
(P2) huilai 0 *** huilai 0 (6 subjects)
(P3) huilai 0 *** huilai X (4 subjects)
(P4) huilai X *** huilai 0 (2 subjects)



Patterns 1 and 2 seem to imply that consistency of response is highly
valued by Mandarin subjects*

At the end. of the third sentnece of (T1 1 )9 of all subjects
thought IE was necessary * Of the four subjects who did not think
it was necessary9 three did not think it was necessary after the
second and sixth sentences* These facts indicate two things* First9

\  n  \in the absence of an explicit consequence indicator such as j f c t jiu 
' them* 9 more subjects are likely to use IS to indicate consequence* 
Secondv if a subject does not feel the need to use IE in the absence 
of words like ̂  jiu 'then* he is likely to leave it out even when 
4 / 0  jiu 'then* occurs* Henceg consistency of response would again 
be an important factor*

2*1*2*2 Test Items 9o 10 and 12* Test items 9$ 10 and 12 
were chosen from the writings of several well-known Chinese authors*
Test item 9 represents the first two paragraphs of Lao She's (1948s 
144) shdrt story9- "Yanjing" "Spectacles^".

(19) *  WA  S  ̂  if $  #  gi 1  B $  ^
Song Hsiu-shen suiran xueje kexues keshi zai richang 
Song.fisiu-shen although studying Science9 but at everyday 
Although Song Hsiu-shen studies science9 in everyday

shenghuSshang buguan ^ema: kexue ke ju de nei: yi tao* 
life not manage any science"examination that one set* 
life he can't manage science or exams*
4%, #  Xt M  6 t  | f  as- £  Vh ffi.
Ta xiangxln fanguan li cahgying dou shi xiaoyudu de*
He believe restaurant in flies all are disinfected*
He believes that the flies in restaurants have all been disinfected*
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M  ^  I  t 4  f «  W  sf i  i s
Suoyi chi zhimajiang ban mian de shihou bu laoshou hui„
Therefore, eat sesame butter mixed noodles time not bother wipe 
Therefore, when he eats sesame butter and mixed noodles he doesn’t . 
bother to wipe
s i x  m  a* * Bfr.
mu sung de xia jiangjiu. Ta you dwer jin shi yan=
eyes send blind choosy0 He have pair nearsighted eyes*
the blindness from his eyes0 He has a pair of nearsighted .eyeso.

. ^  #  #  M
Ye you dwei jinshi jingo Keshi ta chufei dustiu de shihou
Also have pair nearsight glasses* But he unless read time
He also has a pair of nearsighted blasses* ( But unless he’s reading
sfji _L „ 4$ t, %% lii M #  T&n,  ̂ \ — \ </ y **s ■  ̂  ̂ >/bu dai shang tamen* J.ulao shuofa yue dai j ingzi yan yue
not wear them* According Lao talk way more wear glasses eyes more
he doesn't wear them* In my opinion the more he wears glasses the

A% l i  i®.. 4# ? # ' *t> 7- #  . ^  -ia
\  —  V N V  ^ X X N \ /huaio Ta xin zheige* Debudai jiu bu dai* Piru

worse* He believe this* Unable wear then not wear* For example,
worse his eyes get* He believes this* If unable to wear them then
don't wear them* For example9A iS $ $E iE M 0f yv̂
zoulu guangjie, huo eanguan yundonghui de shihou, tade jingzi 
walk road roam street, or view army time, his glasses 
when he walks the road or roams the street, or views the army, 
his glasses
M r j i  t i t  i  . IP < £  Af &  4  3P j L  fo J L\ x v v v / v / v x \ / yshi zai shou li nazhe* Ji^ai shemma ye kanbujian-erqxe
are at hand in holding* Even if something also unable see moreover
are held in his hand* Even if he can't see anything and his
S 1 1  65 f  Jip ^  ;5 iit „X/ \ /  /_______ _ *< v /naodai changchang de faytm, na ye huogai* 
head always dizzy, that also alright= 
head is always dizzy, that's also alright*

-3E J/\5 -  ^  , j S  $  %  A
T^:zhengiWangxuexiao li sou*. Liuzhe 'qianggen shengde 
He just toward school in walk* Sliding wall foot lest 
He's just now walking to school* He's sliding at the foot of 
the wall lest
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#  A ; ?  #  8$ M  2$ #  *  m . m  a
pengzhab ren; buguo you shihou caizhe goutuio Zhei hui, 
bumping man; but have time treading dog lego This time, 
he bump into anyone; but sometimes he treads on a dog’s lego 
This time the case
66 tt S-4-1 i* & ̂  * S  n  ̂  S4- ts * .

v  > / ■ v  \ V - v  \ _  / / x  Vyanjing hezi shi juan zai liang ben', hou kexuS: za^hi lio 
glasses box is roll at two volume: thick seienee magazine in® 
of his glasses is rolled between two thick science magazineSo
^  @  A / v L  ^
Ta zhun zhidao zheige banfa bu baoxian, suoyi zou ji 
He exactly knows this method not protect, therefore walk several
He knows precisely that this method doesn’t protect them, so he
takes several
^ . i S  -  ft.. 46, 5- Jb £  ' ■
bu, zhanzhu mbyimOo Ba jingzi diu, shangtang tingke 
steps, stand gropingo Take glasses lose, lecture hall listen lesson 
steps and stands groping® If he loses his glasses, only when he 
goes in the lecture hall
#  i  a *  #  . %  t  A ii #  M  7% %  s

Z  / \ ^  \ v \ ̂  y > - \cai jiao xiazhua® Kuangqie zij i de caili you bu - - •
then call grasp blindly» Moreover, own monetary power again not 
he yells and grasps blindly® Moreover his own monetary power is
HR vm B6 in rn 5 * it

„  y v A v \ ^  \ \ a  \ vchongzu, mai dui yanjing shuobuding jiu hui pbchan0 .
sufficient, buy pair glasses unable say then able to be bankrupt®
insufficient, and, unable to speak, he goes bankrupt®
#J S i& S-S *  f ^ S G € S.

V V X V  z / A x  ̂ v N v  X X V X vBen dasuan ba hezi yu zai dai li, keshi shang gechu de koudai li 
He decide put box at pocket in, but everyplace pocket in 
He decides to put the case in his pocket, but there# it * e .41 is $ #  ̂> V ^  ^ X   v X /mei you kong difang: bijiben, shoujuan, qianbi, xiangpi
not have empty place: notebook, handkerchief, pencil, eraser
is no room: he takes his notebook, handkerchief, pencil, eraser,
si -fs -A- m  -  + s  <  m  t  ©  #  #  #

^  ... v* y' . ^  ' X . • X  mb' ^ ^liangge xiao ping, yi kuai chi shengxia de shaobing dou 
two small bottles, one pair eat remaining, baked cake, all 
two small bottles, one piece of remaining baked cake, and puts



Y S - 2-'X Z£- 12- )%' & CJ.x \ \ / X  ̂ *N. /'' '    x/  ̂ N/
2sfaanzhu dibano Haishi sheaiaia nazhe ba0 Xiaoxih yidian 
put on floor* Still, this way holding should* Careful a little 
them all on the floor* Still, he should hold them this way* 
Better to be - ' , , . , ,
^  ; ip {$. i4  &  sfa

V  v  N ✓ Z V  N x > N V  s x>hao$ ha© aai hesi jishi diao zai dishang ye hui you 
betters better at box even if fall on floor also able to have 
carefuls better Since even if the case falls on the floor it -
#  #  M .

. xiangsheng de* 
noise* .
will at least sake noise*

Because there were no preceding passages to influence the 
first paragraph, and because the original contained no instances of 
LE0 I thought 1 could test the degree to which individual speaker 
habits alone would influence performance* In addition, I felt it 
would be possible to assess consistency of response for subjects 
between the two paragraphs* Finally, I was interested in the degree 
to which subjects would approximate Lao She6s use of IB in the 
second paragraph where it occurred three times in the original after 
44 diu 'lose9 in the sixth sentence, after ̂  zhn 9dwell'.Mn the 
eighth sentence, and a f t e r hao 'good' in the ninth sentence*

As the reader can tell by looking at the low percentages of 
response for the first paragraph of (T9) in Appendix A, subjects 
were very reluctant to employ LB either as a necessary or optional 
element* Only nine subjects employed IB at any particular position 
in the first paragraph and the other 53 subjects followed Lao She's
original usage* The most consistent departure involved the use of

■ V—le by three subjects after xin 'believe' in the eighth sentenc
3̂ 1 Is . Ta xinle zheige 'He believes this' * This
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departure is similar to the difference in English between the histori
cal present and the use of the past suffix -ed as alternative devices 
in narrative literatureo

In the second paragraph of (T9) subjects were again reluctant 
to use IE except in those positions where it actually occurred in 
the originalo Except for the use of -le after aou ’walk’ in the 
phrase f f i  I'k . 7SL 1 ^  suoyi aoule .jibu ’ therefore walked a couple
of steps’ by nine subjects, and le after pochan 1bankrupt’ by
seven subjects, usage was very sparse,, The use of -le after jL ■ 
zuo ’walk’ can be explained by reference to the distinction between 
the historical present and past suffix thereby matching the responses 
discussed in reference to the first paragraph of :(T9)o The use of 
le after Iffy jSL pochan ’bankrupt’ can be explained as le following a., 
clause of consequence preceded by the word jiu ’then’o Thus, 
subjects tended to be consistent with Lao She’s original usage except 
in a small number of cases where a well established alternate
structure was available0

:v ' ’ ' ■ ' ' "■■■ ■ ■ ' : ' ■ ^ Fifty-six out of the 62 subjects used necessary IE after -zr

dju ’lose’ in sentence six0 Of the six subjects who did not insert
LE none thought that LE was necessary anywhere else in (T9)o
Since diu ’lose’ + LE appears in the Original it appears that the
use of the Ba construction in a temporal clause is a highly preferred
position for the use of LE0

' . - ' /, s -Only seven subjects felt -le was necessary after zhu 
’dwell’ in sentence eight of the second paragraph in (T9)o Since
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y. •' \ " -15- zhu ’dwell’ is used as a resultative complement to indicate a
fixed or secure condition, -le would probably be needed only if
special emphasis were desiredo

Only four subjects thought EE was necessary after hao
'good* in the ninth sentence of the second paragraph in (T9)0 This
can be explained in the same way that we explained the low percentages
of use after the stative verb da 1 great1 and e 9 hungry1 in CT1l)0
That is, excessive emphasis is semantically obviated because of the
presence of a word or phrase, in this case -^6/&yidiar 'a little® ,
which limits the degree of intensification^'. '

Test item 10 comes from Ba. Jin’s Jia Family (1962 : 297-
• 29B)0. .

(tio) %  H  ?  I I 13 S : 5  4 1  -  %  s A
/  \ y N v ^ ^ ^ —  V  ^" Jue^hui baanenggou rennai, ta bugu yiqiede. pao dao 

Jue-hui unable bear, he disregard everything run to 
Jue-hui was unable to bear itc Disregarding everything 
he ran in front
SC S  S  ‘ ^  ®

V  \ X. - y  y/ \  V  ^ V  ^  ^zufudi miangian, yaohanzhe zufudi shou, yimian 
grandfather in front, shaking grandfather hand, on one side 
of grandfather, and shaking his.hand let out a
A  &  4- $  $  %  ;^v , v v / z / y v v v - v,da sheng(jiaodao; "Yê yel Ye-ye’ Wo ba er'. ge-ge.a.
great yell cry: "Ye-ye! Ye-ye! I take second brother for
great cry; "Grandfather! Grandfather! I’ll go find second
brother for

/ K #  jk-f
v v /ni zhaolail" 
you find come!"

e. ? S  % &  #  ^  si- #
V N N V v '' / / N _ s‘Zufu budaying, zhi shi weiweide zai chou qic 

Grandfather not reply, only be slightly at draw breathe Grandfather did not reply, but only drew a slight breathe



Bie ren zouguo ■lai yao l^kai Jue-huij. <Jue-hui
Other people walked come want pull off Jue-hui 9 Jue~hui
The others walked over to pull Jue-hui off9 but Jue-hui

^  S  >6 f-B- 9L —  W
>/ ./ >/ \ N 4— / —— Ssuoxing ba shenzi kaozai zufudi xi qian5 yimian .

directly take self lean at grandfather1s knee front, one side
immediately leaned himself at grandfather's knees, shaking
$  -  a  A  &

\ / • v  ̂ ^  ̂ •—* v —. —— ^zhen yaozhe zufu, yimian yong beicande shengyin jiao
violently shaking grandfather, one side use tragic voice call
him violently on one side and on the other side used a tragic
voice to call
' * 6  4 & | j |  *./ V  • / / x \ __ y *  2r \ \ x --"Ye-yec" Jue-min lizai tadi pangbian zhuyide kan ta*
"Ye-yeo" Jue-min stand at his side concernedly watch him0
’'Grandfather011 Jue-min stood at his side watching with concern,,

/S #  %  5k #  —  Q  % .  Si ^  S I  A  A
/  . >Z \ —— —  v- X ■>/ — ** X X \Huran zufu xu yikou qi, ba liang zhi yanjing dada 

Suddenly grandfather heave a breath, took both eyes greatly 
Suddenly grandfather heaved a sigh, opened both eyes wide

#  S f M ' i L  i  *  %  S  #  #  ?  #  '<* d. #\ \  ̂ x  ̂\ x /zhengkaio Ta kanzhe Jue-hui, haoxiang burende zheige haizi 
open up* He looking Jue-hui, as if not recognize that child 
open0 Looking at Jue-hui as if he didn't recognise that child0

j r'($ V  4
\  ^  ‘ N v \ —  \ >z Vsi dec Tadi shengwen: "Hi nao shemma?" Yimian juqi
like0 His voice-question: "You bother what?" One side lift
He asked: "What's wrong?" He lifted his
*  5  # #  -  T\ \/ \ \ •**’ *S X \ —— \you shou yundongyixia, xiangshi jiao ta zoukaide yangzio. 
right hand move downward, as if call him leave manner0 
right hand and moved it downward, as if to tell him to leaveo

The original contains the, particle le after I?- #j" rennai
'endure' in the first sentence of the first paragraph, and after

lai 'come' at the end of the first paragraphs It also contains

the suffix -le after xu 'sigh' in the first sentence of the
fourth paragraphs The low percentages of insertion indicated in
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Appendix A indicate that the subjects were sparing in their use of 
LEo There was no instance in which more than, half thought it was 
necessary,. In fact, there were l4. subjects who felt that (T10) was 
acceptable with no insertion of IE at all, and 39 who inserted IE 
two times or less<. Given the fact that there were at least eight 
possible places where LE could have been inserted, this provides 
tentative confirmation of the hypothesis that speakers will only use 
IE when insufficient context or rhetorical purposes make it absolutely 
necessary0

This hypothesis seems quite useful in explaining the res
ponses tOz£> ̂  rennai • endure6 in the first paragraph» Thirteen 
subjects felt it was necessary and four felt it was optional* In 
the original, the first paragraph followed a passage in which tension 
was building up inside the character Jue-hui as he watched over his 
dying grandfather* Hence, in the original, Ba Jin was stressing a 
Sudden change of status which led Jue-hui to cry out* However, as 
reproduced in the IE test, no such context was present, and the 
subjects would have had to supply a context on their own* Since less 
than one third of the subjects chose to use le, we can attribute this 
to reluctance to employ it unless dictated by the context* Of those 
who did use le, we can say that their sensitivity to the purposes 
of the IE test might have made them more likely to employ it than if 
they were operating under normal circumstances*

The occurrence of IE with ̂ Llai *come* at the end of the 
first paragraph was used by 26 subjects who felt it was necessary



and six who thought it was optional,, Again9 our hypothesis seems 
to hold since the sentence is a direct quotation in which Jue-hui 
is making An emphatic promise to his grandfather9 hence resulting in 
a contextual demand for a particle of emphasise Also, as indicated 
previously with respect to paragraph (it) 9 the directional verb
y . : ■ ;.■ ■■■■ . . : . • ' ■ . • . ; ■ .lai 8come9 forms an idiomatic phrase with LE hence the reluctance 

of native speakers to. drop the IE0
An interesting case of contextual influence can be seen if 

we compare the use of the suffix -le in (T?) with its use in the 
first sentence of the fourth paragraph in test item" .(T10)„ In both 
cases we have a verb + measured object preceded by a temporal 
adverb relating to a past evento However, in (T7) 50 subjects felt 
-le was hecessary and 11 optional, while in (T10) only 20 thought it 
was necessary and seven optional,, Since (T10) provides a three 
paragraph contextual setting to which the fourth paragraph can be 
related, while (T?) provides no previous context, it appears that 
many subjects felt they could eliminate -le after the verb 0^  xu 
'sigh’o Again,, this would be consistent with the hypothesis that 
IE will tend to be omitted unless absolutely necessary„
■ Test item 12 was selected from a Short story called "Nuren"

"Women" by Zhu Zi-jing (196?; 23)a

(I12) tf. 4 &  f  #  t #  k  B  4
_ S  -V \ V  ,,V . .X >  —  /  V  >  N V. V yRang wo gaosong nr: Wo jranguo Xryang nuren, Rrben nuren,
Allow me ask you: I saw once Western woman,, Japanese woman,
Let me ask you: i have seen Western, women, Japanese women
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il'fa ix jk a  Jr x 4 7̂  %
Jiangnan Jiangbei liangge nuren chengneide nuren, mingwen 
Jiangnan Jiangbei both women city in women, famous 
Jiangnan and Jiangbei women, and famous

t / -  ; #  W  86.
Zhedongxide nuren? dan wode yanguang jiujing tai xia,
Zhedongxi women; but my vision after all too narrow,
Zhedongxi womenj but my vision has been too narrow after all,

z  *  irJ^i f  4 4 ?  63 i  /. !
v V  V \ y N x V  \ \ V  /wo zhi jimiguo budao bandade yishude nurenl 

7 I only see-once not even half dozen of geisha woman!
I've only seen not even a half dozen geisha girls!

_EL ^  ^  A  /A f a  "
tirqie qishong zhi you yige xiyang ren meiyou yige 
Moreover them among only have one western man, not have one
Moreover, there has been only one westerner among them, and nota ^  K \ m  @ to i$- *  5  i  'f t.—
. X y . ■ \  —— / -v  ̂ y V —̂ /iiben ren! Nei xiyangde chunu.shi zai Y chengli yitiao 
Japanese man! That western virgin be at Y city in one branch 
one Japanese! The western virgin was seen in Y city in a side

- t  i l % ffy l ’ -  #  ^ . 7 6 5
n x v v x \ v y v v \pixiangde guaijiaoshang yuzhede, jinghuangyipie side
side lane turn corner seen, fleeting glance of beauty like
lane on the comer, a fleeting glance of. beauty which

\ N N  y y V V \ S V N V — Vbian guoqu© Qiyu you liangge shi zai liangci huocheli 
then pass© Eemaining ones have two be 'at'two time train station 
passedo Of the remainder, two were met twice at the train station,■ is*69 - x m #:K ; - x a■ \ •— \ n n v  ̂ y -v *—*■yuzhede, yige kan bantian, yige kan liangtian; hai you yige 
it meet, one look half day, one look two days; still have one 
I looked at one for half a day, and looked at another for two4 4 #  4j '* it t &9 M  I 4 <1 ̂  .
shi. zai xiangcuuli yuzhede, zuzu kan sange yuev
be at village in meet, almost look three monthSo
days; there was still one who I met in the village who I looked
at for almost three months*

/The original contained LE after xia * narrow8 in the first 
sentence, and after qu 'go* in the third sentences It also
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kag. * see ’ 
in the last sentence*

Only 12 subjects thought IS was necessary or optional after 
xla ’narrow’0 This can be explained by virtue of the fact that

X /
the adjective 7̂ s tai ’too’ has the effect of intensifying xia
’narrow’ 9 thereby rendering the use of IS as an indication of excess
either redundant or overly emphatic*

Thirty-four subjects thought LE was necessary and four option*-
al after^ qu ’go’ in the third sentence* Since IS is used almost
idiomatically as an indication of consequence after \'^ bian
’therefore’9 and with verbs of disappearance such as ̂  gn ’go’s it
is not difficult to explain its use by this slight majority of
subjects* Unless a subject felt some special need to emphasize
the third sentence of (Ti2)s we could reasonably anticipate the
omission of IS*

The patterns of response with respect to the use of suffix
-le in the last sentence is very interesting* Patterns 1-4 below

(Pi) kan X oo* kan X 00« kan X (34 subjects)
(P2) kan 0 000 kan 0 *<>* kan X (l4 subjects)
(P3) kan 0 *** kan 0 *«* kan X (8 subjects)
(P4) kan 0 kan 0 *«* kan 0 (6 subjects)

were selected by the subjects and indicate that t-wo conflicting
principles might be at work* Those who chose (P1) appear to be
interested in consistency of usage* That is, they could be following
a rule which requires consistent repetition of identical constructions,
in this case, the kan ’see’ + measured object construction*

contained the suffix -le after all three instances.of
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Those who chose (P2) and (P4), on the other hand* appear to be 
following a non-redundancy rule which suspends use of -le until the 
final kan * see* + measured object construction^

202 Statistical Analysis of LE Test Data

202o1 Differences Between the Means of 
Sex* Age and Dialect Groups

Using the percentages of EE usage presented in Appendix Bs 
statistical means were used to see if there were significant differ
ences in subject response,, The subjects were divided into sex, age 
and dialect groups and a t test for computing the statistical 
significance of these differences was employed© For each difference
a null hypothesis (H ) was proposed that the difference between the

°
means would not exceed the o05 level of significance for a non- 
directional (two-tailed) test. The finding that sex, age and dialect 
differences were not significant at a significance criterion ( d )  

of o05 lends credence to the hypothesis that context of utterance 
is the overriding factor in accounting for variations in subject 
performanceo.

With respect to sex, the 3 7 Mandarin subjects who indicated
male or female on the questionnaire were divided into two groups0
Table 1 summarizes the data used to compute the significance of
male-female differences0 The observed t value (t , c. ) was *04 which„ obs
falls between the critical value of +2o042 above or below which
(t , ) would be significant for d  =<>05o Hence, the (H ) that sex obs o
does not account for differences in performance is not rejected*
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Table 1o Differences Between the Means of Mandarin Males and 

Females on IE Test Items
N=number of subjects, X=group mean, SX=standard error of the mean

Males Females
N=2? N=10
X=c29 X=031
SX=025 SX-0l6

With respect to age, a t̂ test was employed to compute the
differences between Mandarin subjects $8 years of age or older and

+2o042 at o i =o05= Hence, the (H ) that age does not account for— O . .
differences in performemce is not rejected*

Table 2* Differences Between the Means of Mandarin Subjects 58 Years 
and Older mid Younger than 38 on IS Test Items

N=number of subjects, X=group mean, SX=standard error of the mean

those younger than 38* Table 2 summarizes the relevant data.
The (t ) was *03 which falls between the critical value ofobs

3.8 ' an d 3 8+

SX=.i4
X=*31
N=7 N=25 

X=*29 
. SX=*26

3o The "58" figure was used because it was the highest age 
at which a large enough sample could be attained*
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Table 3 summarizes the differences between Mandarin and

Cantonese subjects with respect to dialect (the,two Shanghai subjects
were considered too few for purposes of inclusion here)= The (t )obs
is o05 which falls between the critical value of +2e02l above Or below
which (t v ) would be significant at c k =<>05c Hence, the (H ) that obs o
dialect does not account for differences in performance is not rejected*

Table 3o Differences Between the Means of Mandarin and. Cantonese 
Subjects on LB Test Items

N=numberof subjects, X=group mean, SX=standard error of the mean

Mandarin Cantonese
' N=39 N=6 -

X=o30 ■ ' ; : ' , X=026 ■ ■
SX=028 SX=o09

If these computations for sex, age and dialectal differences 
are representative of Chinese speakers in general, we can say that 
the reasons for their differences on the LE test are probably due 
to other factors,, In 2<,2<,2 evidence is presented which indicates 
that other factors are related to context of utterance0

2*2<,2 Correlated Differences Between the Means 
of Subjects on Simple and Complex Passages

Using a t test for correlations between the means of each 
subject in two different areas of response, it was possible to test 
for significant differences between responses to simple and complex
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passages from the LB testo Test items 1-7 were considered to be 
simple and items 8-12 complex for the purposes of this computational

Table 4 summarizes the differences for both Mandarin and 
Cantonese subjects on simple and complex passageso The differences 
are based on the ratios between the total number of possible places 
where LE could occur and the number of uses of IS per example actually 
inserted by each subject»

Table 40 Differences for Mandarin and Cantonese Subjects on Simple 
and Complex IS Test .ItemSo

N=number of subjects, X^smean of the differences,1 SX =standard error 
of the differences.   . .  . ...

. Mandarin Cantonese -
N=39 N=6

^d=°^ ^d"° ̂
SXd=o58 SXd=o05

The (Ho) for the Mandarin Subjects is that (tQ,Dg) will not 
be less than the critical value of -2o042 or more than +2o042 at 
d  = o05o The computed (tot3g) for these subjects equaled 15=47 
thereby far exceeding +2<,042 and requiring rejection of (H )« In 
facto a much less conservative significance criterion could have 
been selected and rejection of (H ) would still have been required 
by the decision rules0

For Cantonese subjects, the (H ) is that <t , ) will not beo obs
less than the critical value of -2<,571 or more than +20571 at d  - o05=
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The (t ) for Cantonese subjects was computed at 2203^ which far GvS
exceeds +2o571 and requires rejection of (,H ) 0 As was the case

°
with the Mandarin subjects^ a much,less conservative significance
criterion could have been selected and (H ) still rejected^o

The results just reported were based on a presumption of 
parity between the. simple and complex passages of the IE test6 

However9 the seven short test items (T1)-(T7) contain only 22 possible 
places for insertion of. IE as compared to the 58 possible insertion 
places in the longer items (T8)-(T12)o Hencej a given subject 
would have had to insert IE a proportionately greater number of 
times in the long items than in the short ones to achieve an equal 
mean insertion statistic for the two groups of passages* This seems 
to be open to two interpretations* First9 the significant difference 
between the subjects9 performance on the two groups of passages 
might imply that the expanded context in the paragraphs supplies 
information that makes IE expendable for communication* The fact 
that the subjects were sparing in their use of IE in the paragraphs 
seems to support this hypothesis*

However8 the difference might imply that, the non-parity 
between the two samples biases the results and thereby causes the . 
significant difference* . Hence9. a statistical test was devised to 
test for such bias*

Test items 19 2, 4, 5 , 6, and 7 contain 36 possible insertion 
places* This number is equal to the total possible insertion places 
for (T11) and (T12)» Hence9 subject response on these two groups of
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passages was compared to see if a significant difference could
still be computedo

The 39 Mandarin subjects were sampled using a non-directional
t test of ck = o05o An (H ) was made that the difference between " 0
the means for the two groups of test items would not he less than
the critical value of -2o02l or more than +2o0210 The (t , ) wasobs
computed as -%o1635s necessitating rejection of (H )0 This result

. . ° 
would have been significant at ck « *001 and indicates that the
expanded context does make a difference in subject use of LE0

Thus far I have concentrated on broad comparisons between .
simple and complex passageso Another way of determining differences
in the usage of LE is to compare specific passages in which similar
types of construction occur* The differences between particular
simple and complex passages might allow us to argue that context
should be considered in determining whether or not IE occurs*

Test items (T?) and (T8) both contain instances of the verb-
_  x

measured object construction* (T?) contains * * * ^  - jfe M- kan 
sanben shu 9read three books’ while (T8) contains *** ^  ̂  ̂  7x I S
\ _  V  X /nian sannian daxue ’study three years of college’ in the second 

sentence and *** f  7\ shenqing wuge daxue ’apply to
five colleges’ in the fifth sentence* I compared the differences in 
the mean number Of words inserted for (T7) and both verb + measured 
object constructions in (T8)* I found that for the Mandarin subjects 
the difference was not significant for the first construction in (T8)* 
The (t , ) was 1*50 at<?( = *05 where the critical value 2*262 hadODS
to be exceeded in order to reject (H )* For the second construction,o
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however, using the same level of significance, the (tobs) was 4,12,
thus dictating rejection of (H )o

- ' ' ; '° "Ironically, the non-significance of the first comparison can
be explained as possible confirmation of our theory of contextual
influence* The role of the double IE construction is to bring the
action of the verb up to the present with an expectation that
future action will occur* But in the second sentence of (T8) the
implication that future action will occur can be gathered from the
institutional fact that there are four years of college of which
the speaker of (T8) has completed only three. Moreover, since the
speaker later states an intention to graduate and do post-graduate
research, the hearer would infer that he had plans to finish all
four years of college. Hence, sentence le would be redundant in
this position.

It is interesting to note that one Mandarin subject omitted 
IE after both nian ' study8 and W' daxue 8 college1 in (T8)

’ ■ ' ^  A  \while three had only optional -le after nian * study8 * .These 
subjects might be viewed as carrying the non-redundancy principle 
to an extreme* . Since the first sentence of (T8) states that the 
speaker is a college student, and since the second sentence relates 
to a point which all college students planning to graduate must 
reach, one might argue that* IE is not necessary to specify the 
pre-existing relationship of these events to one another» The 
majority of subjects, however, who did choose either verb -le or 
the double IE construction, could be viewed as attempting to 
explicitly Specify the proper order Of events.
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The second verb + measured object construction in (T8) was 

significantly different from the one in (T7)o The hearer of (T8) 
has had an opportunity by the fifth sentence to ascertain that the 
speaker is engaged in a series of related activities (studying, 
graduation, applying for scholarships) which he hopes will land 
him in graduate schools Moreover, daxue ’college’ in the fifth 
sentence is followed by the adverb 13 l̂ -yi.iing ’already’ which 
brings the action of the application process up to the present time. 
Hence, it would be deemed redundant to utilize sentence le to 
specify what has already been stated. In fact, no subject used le 
after jC jfE daxue ’ college ’ which suggests that S  .f.rP yi.jing 
’already' exhausts the reasons a subject might have for using le.

Another comparison was made between the verb + measured 
object construction in (T7) and the verb^measured object construction, 
ooô jf xi yikou qi 8heave a sigh’ in the first sentence of the
last paragraph Of (T10), Using the Mandarin subjects, the 
in this instance was a significant 4,4139 ( cK = 0001 at the critical 
value 2,093)o The possibility of contextual influence seems clear 
in this case. Since the relevant construction in (T10) appears in 
a well established past context, it would be redundant to employ -le 
to indicate past time. In (T?), however, no such context is 
established and hence -le is perceived as necessary by the majority 
of subjects.

The last statistical comparison to be made with respect to 
particular passages is perhaps the most interesting. In the final



sentence of (T12) there are three instances of the verb ̂ gF kan 'see' 
followed by a quantified object* Looking at the results of insertion 
by the subjects there appeared to be two major groupings* Group I 
(whom 1 shall call the "strong consistency group") used necessary
-le after each occurrence of ̂  kan 'see'* Group II (the "weak

' ^ \consistency group") used necessary -le after the third ̂  kan 'see', 
and either optionally or not at all after the other two* The 
overall averages for these two groups appear in Table 5® The (t , )ODS
between these two groups turned out to be 4*71 which is significant 
at ot = *001 with a critical value of 2*042*

Table 5? . ''Differences. Between Strong and Weak Consistency Groups 
for Test item 12*;

Group I Group II
("strong consistency group") ("weak consistency group")

N=24 . N=14
; X=*31 &:o27 ;

SX=o004 SX=*005

What these results seem to indicate is that the strongly 
consistent subjects on item 12 were also those subjects who had a 
higher mean number of words inserted for the entire test while the 
weakly consistent group was comprised of those who had lower rates 
of insertion* Hence9 we may be able to form the tentative hypo
thesis that considerations of consistency are determining factors 
of- the extent to which the Chinese will employ LE*
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2̂ /5' Results of LE Test items Follow-up Test 

The .data discussed in sections 2 d  and 2e2 provide support
for the hypothesis that contextual factors help to determine the
usage of LEo In this section I will report the results.of a

■ '

follow-up test (Test 2) designed to further explore the significance 
of Test 1o

Two sentences from Test 1 were removed from the context of 
their original paragraphs and were mailed to the 62 subjects who 
participated in Test %  Forty-one subjects replied to Test 2C 
Appendix D contains data which compares the responses by each of 
the 41 Subjects for Tests 1 and 20 Table 6 summarizes this comparative 
data in terms of the major patterns of change by the 41 subjects
for the two test itemso



Table 60 Patterns of Change by 41 Native Chinese Speakers bn LE Tests 1 and 2 
Keys X = necessary IE, 0 = optional IE, 0 = omission of IE

1o Item 1s Test Item 8, Sentence 3
Position of IE

shenqdng daxue
^  —  
you

I 
' 

^
1

jiangxuejin
Test 1 Test 2 apply college have reply scholarship Totals

a) 0 0 1 26 39 31 9 106
b> 0 % 4 10 0 V .. "  5 18 37
c) X X 2? 0 0 0 7 34
d) 0 X 5 0 - 1 3 6 15
e) 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 : ■ 6
f) 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 4
g) x 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
h) 0 ? 1 0 : 0 0 0 ' v 1
Totals 4i 41 4i 41 4i 4i 205



Table 6, Continued

20 Item 2i Test Item 11a Sentence 6
Position of LB % %  -  chiwan

K  -
tihiwanfan 4 -auo huilai

Test 1 Test 2 eat-finish eat-finish-rice sit ; come back Totals

a) 0 0 20 39
#

11 75

b) X ■ 0 2 0 11 16 29
c) X X 2 0 7 12 21

d) 0 0 ' 9 0 ' 4 0 13
e) 0 X 3 1 2 3 9
f) 0 X 2 : 0 3 0 5

g) x 0 0 0 0 4 4

h) ? ? 1 - 1 ; 1 1 4

i) 0 0 1 0 1 0 2

j) o 0 1 0 1 0 2

Totals 41 41 4i 41 164



Item 1 in Table 6 refers to the third sentence of (T8) from 
Test 10 The full paragraph and the third sentence are reproduced 
below as (1) and (2) respectively0 Item 2 in Table 6 refens to 
the sixth sentence of (T11)c These are reproduced below as (3) 
and (4) respectively^

' #  a  ^  a  i s  4 -
V \ \ / V V — NWo ski yige daxup-̂ iengo Wo yijing nian 
I am a college student0 I already study 
I am a college student= I have already studied

. S  4- * -  *
„  / X "7 / / x X \ \san nian daxuec Mingnian jiu yao biyeo
three years college0 Next year then will graduatec
three years of collegeo Next year I will graduateo
r'S i i # ' #  *  #  4 8  #  %  %
 ̂ \ v \ v v  ^ \ < \ \ /  ^  "NBiye yihou wo dasuan zai jixu nian yanjiuyuan0

Graduate after I plan again continue study graduate school0
After I graduate I plan to continue studying at graduate school

-  >k; 4  i.5 3 . *  W .  i f  ^  4 1  :
Wo yigong shenqing wuge daxue» Yijing you sange ;■
I altogether apply five collegese Already have three 
Altogether I have applied to five collegeso Three have already

V  ̂ v v vr X -— v —.  ̂ /daying gei wo jiangxuejino Wo zhen shi gaoxingj i0
reply give me scholarship0 I really am happy extremely= 
replied and given me scholarships0 I really am extremely happy

Co#- tl.3.40 A#. & # 4  s-;4l
V  X      V  V ’ N - /  ^  —— x/- —Wo yigong shenqing wuge daxue0 Yijing you sange 
I altogether apply five colleges* Already have three 
Altogether I have applied to five colleges* Three have already

S  #  ^  e
V x v V V  /  -— ■daying gei wo jiangxuejin* . 
reply give one scholarship* 
replied and given me scholarships*
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(3)# -&• i t  -  Ys ^  i. ill

/  -—■ V  - \  V  \ /  .Zuotian wo gen yige pengyou dao haibian qu wan0 
. Yesterday 1 and a friend to seashore go playc 
Yesterday a friend and I went to the seashore to play0

. E V t i B  A  3 ^ 4 ^  < h  R  3L7C, t  iT #  M
—— \ v V >z y  .. y  . ̂  __ NYinwei feng tai da women zhi wan shifenzhong jiu 
Because wind too great we only play ten minutes then 
Because the wind was too great we only played ten minutes 
and then
0 :*.. s r *
huilaio Hui jia yihou mei duojiu Lao Wang laio
come backo Return home after not too long Lao Wang come0
came backo Not long after we returned home Lao Wang cameo

Ta qing women qu ta jia chifan0 " Zhenghao women dou
He ask us go his home eat« Just then we all
He asked us to go to his home to eato Just then we all

j- #  % '  $  < 3 -  -■’fe i s . ,
juedS you yidiar e jiu qu Lao Wang jia chifano
feel have a little hunger then go Lao Wang home eato
felt a little hungry and then went to Lao Wang’s home to eato

i L - E i  a  j v .
Chiwanfan zuo yihwer jiu huilaio
Eat-finish-Krice sit awhile then retumo
We finished eating$ sat awhile, then came backo

^  \ *—• xz X /  SChiwanfan zuo yihwer jiu huilaio 
Eat-*finish-rice sit awhile then return0 
We finished eating, sat awhile, then came backo
The purpose of Test 2 was to investigate the degree to which

a reduction in context would influence the responses of the subjects
for otherwise identical test sentences0 The results of the follow-up
test indicate that there were in fact important differences between
the two tests which can be explained as being related to the reduction
in contexto
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2o50:1V Results ..:for Follow-up Test Item 1

Subjects in Test 2 were presented with (2) above in which 
occurrences of LE had been inserted after the words ̂  sKenqing 
'apply* „ ̂  y  daxue ,college,s ̂  2°k ’haTe? s day teg 'reply'

6>£ />_ . V / —and gif ’dr dv jiangxuejin ' scholarship' = These positions were the 
ones in which subjects in Test 1 had inserted LE0 Subjects were
instructed to remove all occurrences of LE except those which they

■ ■■ - '■ - ij. - ' V
felt were grammatically necessary0 They.were also requested to
translate sentence (2)0

The results indicate considerable differences anong the.
subjects for the two testSo Table 6 indicates that out of a total
of 205 possible responses for all subjects, 65 or approximately 58%
of the responses were different* The major shifts occurred after
_/x daxue 'college' where 15 subjects who omitted le in Test 1

A — • \/ ■——left it in in Test 2, and after jzl-g jfL jiangxuejin * scholarship* 
where 18 subjects who omitted le in Test 1 left it in in Test 2<,

Fifteen of the Test 2 subjects used the double IE construc
tion after the verb ̂ ^  shenqteg 'apply* and its direct object 
daxue * college9c Ten of these subjects thought double IE was 
necessary and five thought the final particle was optional after

daxue * college * o The use of this construction seems signifi
cant because no subject used double 3E in Test 1= In fact, no sub-

X /ject in Test 1 used le after 7v %  daxue * college',

4o The two tests are not strictly comparable since in Test 1 
the subjects had to insert IE while te Test 2 they had to remove it.
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. A case can be made for contextual influence in explaining 

the use of the double LE construction^ The explanation in Fean and 
Tewksberry (1@67 ? 111).'for double IE is that the verb suffix -le marks 
the completion of the action of the verb while the final particle 
brings this action up to present time with the implication that 
the immediate topic of discourse will be completed in the future*
For example, in the second sentence of (1) reproduced below as (5)$ 
nine subjects on Test 1 thought double IE was necessary and 11 
thought it was optional* These subjects gave the translation .

(5) 4\ o  w  i ■ A  B
Wo yijing nian san nian daxue* .
I already study three years college*
1 have already studied three years of college thus far* ' 

indicated in (5)°
However,, the fact that no subjects on Test 1 chose this 

translation for (2) gives rise to the possibility Of contextual 
influence in Test 1 which was eliminated in Test 2*

A contextual explanation might be as follows* The main, 
point of item (1) seems to be that the speaker-writer is hoping to 
be accepted to graduate school (see the fourth sentence)* But the 
double IE construction focuses the hearer-reader1s attention on the 
present significance of a completed event* Hence, use of double IE 
in the fifth sentence of (l) would focus ths hearer-reader6s 
attention toward the number of applications which the Speaker-writer 
has made to graduate school rather than towards the number of schools•x . ’ ■ -
which have accepted the speaker-writer* Hence, the speaker-writer,
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not wishing to mislead or confuse his hearer-reader$ chooses not 
to utilize the double LE construction in (l)0

Notice that this contextual explanation does not rule out 
the possibility that the hearer-reader might infer that further 
applications are going to be made by the speaker-writer0 Double LE 
can be regarded as a conventional means for implying future action $ 
but it is not the only means available to speakers of Chinese® The 
only time we can expect it, however, is when the speaker wishes to 
emphasise the present state of completion with respect to a tran
sitive verb and the direct objects in its range of application, and 
only then when there is no conflict with some other point the 
speaker is wishing to make® An example of a case in which there 
would be no such conflict is in sentence (5) in or out of the context 
of (1)® In the context of (1), at the point at which sentence (5) 
appears, no mention has yet been made concerning the speaker-writer’s 
intentions with respect to graduate school® Hence, there would be 
no conflict in meaning and emphasis could be placed on the speaker*s 
undergraduate status by using double LE® Out of the context of (1), 
there would be no verbally expressed intention regarding graduate 
school and, hence, there could be no possible conflict in meaning® 

With respect to sentence (2), however, the context would be 
the overriding factor as evidenced by the fact that none of the 
original subjects used double LB in the context of (l), while 15 
follow-up subjects used it when (2) appeared by itself®



A contextual line of explanation also seems possible for
zS k , v / —the use of the particle le after -Jz. zp .iiangxue.iin ’scholarship6

in Tests 1 and 2C In this case 31 subjects used necessary le in
Test 2 as opposed to only seven who used necessary le in Test 1o In,
Test 1 with the full context of test item (l) the emphasis would
be oh acceptance to graduate schools The reception of scholarships
would only be a secondary consideration0 Hence, we would not expect

4*3 A, V" / —widespread choice:of le after ̂  £  nianKxuejin 6 scholarship6
since this would emphasize the present significance of what is only
a secondary communicative consideration^ In Test 2, however, since 
there is no wider context, and since there is no sentence after 
2̂  jEl niangxuenin 6 scholarship6 as there is in item (l), 
the reception of scholarships could well be taken as the primary 
point of the speaker’s utterance and hence would be a likely place 
for usage of the particle le*

2o3o2. Results for Test" Item 2
Sentence (4) from item (3) contained no occurrences of LE in

the follow-up test* Subjects were instructed to insert LE wherever
they felt it was grammatically necessary and requested to translate

, ythe sentence,, In (3) Test 1 subjects had used LE after x j wan 
’finish6, ̂  zuo 6 sit’ and ̂ . lai 6come’ 0 In Test 2 these same 
positions received LB with one Cantonese subject indicating that 
LE was necessary a f t e r fan ’rice6*

In the context of (3)$ the subject of the last sentence must 
be viewed as being in the first person plural and the action of the
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verbs in past time0 This is established on the basis of the past . 
time adverb 8^X~zuotian 'yesterday' appearing in the first sentence 
and the repetition of the first person plural pronoun ̂ -{Pf women 
'we' in the second, fourth, and fifth sentences*

The role of context in determining the use of IE seems 
important judging from the results of the two tests* In Test 19 
the percentages of response indicate that only 15% of the subjects 
thought that the verb suffix was necessary after wan 'finish'*
44% thought the verb suffix was necessary a f t e r zuo 'sit', while 
82% thought•the particle was necessary afterj^L laj 'come'0 The 
fact that so few subjects chose the verb suffix after %  wan 'finish'
can be viewed as a result of a desire by the subjects not to be
redundant* That is, since the past time context is already established,

i /and since jg, wan 'finish' is also used as a suffix to indicate
completion, it would be redundant for a speaker or writer to add

'■ ■■■ " . ' ■' . • ' ; aanother verb suffix to indicate completion in past time* After J±L
zuo 'sit'* more subjects chose to use -le, but 56% of the subjects
still omitted it* Again, -le is often used after transitive verbs
with quantified objects in past time, but here the past context is
already established so we might expect less likelihood for -le to
be employed*

The most highly favored position for IE was after OS J§L»'
/ zhuilai 'come back' where 82% of the subjects on Test 1 used the parti

cle le* Here, however, redundancy would not be a factor since there 
are other important factors which do not involve the past time
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contexto The particle le can also be used to emphasize a consequent : 
situation or to indicate narrative progress* Moreover9 the fact 
that sentence (4) is the last sentence of item (3)9 and since the 
particle has the potential for carrying implications concerning time,z /
emphasis and relation of events, the post- 0  ̂  huilai •come back* 
position could be utilized in order to maximize the number of 
implications the speaker-writer wishes to convey while minimizing 
the number of grammatical devices he must use.

In Test 2 the most striking changes were made in the direction
of omitting LE where it had been present in Test 1c Thus, after
/ ' - wan ’finish* 11 subjects switched from necessary or optional -le to

the.omission of -leo After .A. zuo ’sit* 15 subjects switched, while 
l6 switched after 0  3^ huilai ’come back'« The favored translation 
given by the 11 subjects who made these changes after A. zuo *sit* 
and /Q huilai 1 come back' were in future time0 Nine subjects 
used second person future translations with five subjects trans
lating in the imperative mood. Two subjects used the first person 
with the optative mood. These changes seem clearly related to the 
reduction in context0 Whereas the context of Test 1 ruled out 
anything but a first person plural, past time indicative interpret 
tation, the loss of this context made future translations in all 
persons and several moods possibleo



2*4 Summary
The results of the IE tests have given support to the hypoth

esis that 'the use of IE is determined in part by contextual 
considerations^ Thus, the classification of syntactic structures 
in section (p° 33) will not be sufficient to explain how IE is 
used by native speakers*

The major findings of this chapter, which support the need 
for a contextual analysis, are as follows; ■

I* Use of IS is subject to a rule of non-redundancy* It tends 
to be omitted in contexts where the time, aspect, phase or modality 
of an action, process or state of affairs is already specified*
Xe0;go, past time contexts, double HI construction, H  in secondary 
temporal clauses)

2o A rule of consistency appears to operate for some speakers* 
That is, if H  is used in a specific structure it will always be 
used in that structure regardless of redundancy* ( gi^verb + -le + 
quantified objects, parallel phrases, set phrases)

3* In instances where the context is insufficient to determine 
the time, aspect, phase or modality of an action, process or state 
of affairs, a rule of caution appears to increase the likelihood that 
H  will be used* (e*g*;, simple sentences with ho temporal adverbs, 
temporal conjunctions, or other aspectual suffixes)

40 IE can be employed for special rhetorical purposes* (e*g*9 
with set phrases or after entire sentences which the speaker wishes 
to emphasize, make obvious, or single Out for special attention)



CHAPTER 3

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF IE

3«Q Sources, Methods of Selection, and.Criteria of Analysis
The syntactic structures and the special patterns of use and 

contextual phenomena found in connection with the LE test items in 
Chapters 1 and 2 provide a background against which a textual analy
sis can be conducted* My primary interest here is to locate any , 
structures or uses for LE not included in Chapters 1 and 2* I have 
selected a corpus of written works which represent several types of 
discourse* The methods of selection and criteria for analysis are 
a combination and special application of the methods and criteria 
employed by E0 So M u  in his Frequency Dictionary of Chinese Words 
(1973) and 8<> L0 Allen in his Verb System of Present Day American 
English (1966)0

Liu (1973s xi-xiii) has computed the frequency9 dispersion, 
and usage of 3,059 modern Chinese words from a corpus of five genres 
of literature* These genres with modifications are as follows:

1o narrative literature
ao fictional literature, consisting of novels 
bo essayistic literature, consisting of essays 

20 dramatic literature, consisting of plays 
3o periodical literature, consisting of news, editorials, 

advertising, etc*
40 technical literature, consisting of writings on linguistics

I have adopted Liu* s categories with two modifications* First,
I combine the categories of fictional and essayistic literature into
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a category which I will call narrative literature,. This change has 
been made solely for the purposes of comparison of fictional and 
essayistic literature0 In no way do I imply that there are not 
important differences between narrative and expository writinge. 
Second, in place of the special types of technical literature used'i ' - . " • '
by Liu I have used scholarly articles in the field of linguistics0

1The frequency, or total number of occurrences of Lgl in
Liu's universe is 2,587= This makes LE the seventh most frequent 

2word out of the 3,000 used in the calculations,, Given the wide
variety of structures and uses for LB noted in Chapters 1 and 2

3such a high frequency of occurrence is not surprising,,
The dispersion is a percentage figure which compares the 

number of times a word appears with the degree to which the word is 
equally divided among the five genreso Thus, a 100% figure for a 
word would indicate that the occurrences of that word are equally 
divided in all five genres,, A 00=00% figure would indicate that 
the word appeared in only one genre= The percentage for LE 
turned out to be 72„38% ranking it one-hundred fifty-first out of 
3,000 wordso Such a result is probably largely due to the fact that

1o Liu (1973s xix) does not distinguish the verb suffix 
from the sentence particle*

2= Liu (1973s xix) regards particles as words and includes 
verb suffixes among the particleso ,

3= This high frequency is also supported by Spencer’s 
(1970: 68f ̂/distributional study = She concludes that LE is the most 
frequent suffix except for 0 and that it is the focal point of the 
suffix system of standard colloquial 0hinese=
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the particle le, like most particles, is more likely to appear in 
conversational contexts* Thus, we would expect le to appear more 
in dialogues which are naturally more; frequent, in novels and plays 
and less frequent in newspaper articles and technical literature*

The usage of a word is obtained by a formula which combines 
the frequency and dispersion figures in such a way that the fre
quency of an unevenly dispersed word will be corrected downward 
while the frequency of an ideally dispersed word will remain the 
same (Liu, 1973? xxvi)* The 2,587 frequency figure for.LE is 
corrected downward to an 1872*62 usage figure as a result of its 
72*38% dispersion percentage* However, despite this decrease, IE 
retained a high ninth out of 35000 ranking.in the usage category*

The methods of corpus selection involve choosing repre
sentative works which fit into the narrative, dramatic, periodical 
and technical categories of literature discussed above* Due to 
changes in the Chinese language brought about by language reform 
after the May 4th Movement in 1919 there is a problem in defining , 
what comprises the standard Peking dialect* Paul Kratdchvil in 
The Chinese Language Today (1968: 19) characterizes the problem of 
defining a norm for Modern Standard Chinese (MSC) in the following 
ways "Instead of a concrete norm there is a range of variants both 
in the written style and the standard language together with an 
abstract idea of unity based on past traditions and stimulated by 
modern needs*" Although Kratochvil can cite no evidence that the 
pre-1919 standard Chinese of the Peking area is the same as MSC,
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he finds no warrant to say that it is different,, Hence, he feels 
justified in using the entire post-1919 period as the period for MSG 
and offers the following linguistic definition of MSC t "(MSC) will 
denoteg roughly speaking, the language used today by educated 
speakers of Peking dialect which most speakers of other Chinese dialects 
consider as the 'correct' form of oral communication and in whose 
favour they adjust their own speech behavior" (Kratochvil, 1968s
219 22)0 ;

Hence, one selection criterion for the corpus is to choose 
works which my native informants and other authors generally agree 
are representative of the spoken and written standard norm in each 
of the four genres listed on p0 88 for the post-1919 peribdo The 
best 1 can hope for is that such a selection procedure will result 
in a consensus despite the lack of a strict definition of MSGc In 
the absence of a strict definition I will refer to my corpus as 
"pan-written" Chineseo

A second criterion for selection is that no work in the 
corpus be written prior to 1930 or after 1966  ̂ This will hopefully 
insure the exclusion of any works whose authors are inconsistent 
in their use of literary or modern forms or subject to conscious 
attempts to change the language„ Again, in the absence of a strict 
definition of MSC, this procedure may contain hidden hazards^ But, 
by restricting the time period used by Kratochvil by ten years at 
both extremes, I am hoping that these hazards can be minimized,.
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Using these two criteria9 the following works .were chosen . . . 

for each of the four genres listed on p0 88:
Narrative
a) novels
, Ba Jiiio 1962c, The Family0 Hong Kong: South Kingdom

Publishing Co0 (First published in 1931)
Lao She0 1958c Rickshaw Boy0 Shanghai: Zhongliu Ghuban 

Sheo * (First public®d in 19̂ -1)
b) essays -

Guo Mo-ruOo 1959» Gentleman kingdom0 Collected Works of 
Guo -Mo -ruOo, " Peking? : People-9 s Literature"- Publishing
COo 178-181o

 . 1 a, 1959o The question of resistance and
cultureo Collected Works of Guo Mo-ruoo Peking:
People’s Literature Publishing Co0 270-27^o

Zhu Zi-qingo 1967*> Silhouette from the backo Collected
\ /Works of Zhu Zi-qingo Taiwan: . Zheng-yan Publishing

COo 1—2o
i, 19670 Women, Collected Works of Zhu Zi-qingo 

Taiwan: Zheng-yan Publishing Co* 20-24o
20 Dramatic Literature

Cao Yuo 1959o Thunderstormo Hong Kong: Hong Kong UniVo Press 
(First published in 1936)

China Ballet Troupe,, 1970o Bed Woman9 s . Detachmento Peking: 
People’s Publishing Co0
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3<> Periodical Literature

Ming Bao Monthlyd 19660 6o93» 8=60-6le
Bed Flago 1938. 3o13-17,'l0o2-3o

4(, Technical Literature
Tan yong-xiango 1957°. The meaning of 'ci'0 Essays in. Grammar, 

ed0 by Shi Cun-zhi0 Pekings China Book- Publishing
Coo'

Tang Yong-r̂ uano 1957o Grammatical structure is the standard 
for determining wordhoodo Essays in Grammar, ed» by 
Shi Cun-zhi> Pekings , China Book Publishing-Coe 

The method of selection and the analytical criteria for 
Specific passages were as followSo For the novels and plays, chapter , 
and act numbers -were . selected randomly, one chapter or act per
novel or play* For the other types of literature, entire articles

- - - . or essays \ were selected,. For each source, I was -looking for.
stylistic influences on the use of IE as well as set phrases, clauses
and sentences in which IE occurSo I will try to categorize these uses
in terms of the structural categories listed in Che, 1 and in terms ,
of the extra-grammatical phenomena hinted at in Cho 2„

3̂ 1 Results of the Textual Analysis 
Table 7 contains a revised classification of structures in 

the far left column* The top row represents the ..four genres of

4,, This procedure is necessitated by the shortness of the 
articles in the Essayistic, Periodical and Technical categories0



literature used in the corpus*, The total number of occurrences 
for the various categories of usage for each genre appear in the 
table<, The grand totals for each category in all four genres appear 
in the far right column0 Table 8 contains the same information 
broken down for each work used in the corpus0 Table 9 includes 
a breakdown of the uses which appeared in the IE test«.



Table 7/ Revised Classification of Structures and Uses of IE for Four Genres of Literature 
in Modern Standard Chinese (MSC)

Revised Classification Narrative 
of Structures novels essays total . Dramatic Periodical Technical

Grand
Totals

lo Sentence and Phrase le 84 60 144 115 29 17 305
Ac Inchoative use 50 20 70 42 13 6 ■ 131

le situation new: to 
speaker 28 12 40 . : :25 /: . -, - 9 r ,

20 situation regarded 
as degree attained 5 4 9 1 0 0 10 ■■

3o post adjectival 17 4 21 16 4 5 46
a0 predication of a 

new situation 4 2 6 9 1 :: o 16
bo excessive degree 

or excess over an 
expected norm 13 2 15 7 3 5 30

Co process of selec
tion among possi- 
ible candidates 0 0 0 ■ : 0 ; ■■ ■ 0 • 0 '

Bo Imperative use (command 
is response to new 
situation) 4 0 4 6 1 1 12

Co Narrative progress 1 0 1 14. 2 •o 17
Do Isolated past event 1 0 i 0 0 0 1
Eo Action complete up 

until present time 2 5 7 22 2 1 32
Fo Indication of a conse

quent situation 11 : 23 34 l8 8 8 68



Table 7s Contlnuedo Revised Glassifieatipn

Revised Classification 
of Structures

Narrative 
novels essays total Dramatic Periodical Technical

Grand
Totals

"Go Obviousness (alter- 
; nates with ‘̂ l o  
•of course1) 3 ' 8 11 V: 5 . 0 16

Ho Used in condition
al clause 5 2 7 . 5 1 0

I0 Used in temporal 
clause 7 2 9 3 2 .... 1 15

CIo Verbal Constructions 
with the Suffix -le 140 60 200 86 43 14 343
A0 Intransitive verbs 31 3 34 31 1 0 66

1o action verbs . 18 3 21 28 1 0 50
2o quality verbs 8 0 8 . 3 0 0 11
3o status verbs 5 0 ■ 5 0 0 0 5Bo Transitive verbs 100 57 157 43 28 11 2391o action verbs 92 43 135 42 27 11 215

a» unmeasured 
object 63 22 85 28 : ; 15 7 135bo measured 
object 28 20 49 13 11 4 76

Co M  con
struction 1 1 2 1 • 1 0 4

20 quality verbs 4 0 4 0 0 0 4ac unmeasured 
object .4 0 ' 4 0 0 0 4



Table 7» Continued* Revised Classification

Revised Classification Narrative • Grand
of Sturctures novels essays total Dramatic Periodical Technical Totals

b0 measured '
object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co ba construc
tion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3<> elassificatory
verbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ao unmeasured

object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bo measured

object ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Go ba construc

tion 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0
4* existence verb 4 0 4 1 1 0 6

a* unmeasured
object 3 0 3 1 1 0 5

bo measured
object 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

Co ba construc
tion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co Resultative Comple
ments 17 14 31 12 14 3 60
1* with /§,( ^  ) 

mei(you) "not
(have)' % 17 14 31 12 14 3 60

20 without '/§s )
mei(you) 'not
Thave')'”1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Table 79 Continuedo Revised Classification

Revised Classification Narrative Grand
of Structures novels essays total Dramatic Periodical Technical Totals

IIIo Set Phrases
A0 LE as start-bound 

prefix pronounced
liao 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 o 3 5 If liaobude

'wonderful* v . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 J % liaobuliao

* cannot be brought■
to an end* 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0

3e J "ff liaode
•very good* . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4* f liaodeliao
1 can be solved* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5c J #  liaodang \ :
"appropriate* 0 6 . 0  0 0 0 0

60 3 I liaoliao
•intelligent* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7= liao .jie
"settle* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80 2 M  liao .jie ,
* comprehend* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9° J M  liao.ju * the
end*̂  ^ \ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

l0o I liaozhai * to
pay off debts* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 o 3 fa. liaozhang * to
settle an account * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 3-t liaoshi "to
finish a matter* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Table 7» Gontinuedo Revised Classification

Revised Classification Narrative Grand
of Structures novels essays total Dramatic Periodical Technical Totals

13q liaoran Ho 
clearly undent
stand* , , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
liaocicansheng * to 
end this miserable
life* ^ k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15° . 3 liaoan * to
conclude a case* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16= 3 S' ̂  liaowuhen 
•without c

17. 3 #
liaowuzhai 
• having made no

* without a trace * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
liaowuzhang.j in
progress' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IE as end-free
suffix 5 6 11 '■14 5 2 3210 morpheme=stative

or quality verb 0 0 0 : 13 ' .;1' 0 14
a» j haole

•,feady*v 0 0 0 6 _ . i . 0 7be jizi I duile - -
'correct*. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

.Co -jile
•extremely* 

d0 ^  3 wanle
0 0 0 1 0 0 1

'finished* 0 0 0 5 0 0 520 morpheme=transi
tive action verb 3 1 4 0 ■ 2 . . .■ 0 6



Table 7S Continuedo Revised Classification

Revised Classification 
of Structures

Narrative 
novels essays total Dramatic Periodical Technical

Grand
Totals

ac J dele
, 'enough* N 2 

bo 22. 3 toule
1 3 0 1 0 4

'thoroughly* 0 0 0 o .V. 0 ■ 0 4
'' Co #  3#suanle

(ba) * forget it' 1 
3o morpheme=verb

0 1 0 1 0 2;
suffix, particle
or number word p 1 1 1 0 0 2
a-- 3  r> J v 

yiliaobailiao 
'one concluded 
one hundred
concluded* 0 0 0 1 P 0 P

■ bo Hi 3 zhaole
'fulfillment® 

Co S  3 bale
0 0 0 0 P 0 0

.®that's enough® 
do $ij| ̂  jiushile 

'that's all
Q 1 1 P 0 o ' . o

there is to it * * 
©o f guole

0 P G P 0 0 P
'have experi-.
enced® 

o mprpheme=propo- 
sition or con

P 0 0 0 p p P

junction 2 4 6 0 2 2 10



Table 7$ Continued,, Revised Classification

Revised Classification 
of Structures

Narrative 
novels essays total Dramatic Periodical Technical

Grand
Totals

aQ J chule 
•with the
exception o f  0 0 0 0 1 0 i

weile  
'because o f  1 4 ' 5 0 1 a 8

Co 0 3  y in le
'because' 1 0 1 0 0 1



Table 8„ Analysis of the Usage of IE for. Individual Authors of Corpus literature
Lao=Lao She „ Ba=Ba Jin.$ Guo=Guo Mo-ruo /ZhttF=Zhu 2i*”qing8 Cao=Cao Yu 8'RWD=Red Woman1 s 
Detachment, MHfcMing Bao Monthly , RE=Red;flag8, Tang=Tajig Yong-quan „ Tan=Tan Yong-xiang

Revised Classification 
of Structures

Narrative 
Novels Essays 

Lao Ba Guo Zhu
Dramatic 
Gao RWD

Periodical
MBM RF .

Technical
Tang Tan

Sentence and Phrase le 53 32 17 45 95 20 15 14 6 11
A0 Inchoative use 26 24 5 21 41 1 8 5 3 3

1o situation new to speaker 14 
2e situation regarded as

14 2 10 25 0 8 1 1 0
degree attained 4 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0

3<> post adjectival
ae predication of a new

8 9 2 8 15 1 0 4 : ’ 2 3
situation 

b0 excessive degree or 
excess Over an ex

3 1 1 1 9 0 0 1 0 0

pected norm ■■ 5 8 1 7 6 • 1 0 3 2';: 3
Co process of selection 

among possible
candidates 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bo Imperative use (command in 
response to new situation) 2 2 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 1Co Narrative progress 1 0 0 0 1 13 0 2 0 0

Do Isolated past event 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Eo Action complete up until 

present time 0 1 3 3 20 2 1 1 0 1
Fo Indication of a consequent 

situation 7 4 6 10 16 2 4 4 2 6
Go Obviousness (alternates 

with lo ’of course1) 3 0 . 1 7 . 5 0 0 0 0 0
He Used in conditional clause 5 0 0 ■ 2 4 1 0 1 0 0
io Used in temporal clause 7 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 0



Table 89 Continuedo Analysis of the Usage— Individual Authors

Revised Classification Narrative
of Structures Novels Essays Dramatic Peric>dical •Technical

Lao Ba Guo Zhu Cao RWD MEM RF Tang Tan
tl0 Verbal Constructions 90 6? 33 31 81 5 7 29 5 9A0 Intransitive verbs 14 17 1 2 31 0 0 1 0 - 0

1o action verbs 7 11 1 2 28 0 0 1 0 0
2a quality verbs 5 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 . 0 0
3o status verbs 2 3 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0

B0 Tpsnsitive verbs 76 32 21 26 38 5 7 20 3 8
1o action verbs 62 27 21 26 37 5 7 19 3 8

aQ unmeasured object : 46 17 11 16 23 5 3 12 3 . 4
bo measured object 9 19 10 10 13 0 5 6 0 4
Co b|. construction 8 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

2C quality verbs 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .

ae unmeasured object 3 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 ; 0 0 0
bo measured object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 b& construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3<> classificatory verbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a« unmeasured object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
be measured object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Co ba construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4o existence verb 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
ao unmeasured object 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
bo measured object 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Co ba construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' 0 0

Co Resultative Complements 
1e with /sL (7fl ) mei(you)

9 8 11 3 12 0 9 8 2 1-
'not (have)' v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

2= without /§<(^)mei(ypu)
'not (have)® 9 8 11 3, 12 0 9 8 0 1



Table 8, Continued,, Analysis of the Usage— ^Individual Authors

Revised Classification Narrative
of Structures Novels Essays Dramatic Periodical Technical

Lao Ba - Guo Zhu Cao RWD MEM RF  Tang Tan
0 2 3 2 1IIIo Set Phrases

Ao IE as start-bound prefix 
pronounced liao 
1 p. 3 J5r liaobude

•wonderful”
20 J ̂  J liaobuliao

• cannot be brought to 
an end”

3«. 3 liaode
•very good”

4o 3 f llafodeliao 
•can be solved”

5? 3 S  liaodang
•appropriate•

60 j "J liaoliao
• intelligent'

7® 3 -to liao.iie 'settle'
8o 3 ffi lidojie

”comprehend”
9o 3 liao.ju ” the end” 
10„ 3 liaozhai ”to

pay off debts”
11° J M  liaozhahg 'to 

settle an account” 
l20 3 jp liaoshi 'to

finish a matter'
13«. 3 ̂  liaoran 'to

clearly understand'

2 2 2 4 14
0 0 0 6 . 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

o'. 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0



Table 8S Continued* Analysis of the Usage— Individual Authors

Revised Classification Narrative
of Structures Novels Essays Dramatic Periodical • Technical,

Lao Ba Guo Zhu Cao RWD MBM RF Tang Tan
14. i  4 -

li^ocicansheng 6 to end
this miserable life' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15e liaoan 'to
conclude a case0 ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

160 J liaowuhen
0without,a trace' 

17. 3 .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

liaowuzhangjin 'having
made no progress' 0 0 0 0 0

14
0 0 G 0 0

Be IE as end-free suffix 2 2 2 4 0 2 3 2 1
to - morpheme=stative or

quality verb 0 0 0 0 13 0 1 0 0 0
S haole 'ready0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 0

be duile 0 correct' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
c * ; ^  -jile

'extremely' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
dc.% _f wanle ' finished * 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0

20 morphemestransitive
action verb 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
aoi? J dele 'enough' 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
be# 3 tdule

'thoroughly* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CoS J (H) suanle (ba)

'forget it* 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 03* morpheme=verb suffix,
particle or number word 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0



Table 8S Continuedo Analysis of the Usage—-Individual Authors

Revised Classification 
of Structures

Narrative 
Novels Essays 
Lao Ba Guo Zhu

Dramatic 
Cao RWD

Periodical
MBM RF

Technical 
Tang Tan

ao-  J S  T  v
yiliaobaiiiao 'one
concluded one
hundred concluded' 

bo It J zhaole
0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

'fulfillment'
Col 3 bale 'that's

0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0
enough' 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

do jiushile
'that's all there
is to it!' 

e03xS 3 guole 'have
0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

exceeded' 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0
4o morpheme=proposition 

a0 ̂  3 chule ’ with the
0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 1

exception of o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 o 0
bo#) j weile 'because
' O f  . 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 2 1
Co ®  J  yinle 'because' o- 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Table 9o Analysis of the Usage of EE for Individual Authors of LB Test Sentences and Paragraphs 
Yao=Tao-chung Yao9 Gao=Cao Yu, Ba=Ba J±ns Lao=Lao She, Zhu=Zhu Zi-qing

Revised Classification
of Structures 1oYao 2oYao 3oCao %,Ba 5aYap 60Yao 7°Yao ScYao 9oLao 10*Ba 11oYao I202hu
I0 Sentence and

Phrase le 1
Ac Inchoative use 0

1e situation new
to speaker 0

2o situation re
garded as degree 
attained 0

3= post adjectival 0 
a„ predication 

of a new 
situation 0

b0 excessive 
degree or 
excess over 
an expected 
norm 0

Co process of 
selection 
among poss
ible candi
dates 0

Bo Imperative use 
(command in re - ; 
sponse to new ■ 
situation) 0

Co Narrative progress 0

1 1 1 1. 2 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 . 0

5 1 1 7 2
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0

0 0 O 0 0
1 1 0 2 1

0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 2 1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0



Table 9y Continuecb Analysis of the Usage— Test Sentences

Revised Classification
of Structures 10Yao 20Yao goCao 40Ba %Yao 6oYao ?0Yao SpYao 9°hno 10eBa 11oYao l20Zhu

Do Isolated past
event

Bo Action complete up
0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 ' 2 0

until present time 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 . 0
Fo Indication of a 

consequent situa
tion

Go Obviousness (alter
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1

nates with ojB lo
•of course•)

Ho Used in condition
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

al clause 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' 0 0 0 0 0
lo Used in temporal

clause 
Verbal Constructions

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
with the suffix ~le 2 1 . 2 1 0 2 1 6 2 3 5 0
A0 Intransitive verbs 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3lo action verbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 quality verbs 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3= status verbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Bo Transitive verbs 2 1 2 0 1 2 ' 1 6 1 2 .4 3lo action verbs 2 1 2 " 0 1 2 1 6 1 1 4 3ac unmeasured
object 1 1 ' 2 0 1 2 0 3 0 O' 2 0

bo measured
object 

Co b& con
1- 0 0 0 0 0 ; 1 3 0 1 2 ' : 3

struction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
2o quality verbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 0



Table 9? Continued,, Analysis of the Usage— -Test Sentences

Revised Classification
of Structures 1«Yao 20Yao 3oCao 4«,Ba 5oYao 6oYao 7oYao SoYao 9oLao 10<,Ba HoYao l2aZhu

ac unmeasured
object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

bo measured
object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co ba con
struction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3° classificatory
verbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a0 unmeasured

object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bo measured

object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
■ Co ba con-

struction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4o existence verb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

aQ unmeasured
object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

bo measured
object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co ba con
struction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co Resultative Com
plements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
1o with '/£, (ii) 

mei(you) 'not
(have)' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2o without /£, ( )  
mei(you) 'not
(have)' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0



Table 9 g Continued,, Analysis of the Usage— Test Sentences

Revised Classification
of Structures 10Yao 20Yao 5oCao AeBa 5oYao 6oYao 7oYao 80Yao 9°ba.o 10oBa 11oYao l20Zhu

IIIc Set Phrases 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A0 1 LB as start-bound 
„y. prefix .pronounced

' -liao 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
io 5 -^^liaobude

’wonderful1 v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2q Ixaobuliao

’cannot be 
brought to an
end’ , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3° J i# liaode
’very good' , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4,, J liao del iao
'can be solved1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5o J $  liaodang
’ appropriate1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6» 3 3 liaoliao
’ intelligent1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7= 3 io lî o.lie
'settle1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8o 3 $$ liao.jie ,
1 Comprehend' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0

9= J/f) liao.ju
'the end' x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10o 3 4$ liaozhai
'to pay off -
debts1 N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lie 5 ill liaozhang 
'to settle an
account6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 110



Table 9® Continued0 Analysis of the Usage— Test Sentences

Revised Classification
of Structures 10Yao 20Yao 3°Cap 4oBa 5oYao 6oYao 7oYao 80Yao 9°Lao lOoBa 110Yao l20Zhu

l2o 1 %■ liaoshi 
"to finish a .
matter1 , z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13» Ttff liaoran 
1 to clearly
understand* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14. J #
liaocicansheng 
1 to end this
miserable life* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15= 1 %  liaoan.
•to conclude
a case* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

■ 160
liaowuhen
•without a .
trace* A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ixaowuzhang.i in 
1having made no
progress* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

B0 IE as end-free
suffix 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0
1o morphemes 

stative or
quality verb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a<ri3 J hable .

•ready* 0 0 0 0 . 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bo^f J duiite .

•correct* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 111



Table 9$ Continuedo Analysis of the Usage— -Test Sentences

’finished8 0 0 0 0 0
2<> morpheme=tran

sitive action
verb 0 0 0 0 0
ao<£§J dele

’enough8 0 0 0 0 0
" b . #  J t&Oe

8 thoroughly8 0 0 0 0 0
Coy# J (H)suanle 

(ba) ’forget
it8 0 0 0 0 0

3b morphemesverb 
suffix$ particle
or number word 0 0 0 0 0
a. -  J  B  J  '

yiliaobailiao 
8 one concluded 
one hundred
concluded8 0 0 0 0 0

b<, |§ ! zhaole
’buifillment8 0 0 0 0 0

CoS I bale’that’s
enough8 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0

0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 6 o . o o o o

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

Revised Classification
of Structures_____  10Yao 2cYao 3°Cao 4oBa 5oYao 6oYao 7<,Yao 8oYap 9=Lao 10oBa 11eYao l2eZhuI -.jile

^extremely8 
do A  5 wanle

0 0 0



Table 9# ContinuecL Analysis of the Usage—--Test Sentences

Revised Classification
of Structures 10Yao 2oYao 3oCao 4pBa 5oYao 6oYao 7oYao 80Yao 9oLao l0oBa 110Yao l2eZhu

.iiushile 
'that's all 
there is to 
it!' v 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0

So A  J guole 
'have ex
ceeded' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4o morphemes
proposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a0 J chule 

•with the 
.exception of 0 

b0ja, 3 weile
•because of 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co yinle
•because' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
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3o1o1 General Results

The general results of the textual analysis indicate that the 
syntactic structures and uses discussed in Ch„ 1 are fairly completec 
Only a few uses of LE were found which seemed to require the addition 
of new categories* There were also a number of cases which seemed 
to involve overlap between two or more categories* These two types 
of cases are discussed in sections 3°1=2 and 3o3 below* Moreovers 
there were eight sub-categories in Categories I (Sentence and Phrase 
le) and II (Verbal Constructions with the Suffix -le) for which no 
instances were represented in the corpus* These sub-categories are
I-A-3.C (process of selection among possible candidates) 9 II-B-2b 
(quality verbs-measured object)9 II-B-2c (quality verb-Ba construction)8
II-B-3a.-c (classificatory verbs)9 II-B-4o (existence verb-Bi. construc
tion )8 and II-C-2 (Resultative Complements-without y§.(y£j ) mei(you) 
'not(have)’)* In addition, for the Set Phrases in Category III, no 
instances were found for the LE prefix Sub-Category III-A, while
only 32 were found for the LE suffix Sub-Category III-B* In section 
3o3 the implications of these unrepresented categories will be dis
cussed in more detail*

Earlier in this chapter (pp* 84-90) it was mentioned that 
the 72*38% dispersion percentage for LE given by Liu in his frequency 
dictionary was. probably due to the tendency for IE to appear less 
frequently in non-conversational and technical types of writing* This 
suspicion is born out by the results of the corpus analysis where the 
Grand Totals for both Categories I and II are composed almost exclu
sively of occurrences of LE found in the narrative and dramatic genres*



The percentage of narrative and dramatic occurrences in the total for 
Category I is 85%=. For Category II, the percentage is 83%= For the 
Set Phrases in Category III the percentage of narrative and dramatic 
occurrences is 84% of the total which is slightly surprising since 
these are lexical constructions which would not seem to be subject 
to conversational or stylistic choice on the part of differenc writers^

3o1»2 Particular Results
There are several interesting points regarding the results 

for particular categories of use in Table 7 which I would like to 
report here* I will go through these results below in the order in 
which the categories appear in Table 7*

3o1q2o1 Sentence and Phrase le* There is an interesting use 
of the imperative (I-,B) in the technical genre (Tan Yong-xiang, 1957; 
50)<, This appears as (l) below« Since le appears mid-sententially

(1) S  E'S'i'H '̂J S  J ^
$  !

/ X V  / \ — • /  \ \ >✓Raner women bie wang le tamen bushi zui xiao de 
danwei a!
Nevertheless we ought not forget that they are not 
the smallest unit of measurement!

in this instance the question arises as to whether the use of le here
is comparable to other cases in which it occurs at the end of a phrase

/ \or sentenceo For example, if the phrase %  3 bie wang le! .
•Don’t forgetiV was uttered by itself, we would have an instance of 
sentence le which seems to fit the mold envisioned in Table 7° But, 
in the context of (1) we might want to argue that we have a case of



a transitive action verb plus the suffix -le with an implied reference 
to a future action which in turn carries, an imperative implication» 
Such a situation would seem even more probable in light of the 
following example found in the periodical genre (Red Flag, October, 
1958:.17)o In (2) the future time reference as Well as the imperative

(Women) yao zhidingle chang nian chanpin chanliang jihua,
(We) must formulate a long term plan for the production of
products,' .

force is clearly carried by the auxiliary verb yao * must’ while
the action of the verb ^  zhiding ’formulate1 can be considered
as to be completed in future;time-by virtue of ;its being attached to :
/.the; verb suffix ^le0

In the narrative progress category (I-C) 14 out of the total
of 17 occurrences were found in connection with the dramatic genre.
Example (3) below comes from Thunderstorm (Gao :Yu, 1959 s 131), In
(3) we seem to have a Chinese narrative analogue to the English

(Ta) kai le zhohgjian de deng9 ©henside wangzhe Shi Ping 
de xiangpihn, . - " ■ - -
(He) switches on the main light, (and) gazes abstractedly 
at Shi-ping’s photograph,

narrative use of the historical present. However, since our classi
fication includes a narrative progress use of the particle le the 
question arises again as to why it appears mid^sententially. The 
verb ̂|| kaj * open' is a transitive action verb and HE in this case 
might also be regarded as the verb suffix.
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The same phenomenon, occurs several times in China- 

Treupe.. (1970; 46) as exemplified in (4) below* In (4) we might
(4) to. A  S  sa, J  ■

Z v  ‘ _Diren faqi le chong fengo 
The enemy charges the pass*

again argue that we have the verb suffix -le with a transitive
action verb followed by the complement Jxp chong feng ' charge
the pass’o.

In the isolated past event category (I-D) only one occurrence 
was locatedo This came from the novel The Family (Ba Jiru 1962i 21) 
and is reproduced as (p) below= However, this example might be 
regarded as either a case of the particle le used to indicate a

: <$) U  S  i.»i. .5 # 4 *  A-i i t  ^

Tf; 1
Danshi zouguole liang tiao jie yihou, 1 m  sheng ahBng 
yu zhuanwan qu~iSp
But after going past two streets, the gong’s sound 
finally/stopped*

consequent situation or possibly as the suffix -le following the
' x '' -intransitive action verb ̂  gu ’go’« Thus, we might want to posit a

closer relationship between the usages of the particle le and between 
the particle and the verb suffix than is evident in the clasSificationo 

The same type of possibility arises for Categories;1-E 
(action complete up to present time) and I-F (indication of a con
sequent situation)o An example;-is'senteneevCS) "below from-The ' .

Family ( Ba Jin, 1962': 24) g
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(6) <a #  &  ? f % ± 11 ie. S -i-i- & ■
#  #  ^  ; #  : #  j%, »  3  ^  ^  ■

il>-A S  T  $L 6 5  -64 t
Dan tâ  hai bu_ ceng w^quan^ jtiewangdi, t^di yongqi you 
jianjiande huifu le, shi ta keyi shuochu xiamiande hua;
But she refused to give up hope, her courage returned 
slowly and made her capable of saying the following words:

In this case, the le following ')$ huifu 1return* might be regarded 
as an indication of action complete up to the present time., or as an 
indication of a consequent situation^ Moreover, it might be argued 
that the occurrence of LE is actually a verbal suffix which indi
cates completion of the verb 'Wi huifu •return* 0

. Another example with similar implications occurs in Rickshaw 
Boy (Lao-'She.Q, 1958° -9?) which is reproduced as (7)= In this case, the

(7 > # 3  S  $- S  5  ?  &  E
%  %  m  yi3 /- ?  #  j i  i  ^  S

Z v  / v  v  - / x/ v x v •—Xiangyzi bennengde xiang wang chu duo shou, keshi ŷ ijing 
kanqing _neige ren, ta budong BE, zhengshi gangcai .qi 
zlxingcHb de neige zhentan0
At first Happy Boy thought of jerking his hand away, but he 
didn't moveI he had already recognized the man: it was the
detective who had ridden the bieycle0

LB following ^  ̂  budong 'not move* can be regarded as either a
particle indicating a consequent situation or as a verb suffix
attached to an intransitive action verbo Again, a relationship
between the two forms of LE posited in the classification appears
to be evident„

In the obviousness usage of le (I-G) only l6 occurrences 
were found, all of which came from the narrative and dramatic genres.



Some of these cases such as (8) below from Thunderstorm (Gao Yu% 1959 
135) seemed to be related to other categories* In the case of (8),

<8) M  S l  'M. 1
V \ _Wo shi feng le<>.
(But) I am mad* ^

we might regard the particle le as an inchoative usage following the 
adjective ̂  feng 'mad' to indicate excessive degree0 Hence„ any 
obviousness in this case would derive from the semantic interplay 
between,le and its adj ective0

The same sort of thing appears to be at work in example (9) 
from Zhu Zi-qing* s "Silhouette from the Back" (1967 s 42)„ In (9)$

(9) v k  ^  5 %  jk- J3f #  #  &  .7^ M  Sf/j. J  I
Ais. wo xi^zai xian^iang nei shi zhin sfii tai cohgming lei
Ai, when I think now , that time I truly was very intelligent I.

however9 the situation is made even more complicated by the presence 
of zhen 'truly' which in itself might be lending a coimotation 
of obviousness^ Also* since (9) seems to be a sarcastic utterance$ 
le might have more to do with this sarcastic reading than with the 
connotation of obviousnesso .

3o1o2o2 Verbal Constructions with the Suffix -lea In. 
section 3o1o2»1 I mentioned several instances in which there seemed 
to be an overlap in function between the final particle le and the 
verb suffix -le0 In general, this overlap occurs whenever a verb +
IE construction appears at the end of a phrase or sentence,, Since 
only intransitive action verbs, intransitive quality verbs or status 
verbs can appear alone at the ends of phrases or sentences, it is
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for these categories that problems arise„ In most cases it is 
necessary to take into account the time of the utterance or the 
intentions of the writer in order to decide whether it is the verb 
suffix or the final particle that is being utilized^ Thus9 for 
sentence (10) from Thunderstorm (Gao Yuu 1959$ 152) both the future 
time reference and the promissory intention of the speaker are

do) W $1 % %  3
Na shi wo hutu, yihou wo bu hui jei yang shuohua LE0 
I was being silly % I promise I won't say anything like that 

: .again*
related to how we interpret the final LE0 On the one hand, we could 
have the verb suffix attached to the intransitive action verb ly^ %% 
shuohua ’say6 to indicate an action which will not be completed in 
the futureo On the other hand, we could interpret (10) as a case 
in which the final particle is employed to indicate a consequent 
situation as in Category X-F of the revised classification^ This 
use of the final particle could also have the potential for a 
promissory reading given the type of speaker intentions implicit in 
the context of sentence (10)0

In the case of transitive verbs or the transitive existence 
verb ^  you 6 have6 no problem arises due to the presence of a direct 
object between the verb and the final particle le* Out of the total 
545 occurrences of verb -le, 225 or 66% were in the. transitive verb 
categoryo Since these cases are so well represented in all genres 
there does seem to be support for the textbook rules regarding the use 
of the verb suffix to indicate changes of status regarding completion



of action in either past or future time0 One point that might be 
added here is that the low number of occurrences of -le in the Ba 
constructions probably has to do with the fact that not all verbs 
can co-occur with Ba<, Thus, there were no instances of -le in Ba 
constructions'with the existence verb Jsj you 'have* since you 
’have* is not one of those verbs whose direct objects can logically 
occur in the scope of the Ba constructiono

3o1o205 Resultative Complements and Set PhraseSo There 
seem to be no special problems with either the resultative complements 
in II-C or the set phrases in III-A. and III-B of the classification^
The fact that so very few of the set phrases occurred does not seem 
to be specifically connected to the type of genres used in the corpus# 
A better explanation is that the majority of such phrases are rela
tively rare regardless of the type of literature we examine# The 
major exception would be the stative verb +.LB constructions in III-B-1 
where 13 of the l4 occurrences were found in the dramatic genre#

Regarding the resultative complements, the use of -le is 
relatively rare# Since resultative complements in themselves imply 
completion, success, attainment and so forth the use of -le is 
rendered strictly gratuitous unless the speaker or writer has special 
need to emphasize the completion#

3#2 Comparison of Genres . ■
There are several interesting comparisons which can be made 

between and within the four genres of literature used in the corpus# 
These comparisons throw light upon the problem of interpreting the
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phenomenon of greater frequencies of occurrence in certain categories 
of use for different types and styles.of discourse* Due to variance 
in the length of items in the corpus it is difficult to insure 
parity between categories for the purposes of comparison© Hence, 
my general strategy has been to compare only those cases where large 
discrepancies in length were not present, or where a particular genre 
had more occurrences of EE than another genre which was longer than 
the first genre© (The reader is referred to Table 7 for the numbers 
used in the:following comparisons^T

3o2o1 Comparison of Novels and Essays in 
the Narrative Genre

There were three categories of usage in which the four 
essays contained more occurrences of EE than the two novels© The 
total number of pages of text for the four essays was 16 and the 
total for the. Chapters chosen from the novels was 15= Thus, the 
page length was almost equivalent© However, the pages from the novels 
had approximately 40 characters per line and 20 lines per page© The 
essays, with the exception of Zhu Zi-qing1s "Women" which was compa
rable to the novels, had approximately 25 characters per line and 25 
lines per page© Based on these approximations the total number of 
characters for three essays would be 7,800 and the number for the 
novels would be 12,000, a difference of 2,000 characters in favor of 
the novels© For the fourth essay, "Women", there would be approximately 
2,400 characters© Hence, the total number of characters for the four 
essays would be 10,200 which is 1,800 fewer than the number for the 
two chapters selected from the novels©
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In Category I-E (Action complete up to present time) there 

were five occurrences of le in the essays and two in the novels0 In 
Category I-F (Indication of a consequent situation) the difference 
between the essays and novels was 23 to 11, respectively3 and for 
Category I-G (Obviousness) the difference was seven to two, respectivelyo 
One possible reason for these differences is that the short, dis
cursive style of the essays requires the use of le as a conventional 
device for indicating the implications associated with Categories I-E,
I-F and I-Go The longer, non-discursive style of the novels would 
supply a more complete context which would make the implications 
possible without the use of le0 Of course^ this proposal cannot be 
taken seriously unless Categories I-E, I-F and I-G can be shown to be 
different in. sOme pertinent respect from the other categories in : 
which le is frequently used in the novels*

3*2*2 Comparison of Harrative and Dramatic Genres
An average page in Thunderstorm contained approximately 2o0 

characters* There were 40 pages in the act selected for the corpus 
(Act 4), hence approximately 11,200 total characters* In Red Woman*s 
Detachment the same calculation yielded approximately 200 characters . 
per page for ten pages, hence approximately 2,000 total characters*
Thus, the total number of characters for the dramatic genre is approx
imately 13,200* This figure can be compared to the 22,200 combined 
approximation for the novels (12,000 characters) and the essays 
(10,200 characters) in the narrative genre*



In Category I (Sentence and Phrase le) there were lour sub
categories in which there were actually more occurrences of le in 
the dramatic genre than in narrative genre® These sub-categories 
and the margin of difference are as follows: I-A-3a (Inchoative use $
after adjectives, predication of a new situation), 9 to 65 I-B 
(Imperative use), 6 to 4; I-C (narrative progress use), 14 to ij 
and I-E (Action complete up to the present time), 22 to 7® In fact, 
the total number of dramatic occurrences of le in Category I (115 
occurrences) is only 39 short of the total number of narrative 
occurrences (144 occurrences)® Thus, there would appear to be some 
special feature of dramatic discourse which increases the probability 
of le® One possible explanation is that the dramatic genre comes 
closest to the usage of native Chinese speakers who are known to
make greater use of particles in everyday speech than in written

• 5 -; . 
styles®

In Category II (Verbal Constructions with the Suffix:-le) the 
narrative occurrences outnumber the dramatic ones by 200 to 56® The 
difference would have been much smaller except for Sub-Category II-B 
(Transitive verbs) where the difference was 149 to 43 in favor of 
the narrative genre® The difference for II-A (Intransitive verbs) 
was a close 34 to 31 ih favor of narrative with . the dramatic genre 
a.ctually outnumbering the narrative in II-A-1 (Intransitive action 
verbs)® An explanation for the closeness in total occurrences in

5® The occurrences of le in the dramatic genre for Category
I-C (narrative progress use) are all in the stage directions® Hence, 
they don’t represent a counter-example to this argument since this 
part of the drama is narrative and not conversational®
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II-A-1 might be related to intransitive action verbs such as lai 
’come1, ^  gu 'go', and zou ?walk8 which were quite prevalent in 
the drama s<,

5=2=3 Comparison of Periodical and Technical Genres
There were four articles chosen from periodicals which totaled 

approximately 6,413 character So There were two articles chosen-, from 
technical works on linguistics which totaled approximately 5$000 
characters* There were three categories represented in which the 
total occurrences of IE were greater for the technical literature 
than for the periodical literature* Category I-B (Imperative use) 
contained only one occurrence for each genre$ Category I-A-3 
(Inchoative use.8 after adjectives) was five to four in favor of the 
technical genre, and I-F (Indication of consequent situation) was 
tied at eight to eight* These totals might be too small to demonstrate 
any significant difference* Howevers I think it can be said of.
Category I-G (indication of consequent situation) that equality of 
use might be expected on the basis of the argumentative nature of 
technical literature* That is* since writers of journal articles 
must argue their points, it would be reasonable to expect a conven
tionalized means of indicating consequence such as the use of le in I-F* 

For the other categories5 there were relatively, few occur
rences of LE which is just what we would expect on the basis of the 
non-conversational nature of technical literature*
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3<>3 Further Problems with the Revised Classification
Thus far in this chapter I have tried to illustrate two 

general problems with the revised classification of uses* The 
first of these is that there are several categories of use for which 
either no instances or very few instances were located in the corpuso 
The second problem concerns considerable overlap within and between 
major categories of usage<> A third general problem, which I will '
deal with in this section, concerns categories of use which do not
seem to be either contained in or predicted by the olassificatiouo
All three of these problems seem to be related to a major short
coming of the revised classification^ This shortcoming has to do 
with the failure of the classification to predict when a given 
category of use is or is not employed by native speakers or to 
explain the variations between literary genres which were noted in 
section 3o20 That is, we have been provided with a*list of syn
tactic arid semantic features of IE constructions without having 
been given any information regarding the pragmatic or contextual 
features which apparently govern speaker and writer behaviorc In 
Order to supply predictive power to the classification it will be 
necessary to find a way of specifying these pragmatic features* This 
will be the major goal of Ch* 4*

There are a large number of EE sentences in the corpus which
relate to future completion of the action of the verb* Forty-five 
were located in Thunderstorm and The Family alone* Sentences (11)- 
(12) below are from Thunderstorm ( Gao Yu, 1959» 35? 42) while (15) and 
Cl4) are from The Family (.Ba Jin% 1962 s 23)*
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: : ; aiŜ  W  i lil f S .

V __ . - \ y ‘ y . v- -y \ \  / \ . /  /Zai ta huian de ^anshen li, ni kanjianle bindings youyi,
.qxei’uo; tong: '
In his dull, troubled ey.es you will see uncertainty9 
hesitation, timidity and conflicts

(12)1% # ^ 5 "  3$j j k  ,vk I  vt o v '
V N- •'■■V S' .A ; . .,1. S  S. : .: : ■ Ni zui hao xianzai hele ta ba»
X think you’d better take: it at one0

■ fx. ^  *  efl%  i
^  J  #  $  - n  $  . .

\ z ^  - /' ■ / / > Z 'Er biaoge shuo tamen di xuetang^ mingnian xia:<ueqi jiu 
yao zhao nusheng le, wo xiang qu toukabo
Jue-min says that next year their school will be accepting 
female students; I would like to take the entrance exam0

(i4) f  1 3 . S  S S  #  J . ; ' '
Z / ^ V Z V v N \-Qin-er, ni ye lei le, keyi qu shui le0 

Chin, you’re also tired, go to sleepo
None of these sentences seems to be predictable on the basis

of the revised classification^ Sentence (11) contains the verb
suffix in the phrase kan.jianle 8will see' o ; Checking the
verbal constructions in the classification this construction would 
seem to be included in II-B (Resultative complements)0 However, there . 
is nothing in II-B which would predict that -le can be used to refer 
to the future realization of perception verbs such as ^  kan.jian ' 
•see’o Although Chao (19681 798) gives. son?e future time examples in 
Category I of the classification (see, for example, the sentences in 
I-F, I-H and I-l), these are supposed to hold only for sentence or 
phrase le0 Hence, we need to determine whether or not a future use
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of verb -le is possible and, if so, whether this usage is any different 
from that of sentence le0 If there is such a use, as (11) seems to 
clearly show, then we may be able to both supplement the verb -le 
category and show that there is overlap between the verbal and 
sentential categories* Such a move would effect both the completeness 
and simplicity of the revised categorization^

The same type of phenomenon seems to be at work in sentence 
(l2)o The verb suffix -le is used there with the present time ad
verbial xianzai 'now' and the hortatory particle °£< ba to
produce an imperative sentencec Nothing in the verbal category 
predicts such a usage although there does appear to be7 an. imperative . 
use vin I~B of "the sentence and verb le category o

In (13) a different sort of problem appears0 Here we seem : 
to have a case of phrase le appearing in a future context in the
phrase S6 ^  '$! 'jf 7 jiu yao ahao nusheng le ’will be accepting

\female students’o However, since the auxiliary yao ’want’ is 
used conventionaliy for the future, le would seem to be unnecessary 
here* We can argue that the le in this case marks a change in 
status involving a change in policy by the girl’s school referred 
to in (13)o However, the revised classification gives us no way to 
predict which usage is being employed in a given utterance,. Until we 
can find a way to do this, the classification will be unsatisfactorye 

In sentence (14) we seem to have an imperative usage of LE 
in %  Sii J _gu shui LB ’go to sleep’ similar to the one in I-B of 
the classificationc However, it is difficult to tell if it is 
sentence le or a resultative verb -le that is being employedo That
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is, IE could be viewed as an indication of a change in status of the 
subject's state of being tired in the clause i'.l- ^  % : ni ye lei le
•you're, also tired'9 or as an indication that the. action of the verb 
phrase 5̂  8A  Z qu shui IE 'go to sleep' should be realized at 
some future time® Again, the revised classification fails to provide 
us with a means for a decision on these cases* .

There are two more types of construction which are not accounted 
for in the revised classification* In cases such as (15)-(17) below 
US appears in forms not included in the classification* Chad does

: (15) |f i  i f  ft #  T  -tiL i  ft- ft f  v  f t h  I ' :
Haiyou la, qian, ni shou xia ye you bu shao qian laI
There's still the money, you must have quite a bit put

. aways t c ^  Yui5re59> 5> :

(is) ft. T- -a f- B  f t  g  t6 f t  -S
;; t : ^

. V /• N —  —  / V  V  v ^ v J"Yao bushi Zhu xiansheng ti xing ni, kongpa ni hai 
beibuwan lie!
"If Mr* Zhu hadn't reminded you, I'm afraid you still would 

ft not be finished reciting*" ( Ba Jin, l9S2f 2) "

(i?) #  #  f t  #  S  f t  %  f t  f t e  # f t
. x  i ft ft f t  .ft f t . .

/ \ \ \ ' y . / X y v X ^ v \Jue-hui jeiyang huidage, jiu ba san diu zai dibanshang, 
you genie gege zouchulai*
Speaking thus, Jue-hui then threw the umbrella on the floor 
and went in again with his brother* ( Ba Jin, 19628 ft 
5“6)

not mention the particle la as an alternate form for le in its 
obviousness usage although he does list s$§. lo (1968; 800)* Since 
this form occurs quite frequently in Thunderstorm and since it is 
common in spoken Mandarin, this would seem to be a serious omission*
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Granted that there is such a particle, we need to know when it, rather 
than le or la, is preferred by speakers and writers.

Chao (1968: 8G0) 'does list ofij lie of sentence (16) but 
romanizes it as le and calls it a ".particle of lively enumeration*"
However, in (16), this particle (romanized as M e  by most major
dictionaries including the CiVHai) seems to connote an implication 
of obviousness as in Category I-G of the classification= Moreover, 
it is unclear if it is a sentence or verb particle which is being 
used, since the obviousness use relates to the particle but here it

y? x \ ymight be attached to the resultative verb-phrase j' ŷ_/ beibuwan 
•not finished reciting’* Here too, the revised classification does 
not provide us with an explanation*

In (I?), we see the use of IE in the set phrase genie
'with'* This phrase is not listed in Chao nor is it contained in 
any of the major dictionaries* However, native informants tell me 
that it sometimes appears as a "childish" way of pronouncing the 
conjunction gen, 'with** In (17)$ however. Since the last phrase 
involves an action which occurs after the actions in the first two 
phrases, one might suspect that LE is serving as an indication of a 
change of status*. Thus, we might want to add another usage for LE 
where it can appear after the conjunction gen 'with* to indicate 
a new situation*

The second remaining type of construction not dealt with 
in the revised classification involves cases where commonly stated 
rules of grammar appear to be violated* In sentence (18) ( Ba Jizt, 

the action.' in- the first-clause is completed in the
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d a )  ^  m  9>i $ s  eg +  fa t o  f  &

A  #  &  ^3 i f  $ ? %  S  64 S  S f ,
la ganggan'g fan sislii sui de nianji$ keshi stienti 
yinin# xianchule shuailab de henjio 
She had just turned forty years old, but her body 
already showed traces of age*

recent past but no final le appears to indicate this change after the
direct object ^  .̂ 5 nianji * years1 =» Moreover, since the measured
object 4- sishi sui 'forty years old' follows the transitive
action verb Sll fan 'overturn', we might expect a suffix -le as is
common, in this type of construction*, Furthermore, since the first
clause indicates action complete up to the present time, we might
expect a double IS construction,,

One explanation for the form chosen in (l8) might involve the
use of the suffix -le in the resultative phrase SjEv $  T  xianchule
' Stowed' o That is, use of LE might be suspended until the phrase or
clause upon which the speaker or writer is focusing his attention^
Thus, LB would "drift" to the relevant phrase or clause and the rest
of the sentence would be interpreted in the contextually most suitable
manner= Obviously, however, this type of explanation goes far beyond
what our revised classification licenses us to predict*,



CHAPTER 4

A PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO THE USE OF LE

410 Introduction 
The results of Chapters 2 and 3 support the need for a descrip

tion of LE which accounts for more than just the types of syntactic 
construction in which it can occur0 In general, there has been little 
difficulty in describing these syntactic constructions^ . The problem 
has been to predict when these constructions will actually be employ
ed,, Hence, more attention needs to be paid to their meaning and 
usage<, In this chapter I will offer a schematic representation of 
LE which strives to capture the important semantic and pragmatic 
properties involved in LE mastructions0 The classification of the 
use of IE in Table 7 will, be revised in light of this schema and . 
the results of Chapters 2 and 3= Particular categories of usage will 
then be explained by applying the schema together with a set of rules 
and metaprinciples which I will propose govern the use of LE0 I will 
begin with an analysis of the results of LE Test 2 which indicates 
how a pragmatic account of LE might proceedo

4*1 A Pragmatic Account of the Test 2 Results 
The results cited in section 2*3 can be placed on a more prin

cipled basis by discussing them within a pragmatic framework of 
explanation* The particular framework I will use is derived from 

■ ^  '
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the principles of conversation proposed by Hi Po Grice and other

1writers on the topic of linguistic pragmatics*
Grice (1967) has formulated several principles or maxims of 

conversation which he believes -govern rational speech exchanges*
These are listed as maxims (Ml)-(M5) below* ...

Ml Cooperative Principle (CP)t "Make your conversational
contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it 
occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk- 
exchange in which you are engaged*"

M2 Maxim of Quantity:
a* "Make your contribution as informative as necessary*" 
b* "Do not make your contribution over-informative*"

M3 Maxim of Quality (Super-maximi "Try to make your contribution 
one that is true*");
a* "Do not say what you believe to be false*"
bo "Do not say what you lack adequate evidence for*"

M4 Maxim of Relation: "Be relevant*"
M$ Maxim Of Manner:

a* "Avoid obscurity of expression*" 
b* "Avoid ambiguity*" . 
c* "Be brief*"
d* "Be orderly*"

Maxim 1, the "Cooperative Principle" or CP, is the most general of 
the principles and from it (M2)-(M3) follow* The CP requires a 
participant in a cooperative speech exchange to make an appropriate 
contribution to the speech exchange in which he is engaged* Maxims 
2-4 relate to what the speaker says pursuant to the CP, that is, the 
quantity and semantic quality or truth value of the words and gram
matical constructions he uses to convey a certain message* Maxim 
5 relates to how a speaker chooses to say what he says, that is,

1* See Grice (196?), Searle (1975» 1976), Harnish (1975, 
1976), Fraser (1975), and Kempson (1975)=

f
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the stylistic manner of speech which he chooses pursuant to the 
CP.2 ■

Using the maxim of relation (M4) we can explain the universal 
omission of the final particle le after daxue •college* in
the fifth sentence of Ct8) from Test 1 cited below*

($8> 4 ^  5  a ^  4
v  ̂  ̂ / ___ v v  . /Wo shi yige daxuesheng* Wo yijing nian san.nian 

■ I am college student* I already study three years 
I am a college student* I've already studied three years

' ^  #  .• efl a  44 4^
daxue* Mingnian jiu yao biye* Biye yihou wo
college* Next year then will graduate* Graduate after I
in college* Next year I will graduate* After I graduate
t r # *  m 4 $  t - m %  ^  *  f  M  :_y X s . .'I  ̂ s' .T" V 1 . V — Ydasuan zai jixu man yanj luyuan* Wo yigong shenqing
plan again continue study graduate school* I altogether

' apply
I plan to continue studying at graduate school* Altogether 
I've applied
5 -<S *  a  if S . 4 0  €  #  #  # '
wage daxue, yijing you sange daying gei wo jiangxuejin* 
five colleges, already have three reply give me scholarship* 
to five colleges and have already had three replies giving 
me scholarships*

Wo ztien shi gaoxing ji*
I truly am happy extremely*
I am truly very happy*

That is, if we assume that the subjects were trying to obey the CP 
and its maxims, the final particle would be irrelevant since the 
context of the paragraph is one in which the replies to the appli-

2* These distinctions are proposed by Hamish (1976” 340-34l)<
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cations to graduate school are the focus of interest rather than the 
application process itself0 Thus$ the maxim of relation (M4), if 
obeyed^ would require the speaker to withhold the use of sentence le 
after daxue ecollege’o Subjects apparently felt that the
presence of — ^  yigong ’altogether’ and the full context of (T8) were 
enough to communicate the fact that the action implied by ^  
shenqing ’apply* would be completed in future time®

We might even proceed via the sub-maxim of quantity (M2b) 
which requires the speaker not to make his contribution over-infor
mative <, That is, although it might be. true that the application 
process will continue in the future, it would be over-informative to 
explicitly say so in the context of (T8)e

Without the context of (T8) to serve as a guide, subjects 
would be free to interpret the fifth sentence as a statement about 
the application process, a statement about the replies to the speaker’s 
applications, or as a statement about bothe Thus, we would expect 
there to be subjects who opt for any one or more of these possibilities, 
which is, in fact, what occurred on the follow-up testo

Grice’s maxims can also be applied to the cases discussed 
earlier in (Til) where non-redundancy seemed to be at stakec

(111) $  j j b . '
_ / ,-r v -7 / . v  ̂ . v . -r s zZuotian wo gen yxge pengyou dao haibian qu wanc
Yesterday I and a friend to seashore go playo
Yesterday a friend and 1 went to the seashore to play0
0  %  S L  7 ^  A  4 ^  ^  S  4" ^
Yinwei feng tai da women zhi van shifenzhong
Because wind too great we only play ten minutes
Because1the wind was too great we only played ten minutes
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a * . .  0  "& w. 401 %.
jiu huilaio Hui jia yihou mei duojiu Lao Wang
then come back* Return home after not very long Lao Wang
then returned,. Not long after we returned Lao Wang
?k-. -{€, "sf 4̂  iM % -fe. 't 3̂. JE -4#'
laio Ta qing women qu ta jia chifan« Zhenghao
c0meo He ask us go his home eato Just then
came0 He asked us to go to his home to eat* Just then

#  i  - S i
women dou juede you yidiar e jiu qu Lao Wang
we all feel have a little hunger then go Lao Wang
we all felt a little hungry and then went to Lao Wang’s
. %  . ̂  S 5  %  tItE \3 j k . .

■ -^v — / \ > ' v ^ y yjia chifano Ghiwanfan auo yidiar jiu huilaio
home eato Eat-finish-rice sit awhile then come back*
house to eato We finished eatingg sat awhile$ then
retumedo

In the case of the sixth sentence we might view the maxims as oper
ating on both the semantic level and on the level of what we might 
expect to be contextually relevant given the expanded context of (Tli)c 
Semantically speaking, the maxim of manner (M5c) "Be brief,” if obeyed,
would help explain why only 15% of the subjects chose to employ the

/
verb suffix -le after *5 wan ’finish’« The reason would be that

- y • , - ■
wan ’finish* conveys the idea of completion on its own making -le
unnecessary® Again, as a matter of semantics, the past time is
already established for the entire paragraph and we can view the 66% 
of the subjects who omitted the verb suffix -le after i)- zuo ’sit’ 
in the sixth sentence as attempting to restrict the amount of explicit 
semantic information to what they thought was absolutely necessary0

As noted earlier, 82% of all subjects in Test 1 used the
. / /

final particle le after Q  JJjL huilai ’come back’ at the end of the 
sixth sentence of (T11)0 This high figure can be explained on the



basis of the relevance of the final particle to contexts in which 
either an isolated past event or a consequent situation is being re
ferred to0 Both of these uses are cited by Chao (1968: 798-799) and 
are listed as Categories I-D and I-F in the revised classification in 
Table 7°

This situation changes, however, in the restricted context of 
Test 2* Here subjects are forced to decide for themselves what kinds 
of information would and would not be relevant and, as reported ear
lier., 11 out of the 27 subjeets chose to omit the final particle and 
give the second person, future translation •(You) will finish eating, . 
sit awhile, and then return*?

. The decision to withhold use of the final particle might also 
be related to the maxims of manner, (M5a)-(M5c),. since without it it 
would be possible to avoid obscurity of expression, avoid ambiguity 
and to be brief while still issuing a relevant assertion^

All of the cases dealt with thus far involve the application 
of the maxims of conversation to our expectations regarding the 
grammatical structure of the selected test items* The usual manner 
in which Grice and others apply the maxims are to cases in which a 
sentence or larger stretch of discourse can be regarded as implying 
more than what is actually said by the speaker or writer* These 
cases turn on such things as the violation of one or more of the 
maxims by the speaker, and an inference by the hearer based on a 
reasonable explanation of the violation* For example, if a speaker 
uttered the sentence "She *s a great secretary and she can type too" 
in replying to an associate's question regarding the secretary's
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skills, the hearer might reasonably infer that the person in question 
is a poor secretary by means of the following strategy of inference:

Step 1: The speaker is obeying the CP, hence his utterance . .
. . must have some aim or points
Step 2: The speaker's utterance seems to violate the maxim of

quantity "Don't be over-informative" since expertise 
in typing is surely one of the qualifications a 
great secretary must have*-

Step 3: Since the speaker is obeying,the CP, he is probably
obeying the super-maxim of quality "Try to make your 
contribution one that is true0"

- Step 4: Hence, by sin gling  out the secretary's a b il ity  to
type, the speaker i s  trying to make a true contri
bution to the talk-exchangeo

Step 5• But, i f  the speaker has to appeal to something as 
obvious as typing a b ility  to say something true, 
i t  i s  probable that the secretary’ s s k i l l s  are 
actually  limitscL

Step 6s Hence, the speaker is, in the absence of some more 
reasonable explanation., probably implying that the 
secretary's secretarial skills are actually few.

I would like now to apply this type of strategy to the sixth 
sentence of (Til) where we saw that 11 subjects on the follow-up 
test left out the final particle le and gave a future time translation,, 
Nine of these subjects used the imperative mood and two used the 
optative moodo The major difference between these subjects and 
those who used the final particle is that the latter group was 
consistent in using a past tense, -translation.

According to John Searle (l969 i 65, 66-67) in  h is  book Speech 

Acts" one of the ru les speakers follow in issu ing a given speech act 

i s  the so -ca lled  "propositional content" rule which r e la te s  to the 

relationship  o f ■ the predication to the speaker and/or hearer, and the
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time at which the predication is viewed by the speaker as being 
fulfilled*. For both promising and ordering, the prepositional 
content rule requires that the act be uttered in the context of a 
sentence (or larger stretch of discourse) the utterance of which 
predicates some future action* For promising this future action is 
predicated of the speaker, while for ordering the future action is 
predicated of the hearer*

Following Searle (1975) in his article,."Indirect Speech 
Acts," I would like to present an inference strategy which shows 
how an indirect speech act of ordering can be derived from a direct 
speech act of issuing a declarative sentence with future time 
reference*' Let us suppose that an army sergeant utters the sixth 
sentence of (Til) without the final particle le or any other instance 
of IE* Also suppose that the remark is directed to an army private 
who is in the midst of eating a meal. The. process by which the 
private might infer that he has been ordered by the sergeant to 
return to some predesignated place after eating and sitting for awhile 
might be as followsI

Step 1 i The sergeant has just uttered a sentence ( x "15-
- JL — SS ) Chiwanfan zuo yidiar jxu huilai 
•Eat-finish-rice sit awhile then come back*) which, 
taken literally, refers to a future state of affairs 
(facts about Chinese grammar)*

Step 2: I, the private, assume that the sergeant is cooperating
in the conversation and that therefore his utterance 
has some relevant aim or point (principles of conver
sation)*

Step 3° I have not asked the sergeant a question regarding the 
future, hence a report about a future state of affairs 
would seem to be irrelevant to our talk-exchange 
(facts about the conversation)*
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Step 4: The sergeant has authority over me by virtue of his

rank and is directing his utterance to me (factual 
background information)e ,

Step 5« Hence5 it is probable that the sergeant5 in virtue of 
his authority over me, is using a future declarative 
sentence to perform some relevant speech act (steps 
1-4)o What can this relevant speech act be?

Step 6s Since the sergeant is directing his utterance to me, 
his utterance is probably a second person future 
declarative sentence regarding an action which I will 
perform at some future time (steps 4 and 5)°

Step 7s But, a propositional content rule for an order is that 
the subject of the sentence be in the second person 
(theory of speech acts)*

Step 8s Another propositions! content rule for an order is 
that the action of the predication take place in 
future time (theory of speech acts)*

Step 9s The sergeant's utterance s a t is f ie s  the propositional 
content ru les and background requirements for an 
order ( steps 6, 7 and 8 )c

Step 10s Hence, in the absence of some other more reasonable 
point, the sergeant by a direct issuance of a second 
person future declarative is probably indirectly 
ordering me to return to some predesignated place 
after eating and sitting for awhile (steps 9 and 2)„

As regards the use of the final particle le, the important 
thing to notice is that its use here would normally block the 
inference pattern at Step 1 Since the reference would no longer be 
to a future state of affairs^ Hence, we might want to posit a 
conventional use of the final particle which blocks future time 
reference thereby blocking speech acts such as ordering and promising,, 
Such a conventional usage would seem to correspond to Categories 
I-D and I-E in Table 7« However,.this would leave us with the 
problem of explaining the imperative use of le in I-B of the revised
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classification and the use of -le in future declaratives* Hence,
it is necessary now to turn to a more thorough examination of the
revised classification*

■o - - - .

4*2 Rationale for Extending the Pragmatic 
Approach to the Revised Classification

If the problems concerning contextual phenomena cited in
earlier chapters can be approached in the same general way as the
Test 2 data in the previous section we might be able to produce an
account of IS which overcomes these problems by explaining the
relevant contextual phenomena* Below I will briefly summarize the
findings of Chapters 1-3 and then offer an explanation of these
findings in 4*3 along the general lines followed in 4*1*

In Ch* 1 we found that we could distinguish between the
morphological, syntactic and semantic features of the two primary
forms of LE in a number of different ways* First, if we accept
Chao’s etymological arguments, we can view the particle le as a
derivative of the verb 3^ lai ’come’ and the verb suffix as a .
derivative of the verb liao ’to finish'* It is clearly the
latter form which has combined with other forms to produce the set
phrases listed in II1-A of the revised classification in Table 7*
The other constructions in III of the revised classification seem
to be more problematical in that they can be viewed as being related
to either lai 'come' or J liao 'to finish' since both of these
verbs can be construed as concerning the realization of a process,
event or state of affairs* Thus, there is a semantic affinity
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between the two forms of IE which might be the cause of some of the 
confusion regarding the various morphological constructions^

Syntactically, we found that both forms of IE could be distin
guished in terms of their positions in the sentencee The suffix 
-le can always be identified if it follows a transitive action, 
quality, classificatory or existence verb* It can usually be 
identified if it appears with intransitive verbs not standing at the 
end of a dependent or independent clause, or at the end of a sentence* 
However, at the end of clauses or sentences it was found that the 
semantic affinity between the two forms again caused problems in 
identification*

The particle le was found to be identifiable, if it occurred 
at the end of a clause or sentence which did not end with a verb or 
when it was pronounced as 'lo or lac Again, if IE appeared
after a verb or verb phrase, the identification process was more 
difficult due-once again to the semantic affinity*

We found several other problems in Ch* 1 which seem to be 
related to the shared or indeterminate meaning of the two forms of 
IE* We noticed a problem concerning the interaction of -le and le 
in the double IE construction and a problem concerning which IE is 
used in the conditional and temporal clause constructions in I-H 
and I-I of the revised classification* Moreover, there seemed to 
be a problem in differentiating the function of -le and the suffix ||- 
-zhe in cases where verb plus -le constructions could be translated 
in the progressive aspect* This problem related to the general



problem of distinguishing the aspectual or modal properties which 
might make several types of translation possible®

In general, all of the problems of Ch® 1 seem to be related 
to the various types of uses to which IE can be put in various 
contexts rather than to any specific, non-context dependent meaning® 
In section I will propose a basic meaning for IE where IE indi
cates the realization of an action, process, quality, or state of 
affairs, but where the precise nature of the realization can only 
be made more specific in terms of the contexts in which IE occurs®

In Ch® 2 my main concern was to confirm the existence of 
extra-grammatical and contextual features which determine the various 
uses for IE cited in Ch®. 1® This was essentially an attempt to 
confirm what the majority of my native informants have already 
reported, namely that the use of IE depends more on the context in 
which it appears than on characteristics dr properties unique to 
IE itself®

In section 2®2®1 statistical analysis indicated that sex, 
age and dialect did not have an influence on the behavior of subjects® 
• This left context of utterance as a possible influence® It was then 
confirmed Statistically in sections 2®2®2 and 2®3 that some of these 
contextual features operated to cause the subjects to be cautious of 
redundancy and inconsistency in their choice of structures® A 
desire to avoid redundancy seemed to be particularly important due 
to its connection to other contextual and grammatical factors which 
convey meanings often associated with IE thereby making the use of 
IE redundant® Non-redundancy also seemed to be related to stylistic
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factors such as syntactic parallelism which seemed to vary in
importance among different .speakers,. This left open the possibility 
that the use of IE could be partially explained in terms of contex
tual features plus extra-grammatical principles of conversation®

On the basis of the corpus analysis in Ch® 3S the revised 
classification of IE in Table 7 was found to be complete except for 
the omission of the future usage of -le$ the particle apr la, the 
hortatory usage of -le, and the set phrase^ J genie 'with'®

A second problem found in connection with the revised classi
fication was that considerable overlap seemed to exist in the func
tions of -le and le° Since Chao (1968 s 798-800) lists a number of ' 
uses for le but only gives syntactic information for -le, we are left 
in doubt regarding the semantic difference between the two® The 
majority of these cases involved overlap between the uses cited for 
the final particle .le®

It was also found in Ch® 3 that certain categories in the 
revised classification were extremely rare or non-existent in the 
selected corpus0 This was the case regarding the use of IE in the 
Ba construction, resultative complements, and many of the set 
phrases® This left open the possibility of a reduction in the number 
of uses cited by Chao and others in connection with IE®

In addition, it was noticed that the genre in which IE 
sentences appear has an apparent connection with the types of uses 
of IE actually employed by different authors® There was a greater 
use of IE in dramatic literature than in narrative literature,
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greater likelihood of le to indicate consequence in technical 
literature than in non-technical literature; and a greater use of 
le in discursive literature than in non-discursive literature=

Finally, it was found that the revised classification was 
unable to predict when a given use of EE would occur and when it. 
would not occuro The reason suggested for this was that since usage 
is so highly context dependent, and thus subject to different 
situational, intentional, and literary variables, the necessary 
predictive power would have to be supplied by adopting an approach 
capable of accomodating such variables,,

k03 A Pragmatic Explanation of the Use of LE 
A three step strategy can be used to explain the use of LE0 

First, we can set up a basic, general meaning.for LE from which its 
specific meanings in conjunction with other grammatical and extra- 
grammatical factors on particular occasions of use can be predicted,. 
Second, we can revise the classification in Table 7 on the basis of 
this general meaning and the results of the corpus analysis in Cho 3° 
This will enable us to simplify the classification by discarding 
categories which do not occur or which can be combined with other 
categories and generalized under a common headingo This step will 
yield a stratification of syntactic and semantic categories which can 
then serve as input for pragmatic strategies of interpretation^ These 
pragmatic strategies will only be necessary for cases which involve 
extra-grammatical phenomena and should supply the explanatory power 
found lacking in Chao's original classification*
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4o3°1 The Basic Meaning of LE (The LE Schema)

All of the constructions in which the particle le or the 
verb suffix -le occur have to do with a change concerning the reali
zation of some particular action, process, quality, or state of 

. affaire® Hence, we can posit the basic meaning ̂ "Realization of x~7 
where x is filled in by some morpheme, verb, verb phrase, or sentence 
which involves some action, process, quality, or state of affairs*
Since this realization will take place at some particular time, in a 
particular context, by some particular subject or speaker, this basic 
meaning can be expanded to /Realization of x. at time, _t, in context, 
b, by the subject, s or the speaker,.5̂ 7* This may be abbreviated 
as /R~or x, at t, in c, by s, or S J7* The time, t, can range over 
the past or future in relation to the time of the utterance* This
can be represented as t for the time of utterance, t for the past—o : - ,. ■ — n ^
and t+n for the future where n is a variable representing a unit of 
time* The variable for the context, c, is filled by the following 
types of contextual information; the particular syntactic construction 
in which IE occurs; the meaning of the words, sentences, or larger 
. stretches of discourse in which LE occurs; factual background infor
mation such as the nature and purpose of the discourse in which LE 
appears; and facts about the discourse in which LE appears, such as 
the genre the writer is using* The variable for the subject, _s, 
ranges over the grammatical subject of the sentence or phrase within 
which LE appears or the extra-grammatical subject who is intended by 
the speaker to be effected by the change or realization associated 
with LE* The variable for the speaker, S, ranges over the person
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who utters the sentence and any idiolectal preferences associated 
with the speakero

The syntactic position of tE in a phrase or sentence will 
usually enable us to tell what the content of the x variable in the 
basic meaning will be0 This can be illustrated by means of the 
structures in the following outline which is a revision of the outline 
given in section 1o3°

IE /~R of x at t in c by s or where IE follows x and x + IE 
has the structure 
Slo 2L1 + ^  and

ac x = conditional clause
■

or bo x̂  = temporal clause
or Co x. = sentence

• • — i
or S2o x- + IE and .

a0 x^ = transitive verb -2
or bo Xg = intransitive verb
or Co Xg = verb + complement
or do x» = particle or verb suffix

"2or S3o x_ + x, + IE and -3 -4 —
a0 x_, = verb + IE

and bo x^ = x ^ +  direct object
or S4o x_ + IE and “5 —

a0 preposition
or bo x^ = conjunction



Structure 1 corresponds to sentence le,(82) corresponds to 
verb -le, (S3) corresponds to the double IE construction and (84) 
corresponds to the set phrases^ In each of these constructions the 
nature of the realization will depend upon the meaning associated 
with the content of the x variable as well as on the grammatical or 
extra-grammatical content of the c variable$ the subject associated 
with the s variable, and the speaker associated with the S variable= 
The i; variable will be interpreted on the basis of temporal adverbs, 
auxiliary verbs, logical connectives, or contextual determinants of 
time which will be imparted by the c variable* The basic meaning of 
LB will always involve the realization of some part of the x variable, 
but we need not identify this realization with any particular time 
or aspect0 Examples (l)-(3) should help make this clear® In sentence 
(l) the action of eating is realized at time t by the subject s in

( D  ° i  J  4" c 2 ^ . )  t s .

/TWomen ch|J7 -le (san wan) fan®
■ /~We eat~7~ -le Tthree bowls) rice®

(2) in %  ( j  j .
y/JWomen chi (san wan) foxTJ le®
/ We eat (three bowls) ricej%"le®

(3X J  s .  Z7 J
//(Women chi) -le (san wan) fan~7 le®
/~(We eat) -le Tthree bowls) rice~7 le® .

context c® Here the scope of IE is the phrase ^  Iff women chi 
•we eat* as indicated by the brackets® Since the verb is not phrase 
or sentence final, the LB is identified as the verb suffix -le and 
the aspectual interpretation of the verb is that of a completed
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actipho In the absence of any temporal adverbs, auxiliary verbs, ' 
logical connectives or contextual determinants of time, the most 
natural way to interpret the time variable is -in the-pasty ©r 
•t e. Thus, (la) would be the favored interpretation 

(la) We ate (three bowls) rice*
In (2) and (3), however, the interpretive process is not so 

simple =, In (2), the entire sentence is in the scope of IB* Thus, 
we can’t be sure if the realization refers to the process of eating 
alone or of the eating ofi(%  Z^)^(san wan) fan 1 (three bowls) rice’ 0 
Here, it will make a difference if the measure phrase (n/%,) (san wan) 
• three bowls' occurs in the sentence* If it doesn't, then we would 
simply have the verb phrase chi-fan *eat-rice' or simply 'eat'*
Depending on the extra-grammatical content of the context, £, (2) 
could be interpreted as (2a), (2b), or (2c)* In (2a), the action 

(2a) We eat -le = We ate
■ (2b) We eat -le = We will eat or let's eati
(2c) We eat le = We eat, for a change

of eating is realized in past time as in (la)<, In the absence of any
time determiners this would be the favored interpretation* However, 
if there is a contextual reference to future time, (2b) would be 
favored* Whether (2b) is interpreted as an order, a suggestion -or a 
simple future declarative would depend on other aspects of the context, 
for example the nature of the talk exchange or background information* 

In sentence (3), the interpretive process is even more compli
cated* Here the scope of the final le ranges over an embedded verb 
-le construction* In the absence of the measured phrase ( 5- Zfti )



(san wan) f three bowls* the final le seems to do nothing more than 
re-emphasize the realization of the action of eating which is com
pleted in past time6 With the measured phrase, the final le can 
be interpreted as placing emphasis on the realization of the eating 
of three bowls of rice* However, the speaker might be emphasizing 
how many bowls of rice have been eaten in order to inform the hearer 
that only part of the eating process has been realized® From this, 
the hearer could imply that the process will continue in the future® 
Hence,.a present perfect interpretation as in (3a) would be possible®
In fact, this is the standard interpretation of double LE sentences 

(ja) We have eaten three bowls of rice so far® 
where a quantified object appears after a transitive verb® But, 
since (3a) is itself ambiguous as between (3b) and (3c)., the context

(3b) We have eaten three bowls of rice so far (and are 
continuing to eat)®

(3c) We have eaten three bowls of. rice so far (and will 
continue to eat at some future time)®

will still be important in deciding the precise interpretation®
Thus far I have shown that we must consider contextual features 

of LE sentences in order to arrive at a precise interpretation for the 
type of realization involved in a given structure® There are, of 
course, cases where we seem to be sure of the interpretation, for 
example, when the structure is limited to IE and a simple phrase or 
sentence lacking any quantified objects, non-past time determiners, 
or special conditions on the £ or_s variables® It is therefore help
ful to formulate some general rules which can serve as first steps
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in the interpretive strategy available to speakers of Chinese for 
IS sentences*

Rls If the construction, x, to which IS is attached is an action, 
process, or quality verb, or a resultative verb phrase, 
interpret the realization of this verb or verb phrase as a 
completed action, process, quality or result attained at 
some time, t*

R2s If the construction, x, to whieh IS is attached is a stative 
verb or a verb phrase~which implies an event or state of 
affairs, interpret the realization of this stative verb, 
event or state of affairs as One which is attained at the 
time of the utterance, t_0

Rules 1-2 relate only generaily to the interpretation of the 
temporal and aspectual features of verbal elements in IS sentences*
The precise interpretation depends on a process of selection which 
is summarized in meta-principles 1 and 2 below*

MP1§ Choose the contextually most suitable interpretation for
the time variable, t, in the semantic reading for phrases 
and sentences in the scope Of IS*

MP2 % Choose the contextually most suitable interpretation for 
the aspect associated with the realization of the con
structions in the soOpe of IB*

The preceding rules and meta-principles show how far we can 
go with the assumption that the basic meaning of IE is that of real
isation* I have avoided any grammatical rules which would require 
a particular interpretation on all occasions of use due to the 
extremely important role which both grammatical and extra-grammatical 
context seems to play in determining the exact nature of this reali
zation* I turn now to section 4*3=2 where I will consider how we can
revise the earlier classification in Table 7«
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4o3=2 Final Revised Classification 
of the Use of IE

In the outline of section 403o1 (pk 1^7) there are four 
possible constructions which can represent the sc variable with which 
LE can combine^ In the following outline I have re-classified the 
list of uses in Table 7 on the basis of these four possible construc
tions,, I have also made such changes as seemed to be required on 
the basis of the corpus analysis in Cho 3=

IE /Idealization of x at t in £ by a or where IE follows 
x and x + IE has the structure,
51 „ x . >  IE and 51 is

ac a consequential clause, which is either 
1o a conditional clause, 

or 2p a narrative progress clause, 
or 3? a temporal clause 

or b0 an imperative sentence,
or c0 a sentence expressing an isolated past event,
or do a sentence expressing an action complete to present v

time where
1o the situation is new to the speaker, 5,

or 2o the situation is regarded as complete to a certain
degree by the speaker, 5,

or 3° the situation is regarded as obvious by the speaker,
So (IE can take the form ? le, od*p la, or la
in this usage)o - ’



a0 a transitive verb of 
■'1.o action 0 

or 20 exist^ieeg 
- ' or
or bo an intransitive verb of 

1o action,
. or 2o qnaiityj 
or 3° status (adjective) 

or Co a verb + complement9
1 o with /” (.M, ) mei(you) "not have' *

or 20 without ^  ^  ) mei(you) 'not have
or do a particle or verb suffix9 such as 

1o ^  -’Sharo 'fulfillment9 9
or 20 i<§ : °»guo ' experiential verb suffix'
or 3o || to 'hortatory particle' ,
or 4C ^  =de 'situational particie^ $-
or 5= tIl niushi 'that's it' 

or S3o x^ + + IE where
ao x_ = verb + IE

(landWho x^ = xj + direct object
or S40 . x_ -$•. IE g where=se5

ac x_ = preposition^ which is either
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or x- = conjuaction9 whicbL is either

^   ̂ : v; .-"  •
a m  %ith«

■ or 20 ]îJ yin "because*
Chao’s classification has been revised in such a way that 

the categories of use from Table- 7 are related to the basic meaning 
for 135 proposed in section 4C3=1» The precise‘meaning for any 
particular structure depends upon this basic meaning plus rules 
and meta-principles such as the ones proposed in section 4<,3<=1<>
This makes it possible to discard the distinction between the suffix 
-le and the particle le and to unify the meaning and usage for the 
many different structureSo

The new classification also makes it possible to account for 
the numerous set phrases which were present in the old classification a 
We can explain all set phrases involving the use of LE as a verb 
suffix under the rubric of the S2 structures0 This leaves only the 
set phrases where IE is a prepositional or conjunctional suffix in 
the S4 category0 Set. phrases where IE is pronounced /ZlX&aJ and 
is prefixed to another morpheme or morphemes can simply be eliminated 
due to their rarity of usage and their obvious status as compound 
words rather than syntactic construetionso All we need to say is 
that these phrases have become frosen due to the Semantic affinity 
between the verb ^  liap ’finish8 and the remaining morphemes^
Since stylistic preferences seem to control the use of the remaining 
set phrases in the S2 and S4 categoriesg conversational or rhetorical 
principles relating to the context, ô  or the speaker, S, heed to 
be taken into consideration before their use can be explains cL
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The major changes in the S2 category involve the removal of 

the classifieatory verbs and the inclusion of adjectives with the 
status verbSo No classifieatory verbs plus -le turned up in the 
corpus and Chao’s example of this usage reproduced as (4) below is 

(4) iaL #  I m  B  C/E ‘
. N ■ / / \Ta xing -le Wang cai guai nel

It would be awfully queer if he were named Wang! 
a sentence in which the verb xing ’name’ is acting as a transi
tive quality verbo Hence, we can simply eliminate the classifieatory
category and regard jpjL xing 9name9 as a transitive verb for the

3 :quality of being namedo
The adjectives are included by Chao under what he calls the

inchoative use of the particle le0 Since adjectives can be regarded
■ . as status verbs, and since the 82 structures are simply verb + LB

constructions, there is no need to reduplicate this information in
the final revised classification*

The troublesome nature of the double IE construction warrants
a separate category of explanation* Hence, I have included the S3
structure to deal with this construction and the special relationship
that holds between LE in post-verbal and post-phrase or sentential
position*

3* Teng (1975» 165) includes ̂ 4. xing ’name’ in the state 
verb category,,

4b Teng (1975 s 165) includes what Chao (1968) and Wang 
(1964) call intransitive status verbs and adjectives in his state 
verb category*
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Instead of having ten separate uses of IS in the 81 category 
I have reduced the number to four* First, under the category of 
consequential clauses I have listed the use of IS in conditional 
clauses, temporal clauses, and narrative progress SenteneeSo Each 
one of these subcategories has to do with the realisation of an event 
or state of affairs as a consequence of some preceding event or state 
of affairso

The second category in the Si structure is the imperative 
which is the same as Chao8 s ^command in response to a new situation^" 
The sentences which fall into this category are all non-complex 
sentences which involve actions which are intended by the speaker to 
be realised in the immediate future? The realization of these actions 
is based on a change in a previous state of affairs which somehow 
blocks the realization of the action? Hence, although sentences 
like (5) are very common some knowledge of the context is necessary

(5) &R 1 !
Chifan le!
(You) Eat!

to distinguish them from statements concerning completed past actions?
The third category in the S1 structure also contains sentences 

like ($) but analyzes them in terms of the realization of an isolated 
past event? In this category sentences like (5) could be interpreted 
as (5a)? Again, knowledge of context would be needed to tell the 

(5a) (I, we, you, he, she, they) ate? 
difference between the imperative and past interpretations?
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The fourth category in the S1 structure concerns the reali
sation of actions, events or states of affairs regarded as complete 
up until the time of the utterance^ Included in this category are 
three sub-categories which Chao lists separately0 The first sub- 
category concerns the realization of situations which are new to the 
Speaker * a t the time of the utterance^ The second sub-category 
concerns the realization of situations which are regarded as attained 
to a certain degree over an expected norm« The third sub-category 
concerns the obviousness usage which also involves the realization 
of a situation up to a certain degree over an expected norm. The 
only difference between this usage and the parent sub-category 
seems to be that the speaker conveys a certain sense of exasperation 
with the hearero An example of the difference appears in sentences 
(5) and (7) beloWo Sentences (6) and (7) both represent the reali-

(6) ^  J \
Ai ya, shiyi dian shong le !
Goodness, it’s (as late as) half past eleven!

(7) "
Zheige ni dangran dong le0
This you understand, of courseo

zatidn of a state of affairs up to a certain degree, but (7) also 
seems to contain a hint of exasperation on the part of the speaker<=
The difference between the two seems to be enough to warrant separate 
categories and can be explained on the basis of contextual consid^ 
erationso



4o3o3 Explanation of IE Usage in 
the Final Revised Classification

In this section I will advance an explanation for each cate
gory of usage in the final revised classifieation0 Example sentences 
will be drawn from the corpus described in Cho 3=^ The explanations 
are based partly upon the basic meaning of IE and the rules and meta- 
principles of usage in^=3o1s and partly upon the principles and 
strategies of conversation employed in section 401o la additions 
some new rules and meta-principles are suggested for structures not 
dealt with in 4o3o1°

I will deal with 82 and S3 structures in A03o3o19 S4 struc
tures in 4o3o3o29 and S1 structures in 403o3°3o The nature of the 
explanation will differ for each category of usage on the basis of 
the values of the £9 s and $ variables^ For some structures 
nothing more than the immediate grammatical context will be relevant 
to the explanationo This will include the particular syntactic 
structures$ the semantic nature of the morphemes verbs phrase or 
sentence to which IE is attachedg and the interaction between the 
basic meaning of IE and the meaning of the morphemes verb, phrase or 
sentence to which IE is attached^ Variations in speaker behavior at 
this level will be explained in terms of grammatical facts about 
Chinese and direct application of the conversational maxims* Extra- 
grammatical facts will be involved only in eases where contextual 
information such as factual background information and facts about

5® Some sentences will also have to be drawn from other 
sources since the, corpus lacked some categories* Sources will be 
indicated for each example*
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the conversation play a part in determining the use of 1E0 It will 
only be for these eases that pragmatic strategies of interpretation 
will need to be invdkedo

4a3o3o1 S2 and S3 Structureso Sentenees C8)-(11) below 
have been drawt from the corpus to represent the three intransitive 
verb constructions in the S2 structure^ The ̂  schema can be applied

Qin ye xiao LEv dan bujiu ta you yangqiu dao:
Qin also laughed, but implored again after a little while 
saying:

\ (Ba Jin, 1962: 2 #
(9> 5  $  #  -  #  ̂  W  ̂  A  | I _ #  A  M  -I •

Ni bu yao ba yxge shiwangde nuren bide tai hen LEo 
You don’t want to drive a lost woman too relentlessly»

: (Gao Yu, 1959 : J93) ^
...

Mode xin ding IEo 
My mind is decided,,
(Cao Yu, 1959: .138) V 3 .

to each of these sentences to yield the following descriptionss
g . '(8) Realisation (b ) of

= intransitive action verb, xiao 6laugh’
at t = t . ■ — -r>=n
in c = narrative discourse, narration of single event 
by s = 3rd person singular
or S e author (Ba Jin)

(9) B of
x, = intransitive status verb,|^ hen ’relentless’

at t = t or t— to —+n
in £ = conversational speech
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by si = 2nd person singular
or S = 1st person singular
* B o#- '

v v  V ■ e? ■ '= intransitive quality (perception) verb9yct_ ding 'decide*
at t s t ooo t— -~n —o
in c = conversational speech 
by s = 1st person singular 
or S = same as s
These examples can be described directly and serve to demon

strate that LE is free to range over past, present or future times0 
The auxiliary .verb S- buyao 'not want* determines the t variable 
in (9)9 while the t in (8) is determined by the narrative context*

Meta-principle 2 tells us to choose the contextually suitable 
interpretation for the aspect of (8)-(l0)o Both (8) and (9) can be 
interpreted as perfective but (10) must also admit the present 
continuation of the mental state of being decidedo Hence, I have 
indicated that the action in (10) is Complete up until the present
time by the notation wt 00o t . ^ n  —o

Sentences (l2)-(19) below represent the eight transitive verb 
constructions in the S2. structure*

(12) o# I —  #
Eng, lin IjS yl yewan*
Eng, I've soaked for a ni^it*

■ (Cao Tfu, 1959 ? -IŜ );. >; ;
(13) <a >5/^/1/ ̂ 5 ^  I ^  2 ^ ;Banshi, houlai zai "yufa xuexi" you suo IE xfugai*

But, later in "Study of Grammar" (he) made another revision*
n Yong-xiang, 1957: 49) . _



Tiao qiang jiu zou, shengde ba rti na LS qug
Jump the wall then leave 9 go so as not to let them take youI
(Lao She, 1958; 96>> ;:y >

(15) Xfl S t!" i # %  ^ ,
Ban tamen yijlag xiguan LE jeiyangde huaa.iingo
But they are already accustomed to this type of environment»
(Ba Jins 1962s 21)

(16) #1 Si 'lB 0 ^  #  ff E #E
#  ^ 3  #  ' V? s v :s .E V : V ~Tâ  ganggang fan sishisuidevnianji, keshi shenti yijing 
xianchu LE shuailadde henjib
She had just turned forty, but (her) body already revealed
the scars of old age0
(Ba Jin, 1962 s 22) -E

(17) 16 ••*«, &  J .
Pa ta yi zhabji ba wode hua wahg LB 
I fear she Will get anxious and forget my words*
; (Lao She, 1958 s 95) .■

(18) s  I &  f l. S  M  s- i j k s  .
Xue xxao- LB xie0 keshi xuelizhong you you jg pian xuehua*
The snowfall had decreased, but amidst the snow grains 
there were still several snowflakes* '
(Lao She, 1958 s 95) :

(19) *  r -s.-if tt #  #  w  ' y  - #  4?.
You LE changnian jihua, hai bixu fisduan. zhixing*
(If you) have a year round plsn, (you) still must 
divide execution*
(Bed flag, June, 1958 s 17)

These sentences may be described as followss
(12) R of

= transitive action v e r b , lin ’soak* 
at t = t-n
in d s conversational discourse, measured direct object



by s = 1st person singular 
or S = same as s

(13)9 _ R of
=s transitive action verb ̂  zuo "make*

a t i = £.n .
in e c discursive discourse? unmeasured direct object, 

iterative adverb %  you ■8again8 modifies x#
by S = 3rd person singular
or S =; author (Tan Yong-xiang)

(14)6 R of
X- e- transitive action verb s na * take'-1 3  —

. ■ at. t - t ■— -4-n
in c = order/warning? purpose clause, negative force adverb

W  shengde 6so as not to* modifies x., unmeasured
direct object, Ba constructions

by s = 2nd person singular ,
or S = 1st person (issues order/warning)
, - ■(15) R of
. x = transitive quality (perceptual) verb, If fit xiguan 

•be accustomed to*
at t ~ t ooo t— -H2 . ’̂O
in e = narrative? temporal adverb B if yijing ’already’

modifies xmeasured direct object •—1
by s = 3rd person plural
or S s? author (Ba Jin)

(16) R of
= transitive quality verb, 0^ xianchu ’reveal6



in £ = narrative; temporal adverb ^  -4$ yijing ’already’ 
modifies 9 tmmeasured direct object

by a = 3rd person singular
or S = author (Ba Jin)

(17)” R of
= transitive quality verb

at t - t ' ■ :— - -N-n
in £ = conversatlonl* Ba construetions consequential clause 
by s = 3rd person singular
or S = 1st person singular

> „ . ■ « ■  -  - - . .(18) E of
= (transitive) existence verb ̂  you ’have’

- at t = t
in £ = narrative $ past context carried over from 1st clause, 

iterative adverb 2L you ’again’ modifies x., measured 
direct object

by s =s Jrd person plural
or S = author (Lao She)

(19) R of
• ; ' - ' ■ . ■ v ' " :x. = (transitive) existence verb ̂  you ’have’

at t = conditional, t or t or t - — . . - -wn “to —4-n: ■
in £ = discursive discourse? conditional clause 
by s = 3rd person singular 
or S = author (Red Flag writer)
Sentences (12), (13) and (18) can be described directly as in 

(12) , (15) and (18) 0 This illustrates that transitive verbs of 
all types (action, quality and existence) are followed by LB when



the direct object is measured dr qualtlfiedo Meta-principle 1 (p0 151)
»can be used to obtain the t reading for the t variable in (12) 

since a past interpretation is the most suitable in the context<, .
Sentence (15) contains the past time adverb B  yi.jing' 8 already^ 
while (l8) has an established past context from the narrative setting 
and the first clause0 Hence, the t variables of (15) and (18) 
are t̂  o In addition, since (15) contains a verb (.If xiguan
"be accustomed to8) which involves a perceptual state, and since there 
is no other indication of aspect, MP2 (pa 151) allows for a present
perfect interpretation as indicated by the "t oca t notation" in”̂=”22 "̂0
(15)"a : :

Since the rule requiring LB after transitive verbs taking
measured objects seems to be so widely followed, I will add Stale 3
below to our list of rules and meta-principles«

S3: If a transitive verb is followed by a measured direct
object, use LE after this verb to indicate an action0 
quality, or state of existence either completed or 
initiated prior to t̂ o
Sentences (14), and (l?) both contain transitive verbs with

unmeasured direct objects fronted by the Be construction* The
future time reading in (14) is a result of the purpose clause and
the negative adverb s f# shengde 8so as not to8* ISie IS seems
to be necessary to avoid confusion in the subject of the verbs 0
/ , sna 8 take8 and ^ gu 8go8o The first verb has a third person as its 
subjeetc The second verb has a second person subject who is the 
person addressed by the speaker8 a warningo Hence, in (14) IE is



necessary to avoid the confusion presented by the two verbs and their 
subjects^

in (I?) there is only one verb in the Ba clause (jfr, wang 
"forget’) and no problem as to the subject of the verb* However$ 
the Ba clause does indicate the realization of a perceptual state 
("forgetting") which is viewed by the speaker as a consequence of 
the state of affairs described in the preceding clause® Hence9 IS 
could be used by the speaker to indicate either.completion or cotise- 
queneeo Moreover, since the unquantified object is fronted by the 
Ba construction, we would expect IS to be left at the end of the. 
sentenceo

These facts allow us to formulate two more rules and a new 
meta-principle which will also be of use in explaining certain 
constructions we will meet with later0 In this context, (R4). and 
(R5) explain the appearance of IE in both (14) and (17) while MP3

H4g In a transitive verb + unmeasured object construction,
IE may be used alone after the direct object to indicate 
the realisation of the action or quality of the verbo

B5g In the Ba construction9 IE follows the verb whose direct 
object is fronted to indicate the realization of the action 
or quality implied by the verbo

MP3»S Maximize the use of IE wherever you can do so and still 
avoid a violation of the GP and its maximso

accounts for the several functions which a single use of BE might
have in these two sentences^

Sentences (13)» (16) and (19) contain transitive verbs with
unquantified objects not fronted by the Ba construction„ Rule 4
may be applied directly to explain the use of IE in these sentences*



In (13) and (l6) the time variable is interpreted as t on the. —>-n
basis of temporal adverbsp In (19)9 the presence of a conditional 
allows t to range over past, present or fntnrep Thus, IE is 
employed to indicate the realisation of the respective actions or 
qualities in (13), (16) and (19)o

The verb ^complement construction in the S2 structure can 
be Seen in sehtehce 20o

m 4* i%) IS- >it # (I). ̂  •
s sin. (mei) datingqingchu (IE) bmcing«, 
to have found out clearly about that matter won*t do0

VThis sentence may be described as (20) 0
» ■ ■ ' •: :■ ■(20) VB of

~ verb + complement

• at i = 4.a* V  A n
in c = conversational5 double negative f£ mei *not8 and
J  buy ins "won't do"
by s = 2nd person singular or plural

. or S = 1st person
If the negative *5/ mei 'not' is absent the Ig Can be employed

to emphasize the realization of the verb > complemeato Sule. b taay
be"f©rmulat@d^t®’-acs©imt:-sf©r: tM-sipheaomenon c.:... She.. degree t©: which

R& IE may be used after verb + complement constructions to
emphasize the type of realization implied by the construction^

E6 is utilized depends upon the nature of the complement as well as
■ , / rhetorical considersti0nso In the case of complements such as TK wan
"finish6» which themselves imply realization, IS is not necessary to
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convey the implicationo Here$ it would be optional to strengthen 
the assertioho Ih the case of (20)9 howeverg the. complement itself 
has nothing to do with realization and IE is thus available to make 
this explicit.,

If the negative me! 'not' is present9 IS still may be usedo
The reason for this in (20) is that there is a second negative
element ^  tuxing 'won't do' which indicates that the action
implied by the main verb is not to be admitted^ It is not y5. ( ̂  )
mei(you) 'not (have)' that is operated upon by IE but rather ^
( ) IfJ Ms mei(you) datingqingchu 'not (have) find out
clearly'o Thus, (20) is not a counter-example to another rule, B7, 
stated belowo

B7$ IE cannot be use<j to realise the state of existence implied 
by the verb /A you 'have' when this verb is negated by 
the negative . mei 'not® o
Before proceeding with the double IE construetion represented 

by the S3 structure, it is important to bring out another apparent 
^ule for the use of XE0 Meta-principle 3 tells us to maximise the 
use of IE wherever possible <, A special case of this seems to be
involved in native speaker responses to sentence (21 )V

(21) "  X W  ^  ^  ’ XS ^
a .

lige kan bantian, yige kan liangtlan, hai you yige shi 
zai xiBigcmtli ydzhede, zusu kan singe yue»
I looked at one for half a day, and at another for two days?
there is still one who I met in the village who I looked
at for almost three months,,
(Lao She, 1948s 23)
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In EE Test 1 of the subjects felt IB was necessary after 
^  han 'look at* in the last clause9 while only 55^ thought it 
was necessary after ^  kaa 'look at' in the first two elauses0 We 
might explain this as a ease where LE drifts to the final occurrence 
of a verb or verb phrase used in a series to indicate the completion 
of the action for all the occurrences of the verb in the serieso 
This would fall in line with a non-redundancy principle which would 
require speakers to limit their use of grammatical devices to just 
those that are jhypiieati«i« This can
be stated in terms of a new rule as followso

R8s‘ If identical verb-iphrase constructions occur in a series, 
the. particle IB may be used after only the last member of 
the series to indicate the realisation of all of the 
eonstructionSc

Those speakers identified as the "strong consistency" group
Ccfo Po 75 above) would be less likely to take advantage of the
possibility left ©pen in Rule 8= This would be explainable in terms
of their tendency to Utilise morphological devices for tense and
aspecto This would mean that their linguistic behavior is not 

; ' : . : » 
guided by MP3 ("Maximize the use of IB") and that a manner principle
such as M|d t'!Be orderly") is being followedo^

The "weak consistency" group, on the other hand, would only 
follow this manner principle in cases where some higher weighted

- Such a possibility suggests that we can-differentiate 
'MandarinEspeakers.-on:.:.the:.:4egree:;’:;to..whieh-:th@yA:£e6lv.%̂  need for . 
explicit markers for tense, mood and aspect. Western language 
influence or a desire to be systematic might be hypothesised as 
the key motivational factor hereo



maxim such as "Be relevant" or "Make your contribution as informative 
as necessary" is in danger of being violated thereby leading to 
confusion in the reader or hearero

Meta-principle 3 might also be invoked to explain other 
instances where LE might be expected on the basis of textbook ruleSp 
That is, if a IS does hot appear where we might otherwise expect it, 
we can posit maximisation of function and/or a wider context which 
makes IE redundant to explain and predict speaker behavior<, An 
exaimpie of this would be in the double IE constructions represented 
by the S3 structure= Some textbooks require that both the suffix 
and the particle must be used to indicate completed action^ An 
example is (22) where there is a transitive action verb with an

(22) 63 rt 4 3  .
• Ta maile tade qiche IE<,

He has sold his car0
unquantified objecto However, as the IE tests indicated, many sub
jects preferred to leave out the verb suffix and simply add the final 
particle as in (22a)0 The possibility for identical interpretations

(22a) A-̂ h $  '{'&» ^ .
Ta mai tade qiche lEo 
He has sold his carc

can be explained on the basis of MP3 and R4 stated earlier (pc 165)
for verb 4- unmeasured object constructions0 Meta-principle 3 would
operate for those speakers for whom the manner maxim of briefness
(M5c) is highly valued^ Buie k would then be invoked to allow such
speakers to be both brief and concisee
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eSentence (22) may be described as in (22) below*

(22) a of
x_ * x,; where ‘ ‘

: „ xXT = transitive action verb mail 0 sell6 + IE
and x^ = x̂ . + '{■&M ^  tide qiche ’bis car8
at t = t
in c = conversational or narrative sentence 
by s = 3rd person singular 
or S = same speaker or author

3?his structure would be subject to R4 and MP3 thereby ex
plaining tiie possibility of a single IE at the end of the sentence0 

The final construction in the 82 structure involves the use 
of IE after particles Or verb suffixes* Since IS always implies the 
realization of some action, process, quality, or state of affairs, 
we can view it as connoting a special type of realization for each 
of the verb suffixes and particles* These special types are glossed 
below for the five verb suffixes and particles in the S2d structure* 

(s4dl) Jg- ? -Zhao + IE ’fulfillment8 + emphasis of fulfillment
(S4d2) |v| -guo + IE ’experiential verb suffix8 + realization

of that pES’ticular experience
(S4d3) £  J ba + IE ’hortatory particle8 -t- indication by

speaker that his suggestion be realized
(84d4) ^  ^ -de + JE 8 situational particle8 + indication

that situation has been or ought to be realized
(S4d5) -S- 7 jiushi + IE 8 that’s it8 + indication that the

^  ■ consequence referred to by .jiushi
8that’s it* has been or ought to be realized



The maxims of manner and other rhetorical phenomena would
also be involved in predieting when a given speaker or author would

• "" ' 7 "employ or withhold the use of

84 StructureSo The 84 constructions pose a problem 
because it is difficult to see how the basic meaning of /Realization 
of x at t in o by s or S_/ can relate to cases where the x variable 
is filled by a preposition or a conjunctiono Since prepositions 
and conjunctions are not modified for time or person $ the basic 
meaning does not seem to apply0 We must therefore try td explain 
the existence of words such as J chule 8 except • ^  ̂  weile .
8 for, because.8 $ ^  genie 'with8 , and @  ■. yinle '’because" 0

An explanation can be given if we rely on the primary verbal 
meanings for all four of the S4 constructions minus the final LEo 
For chu we find 8 to remove8 or 8 to do away with8 as the primary 
meaning listed in the Ci Hal dictionary^ For ̂  wei.we find 8 to 
make8 9 8 to dp8 , or 8to cause8 and for both @  yin and gen
we find 8 to follow8 0 Thus, given these verbal meanings we can 
explain how g  came to be attached to these words to take On uses as 
prepositions or conjunctionso In sentences C23)—(26) the constructions

(23) P8.3 W  W. 65 A . -
Chule ni yiwaio mei you biede ren°
Except for you, there is no one elseo

. 7i> I aeka©Miedge ;ther.. fact; that the feasibility of my proposal 
with respect s t.© the: .Ŝ .d:;sonstructi©nSr depends upon an analysis of 
the...use and meaning, of the relevant particles and verb stuffixesc 
This task, however, goes beyohd-the. scope:of . this work0



(24) 6 2  « #  &  -
Welle ta wo mei shub ehemmao 
For his sake$ I said nothing.
%  $  &  9  ’f  #  •S-C it, $ ' # - &  #e, * 6  ±_
' » s « 3  ;v /v v _ , x , ,Jue-hui jeiyang ĥuid̂ ape® jiu ba san diu zai dihanshang 
you geale gige zduchulaio
Speaking thus, Jue-hui then threw the unbrella on the 
floor and went in again with his brothers 
(Ba din, 1962i 5,6) . ;,
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2S.s —  v /Zhei ^i yinle: jidohg de yuangUo 
Shis is because she was excited,,
(Ba Jim, 1962: 23)

with IS can all be analyzed as verbs denoting actions which have been
realized by the persons involved at some unspecified tiae0 Even
though the clearest English translations use prepositions and
conjunctions, there is no reason to think that these are the parts of
speech which the Chinese have in mind when they use these constructions,
Translations (23a)-(26a) might be closer to the actual usage,

(23a) You have been excluded, there is no one else,
(24a) I did it for him, I said nothing,
(25a) Speaking thus, Jue-hui then threw the umbrella on the 

floor and, following his brother, went in again0
(26a) The reason for this isbeeause she was exeit@dc

In each of these sentences we can simply point to the realization of
the action of the verb and thereby avoid any problem which arises with
respect to the special status of prepositions of conjuntionso

Although chu ’.except' is commonly seen in construction
with LE, there seems to be an option with respect to ^  wei 'for',

gsft 'with' and yin 'because'„ . For ̂  wei 'for', the LE



. is sometimes. missiBg$ >hile for gin * with' and |̂| yin
* because * IE is rathei? rareo These phenomena might be explained in 
terms of stylistic preferences related to the maxims of manner„
Shat is9 maxim (M5d) “Be orderly” might operate for some speakers 
to require explicit use of EE in all constructions where a form of 
realization is at stakes This would seem to relate primarily to 
gBz, wei "for0» and W  yin "bewmse" since both of these words
J  \\S \ * .eSeaiiwe#

involve the consequences of some action^
Mith respect to gen "with* native informants report 

that the IE appears in childish or foolish types of discourse^
In this case9 we might explain the appearance of JE as a deliberate 
violation of the maxim of quantity (M2b) "Do not be over-informative 
'The implication of the speaker or writer in this ease might be to 
poke fun at his hearer or reader or at the purposes of the talk- 
exchangee

4o3o3°3 Si Structures^ Sentences (27)-(29) are examples 
of the three types of construction listed for the consequential

(27) 4^’ ^  3 m  lL M  fS . ,* v v X N V / v I
Mo si IE o na shi wode fuqi<, .
If I died* that would be my good lucko 
(Sao lTus 1959 sMi47)

(28)
Houlai tian jiu qing IE0 
And then the weather clearedo 
CChho, 1968s 798)

(29) v
¥0 si IE B sangshi cong jian0 
When I die9 the funeral should be simpleo 
(Chao, 1968r 117)
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clause Structure*, Sentence (27) is a conditional clause construction, 
(28) is a narrative progress clause construction, and (29) is a 
temporal clause construction^ These sentences say be described as
fOliOMSo

(27)” B of
St ' s Conditional clause

... -*1 .
at t = t — . -x-n
in e ~ ironical conversation about a future eventg ^  

si die implies an impending event
by s = 1st person singular
■ or S = same as s .

(28) a of
= narrative progress clause 

at t = t
in c = narration of a past event 5 past temporal adverb

houlai ’later8 g connecting conjunction ^  .jiu 6then0
by s = jrd person singular
or S ts author (Y0R0 Chao)

(29)9 B of
= temporal clause

at t = t . ■* -x-n
in e = hypothetical conversation concerning the future| ^

~ si 0 die0 implies an impending event
by s = 1st person Singular
or S = same as s
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All of these sentences express a consequential relationship 

between events* in (2?) MFt dictates that the temporal reading be 
t * The future is the contextually most suitable reading since 
the speaker of the sentence is referring to his own deathB an 
occurrence which has obviously not yet occurred* The realisation of 
the speaker’s death is set up as a possibility which the speaker 
thinks would be fortunate* Once this possibility is expressed^ 
it becomes unnecessary for the speaker to use LE after the second 
clause to indicate the consequences of his death* Used by itself, 
the clause HP ijL Ma shi wode fuqi ’that would be
my good luck' might take a final IS since the sentence could be 
construed as an expression of the obviousness of the situation*
This use of IS is represented by S1d3 of the final revised classi
fication* ;

In order to explain this use of IS we can appeal to MP3 
(•’Maximise the use of IS”) as the reason why only one IS occurs*
In addition9 Rule 9 may be suggested to account for the necessity 
of only one IS per complex sentence in order to establish a 
consequential relationship*

R9? The use of IS is necessary to indicate consequence only
in sentences in which contextual features such as temporal 
adverbs and logical connectives are not sufficient to 
express a consequential relationship*
Sentence (28) is cited by Chao (1968s 798) as an example of 

a sentence which indicates narrative progress* Sentence (28) 
contains the past time adverbial ^  houlai ’later' which pre
supposes a previous event* It also contains the connective
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V r : \.jiu ’ then' which expresses a logical or temporal relationshipo 
LB could be omitted on the basis of B9 and the same implication 
would be conveyed,. However 9 since B9 is not mandatory^ and since
(28) is a simple sentence where only one event is actually expressed;, 
the use of IB is favoredo

' Sentence (29) is similar in structure to (27)» The main 
difference concerns the fact that (29) is a serious remark while (27) 
is not= In (29) a definite reference is made to the point in the 
future when death will be realisedo Hence8 an accurate English 
translation would use 'when' rather than 'if' to render (29)= No 
consequential relationship exists between the point of death and 
the funefal arrangements in (29)0 Thus® we would not expect a use 
of IS at the end of the sentence* Buie 9 and MB) would therefore 
not be needed for this and similar cases.

Sentences (30)-(3l)are examples of the imperative structure.
(30) J

’•Chlfan IB"
'"Eat," -
.(ehaos 19685 798)

V :'(5ly g!l *  J| 1
"Bie sai mofan IB"
"Don't bother me again,"
(lao She® 19#5 :100) .

These sentences can be described as follows,
(30)’ B of

■ = g ,̂ chlfan ' eat'
at t = t— —4-n
in e = situation where the speaker is urging the addressee

— to eat because dinner is ready.
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by s = 2nd person singular 
or 8 = 0
i(31) H of
x. sentence 
-1

^  1 = 4 n
in * speaker demonstrates irritation with hearer| negative 

B'J bie 9do not9 modifies main verb of x_0
by s =; 2nd person singular
or S = 0
Sentenee,(30) is interpreted as an imperative in the sense 

of what Chao (1968 ; 798) calls a '’command in response to a new 
situation0" That is, because a new situation has arisen (in this 
case, the preparation of dinner), the speaker commands the hearer to 
: eat his meals Because the imperative interpretation requires a 
relevant context, X propose that we analyze (30) as a case where an 
indirect speech act of commanding is derived from the direct speech 
act of stating that something is the ease0 The following eight 
step strategy explains how a hearer-reader might go about inferring 
that (30) was a command;

Step 1 o The speaker-writer has uttered a sentence which is 
ambigtiouso ^  iUjL-f Chifah LB can mean either 
.'Eati9 or 9 (I, you, he, we, they) at©8 (facts about 
Chinese ©pansaarX

Step 2c, The context is such that I have been waiting to eat 
. (factual background informationX

Step 3o The context is such that the utterance is directed 
to me (facts about the conversation)«,
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Step ha I adsume that the speaker-writer is obeying the CP and 
its maxims hehee his utteranee must have some relevant 
aim or point (principles of conversation)0 What can 
the relevant aim or point be?

Step 5° Since the implied subject of the sentence refers to
me (Step 3) and since a propositiohal content rule for 
a command is that the subject of the sentence be in 
the second persons, the speaker^witer8 s utterance 
satisfies one of the propositianal content rules for a 
commands, (theory of Speech acts),,

Step 6o Since % have been waiting to leave; the time of the 
verb cannot be past or present but must be' future 
(factual background information)0

Step 7o Hence9 the speaker-writer9s utterance satisfies another 
prepositional content rule for a command; vis= that 
the time of the realization of the verb must be in 
the futurer (factual background information)e

. Step 8C Hence9 since the speaker-writer8s utterance must have 
some relevant aim or point 9 and since his utterance 
satisfies two propoaitional content rules for a 
command; it is reasonable for me to assumein the 
absence of some other relevant aim or point that the 

• speaker-writer is commanding me to realize the action
of leaving.,: (Steps 79 4),,

In another context (30) might be interpreted as a declarative
sentence concerning a past event« For example; if the hearer had
just asked the speaker what they did yesterday or what they plan to
do in a few hours, either a past or future interpretation would be
feasible^ "

Sentence (31) is fairly straightforwardo The negative
bie " don’ t 8 is used by the speaker to admonish the hearer<, Although
LB could be dropped, speaker’s can utilize LE to strengthen the
assertion0 We might interpret (31) as "Don’t let your annoying
(behavior) be realized again" in order to capture the emphatic nature
of this sentence^
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A final point of interest with respect to the imperative 

concerns sentences such as (32)°
(32) X 4  T  65 S S  #  3 '>3 :*T %  jye

3'l_3 '*
MJian ehi buhaode hua, ni mie IE deng9 da hou yuan tiao 
dab Mang jia qu@H
"If you see things turn bad, (you) kill the lights, go 
through the back courtyard, jump (the wall), and go 
to the Wang households"

/ (Lao She, 1958: 96) V
This sentenc© indicates that the 82 structure

mfe IE deng “kill the lights' can be used to issue a command in an
appropriate contexto In (32), the first sentence expresses a future
condition whichg if realised, would require the hearer of the
sentence to perform the action of turning out the lights*, Thus, it
appears the imperative use of IE can transfer to non~Sl structures if
the content of the c variable demands its

x . -
Moreover $ since T mie IE ding 'kill the lights'

is followed by three more imperative clauses, it appears that the 
first use of I3§. is sufficient to establish an imperative interpretation 
for these clauses,, This would be consistent with MP3 ("Maximize the 
use of IE") and can be stated as a rule of usage, R10o

RIOs If IE is,used in the first of a series of imperative 
clauses, it need not be repeated in the following 
clauses unless made necessary by contextual or rhetorical 
considerationSo .

Sentences (33) and (34) illustrate eases where IE appears in 
sentences which express an isolated past event„

(33) -3 °
Ta you bei ren jiuhuo IE0 
She was also rescued^
(Gao Yu, 1959 s: 77), ■
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(34) ■« $ ’l 3 4 1  .
¥© zuor dao Zhang jia chif^t LEo 
Yesterdays I ate at the Zhang'sc 
(Chaoi 1968s 798)

9 9These sentences may be described by (33) and (34) »
(33)' fi of

. x. = sentence

: at^t = A-n
in jc = speaker is telling hearer that the subject did not 

die, but that she had been rescued*
by a « 3rd person singular
or 5 = 0
o -(34) R of
x, = sentence.

at t = t - . —-n
in e = past time adverb 9̂  X- muotian 'yesterday'
by s = 1st person singular
or S = same as s
In (33) the t reading comes from the context of utteranceo—

The meaning of IB is to indicate that the action implied by 
.jiuhuo "rescue8 is realized in this established past time eontexto 
Without the established past context IB would be necessary to block 
a present or future interpretation of the sentence* However, since 
there would almost always be a temporal context in a conversation or 
narrative, it seems unwarranted to establish a special rule of usage 
for this case* .

In (34) the jh reading comes from the past time adverb 
zuotian 'yesterday8 6 IB again means that the action of the verb is
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realised la this established past time context«, However g because of 
the presence Of the adverb9 LB could be dropped without leaving open 
the possibility of a present or future interpretations Again, no 
special rule of usage appears to be necessarys

Sentences (25)-(37) represent constructions which indicate 
some action, process, quality or state of affairs is complete at the

t  m  i ;
"Xia yu LSo'*
"It's raining (now)o"
(Chao, 1968$ 798)

(36) Tv f
"Ta hen da Xgo"
'"He'S-very-.-big'''feb̂ ?)on 
(Gao YuB 1959 s 8j) .

(37) fl'fl 'ft f  is ft 3
"Zheige ni dangran dong ISo"
"This you understand, of coursec”
(Chaoo 1968s 798)

time of utterance, t̂ o They may be described as follows^
C55)" H of

= verb phrase
at t = t “O
in c = situation where it had not been raining or rain was 

not expected and it began to raino
by s s 3rd person singular
or S s= speaker of sentence

6(36) H Of
x_ = sentence — 1

at t = t — —o
in £ * situation where a boy had grown since last seen by the 

speakero



by s = 3rd person singular 
or S = speaker of sentence*

(37)8 B of
= sentence 

at t = t~ TO
in £ = situation which speaker deems as obvious or where

speaker would be surprised if hearer did not under
stand Mas the adverb %  ̂ 5 dSigran 'naturally* also 
connotes an obvious situation*

by S . = 3rd person singular
or 5 = speaker of sentence
Sentence (35) represents a situation which is new to the
The temporal variable is interpreted as t on the basis

. ■ — ©
of the speaker's knowledge @f the world* IS is used to express the 
fact that, this. present-: chaage’= in, the^weather• is one- which is r®aSd.a®d 
both in fact and by S at the point of the utterance*: - Without . 
the extra-grammatical context (35) could be interpreted as either an 
isolated past event "It rained" or as an imperative "Rain!" For 
examplej if the speaker were describing the events of the previous 
day the t q interpretation would be favored* If the speaker were a 
farmer praying for rain the imperative interpretation in future time 
would be favored* Hence9 the context for this sub-category necessi
tates that neither t or t.' be the interpretation for the time~>an -'+n
variable* Rule 11 can be used to state this requirement®

• Slls If m  is used to indicate that an action? process?
quality or state of affairs is new to the speaker?
S? then the time variable must be interpreted as t *



Rule 11 can also be used in the explanation of sentence ($6) 
In this case there must be a presupposition to the effect that the 
subject of the sentence was not big in the opinion of the speaker 
prior to the time of the utteraaceo 1 Shis sentence illustrates the 
second sub-category of the use of LE to indicate an action complete 
up to present time0 The speaker can be regarded as viewing the 
state associated with da 'big* as complete to a certain degree at 
the time of mtteranceo

Sentence (37) illustrates the third and final sub-category 
of the use of IE to indicate an action complete up to present time. 
In this type of case there is an added connotation that the state 
of affairs described is obvious to the speaker= If the speaker 
chooses to utilise the alternate forms of LE, afe la or lo 
there is no problem for the hearer in gracing this eonnotationo 
However9 if IE is used this connotation must come from some ether 
source such as shared knowledge by the participants of the talk

Kempson (1975= 172) argues that exclamatory sentences should 
be regarded as "not mere statements of fact but (as) communications 
of the strength of the speaker's commitment to the statement in 
questiono" Hencee if the hearer of (37) did understand what the 
speaker, was referring to 9 and if the speaker knew that the hearer 
understood, then (37) would not be a statement of facto Instead, 
it would be an expression of the strength of the speaker's convic
tion that the hearer understands himo In this case, the principle
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of quantity M2b "Do not be over-informative" would be exploited 
by the speaker in order to convey the relevant message that it is 
or should be obvious that the hearer understands®

On the other hands (37) might appear in a context where the 
speaker is not sure if the hearer understands, but in which the 
speaker thinks he could be reasonably expected to understand® In 
this ease, the speaker would intend for the hearer to infer that he
(the speaker) is surprised or concerned if he (the hearer) does not

' ■ -

understand® The line of reasoning used by the hearer for this 
inference might run as followss

Step 1® The speaker has uttered a sentence ( |i ■{$ i'T
S  ̂  '13. -T Zheige ni dangran dong IE ’This you 
understand, of course®8). which says that my under
standing of the topic of discourse has been realized 
at the time of utterance (facts about Chinese grammar)®

Step 2® If - the speaker thinks that I understand the topic of 
discourse then his statement is over-informative and 
he could be exploiting the sub-maxim of quantity RDo 
not be over-informative" (principles of conversation)®

Step 3o If the speaker does not think that I understand the
topic of discourse then his statement seems to violate 
the sub-maxim of quality "So not say what you believe 
to be false" (principles of conversation)®

Step h0 X assume that the speaker is obeying the CP, hence his 
utterance must have some relevant aim or point (prin
ciples of conversation)® What can this relevant aim 
or point be?

Step 5° . If the speaker is exploiting the sub-maxim of quantity 
•’Bo not be over-informative" then, in the absence of a 
more reasonable explanation, he probably means that it 
should be an obvious fact that I understand the topic of 
discourse and that he should be surprised or concerned 
if I did not understand (reasonable inference based 
on principles of conversation)®
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Step 60 If the speaker is violating the sub-maxim of quality 

“Bo not say what you believe to be false'* then, in 
the absence of a more reasonable explanation, he 

- probably means that the falsity of his utterance is
a matter of some surprise or concern to him (reasonable 
inference based on principles of conversation)*

' Steps 5 and 6 show that sentences like (37) can be ambiguous 
with respect to their implications if the hearer is not sure what 
the speaker thinks or knows about the situation* In such cases, the 
hearer might be expected to ask the speaker for clarification in 
which ease the speaker would be called upon to clarify what he 
knows, thinks or assumes* This would not involve the meaning of IE 
except insofar as it has been used to indicate that a new situation 
has been realised* The implications of the new situation can only 
be handled on the basis of the type of principles appealed to above*

4*4 Summary
In this chapter I have described all of the sub-categories of 

the final revised classification* I have suggested a number of 
rules and meta-principles which can be employed in conjunction with 
the £§ schema and conversational principles in explaining the uses 
and meanings associated with IS structures* Below I have1 listed 
the rules and meta-principles* In the next chapter I will discuss 
other approaches and suggest some further extensions of my own*

B1s If the construction, x, to which JjE is attached is an 
action, process, or quality verb, or a resultative verb 
phrase, interpret the realisation of this verb or verb 
phrase as a completed action, process, quality or result 
attained at some time, t*
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B2i If the constructions x, to which IS is attached is a
stative verb or verb phrase which implies an event or state
of affairs9 interpret the realization of this stative 
verbg event or state of affairs as one which is attained
at the time of the utterances to' '

S3s If a transitive verb is followed by a measured direct objects
use LE after this verb to indicate an action g quality or
state of existence either completed or initiated prior 
tot,.

Rbz In a transitive verb -s- unmeasured object constructions LE 
may be used alone after the direct object to indicate the 
realization of the action or quality of the verbo

R5» In the Ba construction0 LB follows the verb whose direct
object is fronted to. indicate the realization of the action 
or quality implied by the verb. ,

R6s IE may be used after verb + complement constructions to
emphasize the type of realization implied by the eonstructiono

•B7« IE cannot be used to realize the state of existence implied 
by the verb ydh 'have* when this verb is negated by the 
negative 55 mei "not*.

B8s If identical verb-phrase constructions occur in a series9 
the particle LE may be used after only the last member of 
the series to indicate the realisation of all of the 
constructions.

89* The use of ̂  is necessary to indicate consequence only
in sentences in which contextual features such as temporal 
adverbs and logical connectives are not sufficient to 
express a consequential relationship.

R10s If IE is used in the first of a series of imperative
clauses,-, it need not be repeated in the following clauses 
unless made necessary by contextual or rhetorical consid
erations.

811$ If IE is used to indicate that an actiong process* quality 
or state of affairs is new to the speaker* S9 then the
time variable must be interpreted as t .

.... ■ -o ■

MP1 s Choose the contextually most suitable interpretation for 
the time variable* t„ in the semantic reading for phrases 
and sentences in the scope of IE.



MP2s

. MP3l

Choose the contextually most suitable interpretation for 
the aspect associated with the realization of the construe 
tiOns in the scope of LB0
Maximize the use of LE wherever you can do so and still 
avoid a violation of the CP and its maxims0



CHAPTER 5

THEORETICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL ADVANTAGES 
OF THE PRAGMATIC APPROACH

5'.o-0 Significance of the Pragmatic 
Approach to the Use of LS

The pragmatic approach outlined is Chapter 4 can he defended 
in both theoretical and pedagogical termso In section 5=1 I will 
compare this approach to the approaches of other linguists who have 
written on the subject of EE<, In 5=2 I will attempt to illustrate 
some of the possible pedagogical advantages of this explanation of 
LB when it is compared with the explanations found in the major 
English textbooks of Mandarin Chinese®

The defense of this approach in 5=1 and 5=2 hinges on a broad 
definition of the term "pragmatic" where that term denotes both a 
component of a theory of language and a practical approach to the 
teaching of natural languages,, In accordance with Eats (1972S and 
in press) I will assume that an adequate account of a natural lan
guage requires syntactic9 semantic and pragmatic description^

... , ■. ;. - \ '
Whereas the syntactic and semantic information is formally specified
in the grammar of a particular language9 the pragmatic information 
can be dealt with formally or informally in terms of speech act and 
conversational principles such as those suggested by Searle (1975$ 
1976)* and Grice (1967)0 In accordance with Stalnaker's (1972s 585) 
definition9 I will take pragmatics to be "the study of linguistic

188 '
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acts and the contexts in which they are performed," Pedagogically 
speakings the problem is to find the best means for explaining these 
acts and contexts to students of a particular language=

I make no claim whatsoever with respect to the formal ordering 
or relative importance of these three levels of linguistic descrip
tion* instead,.1 will adopt Light’s (1977? 27) "Principle of 
Relevant Redundancy11 which reads as follows?

(l) Pedagogical analyses of data are to be valued when they 
are based on as many different relevant theoretical view
points as ere available to the pedagogical linguist* 
'Relevant' viewpoints are those which elucidate the 
meaning, function, purpose, and form of data under 
consideration, and those which relate those data to 
other material to be learned*

My task in 5°1 and 5*2 should be understood as an attempt to illus
trate how my approach to LE combines more available theoretical 
Viewpoints than previous approaches, and an attempt to convince 
the reader that this approach can be applied in a way that is pe da
gogically effective* .

5*1 Theoretical Advantages of 
the Pragmatic Approach

The most important difference between this approach and
previous approaches is that a schema is formulated for LB construe-*
tions which illustrates their syntactic and semantic possibilities

1* The type of redundancy expressed in this principle 
should not be confused with the principle of non-redundancy dis
cussed in Gh* 4* Prom the point of view of the language teacher it 
is often helpful to have several ways to describe the same linguistic 
construction* To be redundant in this sense is to be willing and 
able to attack the same problem from several different angles*
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and the contexts within which these possibilities are realized*
Instead of proceeding from a structural, interpretive transformational
or generative transformational point of view, this schema simply
provides a symbolism for all of the diverse information which has
to be considered when trying to come to terms with the many uses of
I&o Shat is, in (2) the linguist is required to specify syntactic,

(2) Realization of 5? at t in £ by s or S
semantic and pragmatic information* • The specification of the
concatenation of EE and some part of speech, x, supplies the syn-p
tactic descriptien6 while the lexical reading of x and the specifi=
cation of the temporal variable, t, supplies the semantic description*
Finally, the specification of the relevant contextual features, c,
and information about the subject, s, or the speaker, S, gives the

2.pragmatic description necessary to complete the description*
There are two advantages of this symbolism which relate 

directly to the types of approach taken by other linguists* First, 
with respect to major Chinese linguists in the broadly defined 
"structuralist" tradition Chao (1968), Wang hi (1954,
1957» 1959), Zhang Xiu (1956)$ Ding Sheng-shu (1963), Gao Ming-gai

2* It is important to realize that these variables are 
not a part of the lexical meaning of IE* They are, however, a part 
@f any context in which IE occurs and must be interpreted before 
we can specify the nature of the realization which IE contributes 
in a given context*
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(1957)9 and Lii Shu-xiang (1942) J7, the approach taken here enables 
us to incorporate their important data within a comprehensive frame- 
work* This has been largely accomplished in the syntactic discussion 
in 1*2 and the final revised classification in 4*4*2*

Secondly, with respect to major Chinese linguists in the 
transformational or other non-structuralist traditions £%.g»,
Hashimoto (1971)9 Mang (1965), Teng Shpu-hsin (1973)9 Hohsenow (1976), 
Lu (I975)si and- Thompson (1968, 1970)_7, the present approach avoids 
terminological disputes with respect to aspect, tense and mood, 
supplies the contextual features lacking in other accounts, and 
provides a comprehensive account of the use of Xg without being so 
highly generalized as to lack pedagogical applications* The remainder 
of this Section is an attempt to justify this second point*

5*1o1 Critique of Transformational Approaches
Hashimoto (1971• 1) admits at the outset of her work that she 

wants to describe the major syntactic structures of Mandarin rather 
than attempt to provide a comprehensive survey of the entire grammar* 
She makes a distinction between the perfective aspect marker -le 
(Hashimoto, 1971‘ section 1*2*2) and the final or sentential particle 
le (Hashimoto, 1971« 12)* The aspect marker is introduced as an

3* Other writers who provide structuralist descriptions 
regarding LE are Che Qian (1958), Chen Gang (1957) 9 Fan Ji-yan 
(1954)9 Guo Lu-de (1955)9 Mao Xi-pang (1958)$ Wang Nian-yi (1958),
Zhong Qin (1965), Dragunov (1958), and Spencer (1970)*
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optional element via a phrase structure rule for decomposition of the
verb phraseo This is cited as (3) below (Hashimoto, 1971s 9):

(3) VP -4. (V)(NP)g (Asp), Locative, Manner, Degree, Measure,
Frequency, Duration, ooo )

Verbs are then classified partly on the basis of which aspectual
suffixes they take0

The particle is introduced as a member of the constituent (F)
for generating sentence particles as in (4) below (Hashimoto, 1971: 4):

(4) 5 V HP, VP, (Time), (Place), (F)
4(F) is analyzed as a complex symbol indicating sentence type as in 

(5) below (Hashimoto, 1971: 4);
(5) F CS

The treatment of IE offered here can account for both of 
these structures via the constructions which fill the x variables 
in the final revised classification,. Moreover, with this treatment 
I have indicated verb types, word types, and sentence and clause 
types to which IE can be attachedo Since Hashimoto says nothing 
with respect to set phrases, and since she gives us no way to account 
for relevant contextual information, the present approach is both 
more comprehensive and more explanatoryo Whereas the burden of her 
explanation of IE resides solely on the syntactic positioning of 
IE and co-occurrence restrictions on the attached verb or verb 
phrase, this account illustrates the significance of the total

4o By sentence type Hashimoto seems to refer to the mood of 
the sentenceo Besides IE, some of the members of (F) are the 
interrogative particles oil/ ma and the continuity or suspense 
particle 0|r nec .
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• context in which IE occurs and shifts the burden of explanation 
towards it„ The fact that Hashimoto never tells us the precise 
effect which the particle le has on sentence type? or how exactly 
to distinguish different functions of LE in sentence or clause 
final position, is indicative of the shortcomings of a strictly 
syntactic analysis of a partially semantic and pragmatic problem,,
In accord with Light's principle of relevant redundancy, we must 
restrain theoretical impluses for economy when a more eclectic 
theoretical standpoint reaps explanatory and pedagogical benefits,. 

Another strictly transformational approach is that of Wang 
(1965s 457, footnote 2) who cites Chomsky's (1965) theory of grammar 
as the theory which underlies his own work,. He points out (Wang,
1965" 457) that the aim of his paper is to clear up apparent irreg
ularities in the formation of negative sentencesand A-not-A 
questions^ He claims that the solution "consists of the identification 
of the morph ^  -you 'have' (as in mejyou 'not have') and
the aspect marker -le as suppletive alternates of the same morpheme 
He then states (Wang, 1965 s 458) that "-le indicates that an action 
has been completed" and goes on to suggest transformational rules 
involving the generation of jfe you. 'have' and %  meiyou 'not 
have' sentences^ The rules are proposed partially as an economical 
means for explaining why -le and meiyou 'not have' never
occur in the same verb or verb phrase,.



Several problems with this attempt at economy arise imme
diately o First % in assuming that -le indicates completed action, 
Mang does not seem to allow for the possibility that the action 
might be realised in the near or distant futureo Although this isn’t 
necessarily important to his purposes, it can lead to confusion if 
interpreted as a general characterisation of the Gleaning of TBo

Secondly9 he does not seem to recognize the fact that -le 
can be used with the existence verb To you ’have’ as in (6)=
(6) J z %fs ; ;

Yijing ydule ^ige daylng gei Wo jiangxuejin0
I have already had three replies offering me scholarships*

Moreover, he does not seem to recognize that there are sentences 
such as (?) in which ) mei(ydu) ’not have’ and -le are
related to the same verb* Hence, =le cannot be regarded as a

(7) -a j'a ̂  >5. ij ji $  3 T- It . z
Zheige shi mei dattogqangchul® buxingc
About this thing, it won’t do to not have found out clearly* 

suppletive alternate of you ’have’ in an absolute sense*
I think that the approach taken here is in a better position 

to handle these problems* In the first place, a temporal variable, 
t, is built into the IE schema which can indicate past, present or 
future time depending on the context* Even though there is no specif= 
ic time reading associated with IE, this approach brings put the fact 
that the context helps to determine how we interpret the meaning 
of IE* In the second place, by analyzing the meaning of IE in terms
of the concept of realization, sentences (6) and (7) are not counted
as odd or ungrammatical* Instead, they are viewed as cases in which



either the existence or non-existence indicated by ~ffi. you ‘have9 
or {’Jft ) mei(yon)9not have9 can be the object of the realization. 
Instead of limiting itself to a syntactic treatment this approach 
can explain the uses of LE in (6) and (7) pragmatically as eases 
where the speaker is violating or exploiting the principle of non- 
redundancy for communicative or rhetorical reasons,, Again $ since 
economy must be eschewed for the sake of explanation9 pragmatic 
apparatus should be applied.

Seng (1973* 22-25) makes the suggestion that you 9 have9 
be treated as a higher verb in order to clear up problems with Wang9 
(1965) treatment of the aspect marker -le and negative sentences 
with /̂ ( /̂ |.) mei(you) 9not have9. He proposes phrase structures 
(8) and (9) to account for the fact that -le and ^  you "have9 

(8) ' '

VP
NP V

HP
Asp HP

you ta maiTa •le
He have he buy -le dictionary 
He bought a dictionary



m  w
V Asp NP

mei $a. you ta max -le sidaaa
not He have he buy =le dictionary
He has not bought a dictionary

can occur together in certain sentenceso This is, of course, contra
ry to Wang's contention that ~le and ^  you 'have' are suppletive 
alternates of the same morpheme0

Although the attempt to correct Wang is justified, it appears 
that Teng's analysis is not free of problems.. The major problem 
with his analysis is that it proposes a syntactic solution for what 
is essentially a semantic and/or pragmatic problem,. We can agree 
that -le and ̂  you 'have' are different in meaning, but Teng does 
not provide the apparatus to make this distinction clear«, From 
the point of view of the linguist and the student, what is needed 
is an account of the types of grammatical and extra-grammatical 
contexts within which the differences manifest themselves0 The 
analysis offered here attempts to deal with this problem by providing 
a schema which contains variables for all Of the relevant information,, 

Another suggestion advanced by Teng (1973• 25-52) regards
the analysis of the final particle le, which he designates as 3L „
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Disagreeing with Chao’s (1968s sec0 805=5°5) analysis of le as a 
sentence particle, Teng (197̂ 5 26) analyses it as an inchoative 
verb which-'-means ’come, aboutL dr ’come to pass’» Unlike the verb 
suffix -le, L. is represented as a VP which is in construction With 
an NP as in (10) belows

t a y a b c h u - q u  I f ' - t :He want leave
He is going to leave

I am in sympathy with Teng’s move in distinguishing the verb suffix 
from the final particle but do not think that he has chosen the 
best way of representing the difference= First, the present analysis 
of IE as indicating the realisation of the action, process, quality
or state of affairs denoted by some syntactic unit, x, captures the
relationship between the two forms of IE and shows the differences 
to be a function of the nature of x plus relevant contextual infor-
mationo Seconds the symbolism used here does not have to beg the

5question with respect to the etymology of le as an inchoative verbs

5o Seng (1973s footnote 26:,. 9) states the following: "It
is interesting to note that the notion 8 inchoative ? is associated 
in English With ’come about8, ’come to be’, and ’become’, all of 
which have to do with the word ’come’, which, incidentally $ is 
also the etymological source for L. in Mandarin (see Chao 1968, 
p0 246, footnote 3l)oM Chao’s statement is actually much more 
provisional than Teng’s interpretation of it, and does not seem to 
warrant wholesale acceptance until future etymological work can 
be conducted*,
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Finally, as was the ease with respect to the verb suffix -le, this 
account does not confuse syntactic$ semantic and pragmatic infor
mation and offers a framework comprehensive enough to deal with each 
type of information in a clear way*

5-ole2 Critique of Other Non-Structuralist Approaches
Bohsenow (1976) claims to provide a unified approach to 

the treatment of aspect?in Chinese and proposes the atomic 
predicate, as a mesms for demonstrating this unifi
cation for the two forms of IE* He defines (1.976 r. 8). this atomic 
predicate as in (11); where (p) stands for a proposition and T is a

(11) COME ABOBf (p) = def pTp 
dyadic operator meaning "and nexto" Thus (11) says that the coming 
about of a proposition, g equals by definition not g and next go 
This atomic predicate occurs in phrase structures such as (12) 
which Rohsenow (1976: 7) believes illustrates how COME ABOUT "may 
lexiealize as (a component of) an aspectual category of verbs 
(processes), a verbal aspect suffix, or an aspect marker predicating 
an entire sentence, „** *"
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s   .
NP HP
I '

VP HP HPf I IGOME ta §>
ABOUT

VP HP HP
i . i ■-. acom ta s

ABOUT
VP HPI - IBead ta

Ta si le (le) -» Ta si led 
"He has diedo"

There seem to be three problems with this approaeho Firsts 
the phrase strueture in (12) does not seem to haw any explanatory 
value9 but merely formalizes the syntactic levels at which problems 
arise with LS0 Vie need some ac##unt of the relationships between 
the syntactic structures and the meaning and use of LEo

Seeondg by using the term "aspect" to cover the use of 
COME ABOUT at the three levels illustrated in (12)9 Rohseaow seems 
to overlook the modal potential of the sentential particle* The 
approach offered in Gh* 4 is designed to capture both the modal and 
aspectual information and places the burden of explanation on an 
account of the relevant lexical% temporal and contextual variables* 
Hohsenow seems to suggest that his atomic predicate can9 by itselfg 
resolve all of the complexity*

Thirds Rohseaow’s definition of COME ABOUT (p) in (11)
: ■ •• ■ cannot be considered as an analysis of what LE means in every context*

There are exclamatory and imperatival uses of le which do not

(12)
VPICOME
ABOUT
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necessarily involve the coming about of any particular action, event 
or state of affairSo Indeed, an action or state might only be 
complete up to a certain point ©r degree and this fact might have 
exclamatory ©r imperative implications^

Lu (1975) appeals to semantic features to predict which form 
of IE co-occurs with certain verba,, For example^ he tells us that 
if a verb is £ %  Stative^Z and /~T Descriptive^/ .then the sentence 
particle and not the verb suffix is attached to ito However, the 
approach offered here also incorporates feature analysis via the 
semantic reading for the verb in the IS schema0 The basfe meaning 
of IE remains: the same regardless of the structure to which it is 
attache do • The interpretation of the structure depends upon the 
context and not upon a tenuous distinction between a sentence 
particle and a verb suffix#

One final approach which I will consider is that of Thompson 
(1968 and l970)o Thompson ( #68 g 7$) ciWs three uses of IE which 
he feels he can" unify hy invoking': the concept of IE as-an "event : 
boundary#" % e  three uses he cites are completed action, change 
of state, and incipient action# He rightly points out that the 
ambiguity of IE is determined by context and that it is wrong to 
consider IE as part of a Mandarin tense system?

However, there seem to be two shortcomings in Thompson* a 
analysis# First, defining IE as an "event boundary" does not seem 
to adequately explain the use of LB to indicate an obvious situation
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Vear a situation which is a surprise to the speaker = A sentence such 
as (13) does not necessarily involve the boundary of an event, but

2heige ni dBatgran dong USo 
$his you mderstand, of course 0

can simply indicate a presupposition on the part of the speaker that
the hearer understands hiSo

Second, Thompson does not explore the possible contextual
features which would make a difference in determining the ambiguity
of IE0 Thus, he seems to place too much of a burden on the concept
of IS as an "event boundary" where phenomena such as the purposes
of the talk-exchange and conversational principles might be the more
relevant faetorSo

Since the temporal and contextual variables of the IS schema
capture Thompson’s insights with respect to the use of IE to mark
relationships between completed and uncompleted events* I again feel
that this approach is better placed both in terms of its generality
and its applications to particular situations^

5o2 Pedagogical Extensions of 
the Pragmatic Approach

The pragmatic approach to IE can only be valued if it can be
effectively applied to practical teaching situations^ Since I have
never taught Chinese I can only speculate on a tentative procedure
by which such an application might be effectedo In 5o2e1 I offer
a rough proposal of how IS can be introduced to beginning studentsc
In 5o202 I briefly discuss some possible extensions of this approacho
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5o2o1 Textbook Explanations and 
the Pragmatic Approach

Bae beginning texts most in use by teachers of Mandarin in 
the United States provide considerable attention to the use of LEo 
However, since IS has so many uses it is impossible for the authors 
to introduce nil of the uses in one lesson or connected group of 
lessonso Thus, both Penn and Tewksberry (1967-) and Biking destitute 
(1972) distinguish the verb suffix ~le and the sentential particle 
le and proceed to discuss them in different sections of the text 
through the use of sentence pattems, grammatical notes or a 
combination of notes or patterns. DeFrancis1' Beginning Chinese 
(19655 187̂  hbti 1) refers to the suffix -le which is often used 
to denote "past-flavored actions" and which attaches to verbs or to 
entire sentences^ This general characterization is expanded on 
and qualified in notes which follow lessons 12 and 15, Fenn and 
Tewksberry (1967.S 569 :: 99) refer to "change of status" as the 
basic function of IE and extends this function to both the verb 
suffix and the sentence particle. Peking Institute (19725 pt. II, 
235-236) refers to the verb suffix as an indication of completion 
of action. The sentence final particle is explained by Peking In
stitute: (19725 pt. !, 218-219) as a modal indication of various
situations such as change of state, speaker realization of an 
existing state of affairs, a single, past event, or speaker emphasis.

I would like to suggest that all of these treatments can be 
handled.,/by the approach developed here. That is, I think 1 can 
outline a tentative method by which the teacher might apply the

■t
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pragmatic approach in his explanation of XEo I will use Fenh and 
5ewksberry'as my framework-,'for' illustrative purposeso

Fenn and Tewksberry (196'?: 56?"’ 99$ 101 s: 102) introduce' the 
sentence particle in Lesson 6 ("Changed Status") and the verb suffix 
in Lesson 11 ("Completed Action-Time When?')* In both lessons students 
are advised that grammatical elements such as adverbs or extra- 
grammatical context are used to determine the time at which a change 
occurs dr the point at which completion of action takes placeo 
Example sentences are given in Lesson 6 of positive and negative 
{situations, change of status with stative, auxiliary, equative and 
funcfeive verbs, interrogatives, and adverbial effects on the time of 
the change in status^ In Lesson 11 example sentences are given of 
IE with action verbs with both measured and unmeasured objects, 
question forms, and temporal adverbso In Lesson 12 the double IE 
construction is introduced and discussedo

Because of the great diversity of information concerning IE 
given by Fehn. and Tewksberry in LeSsbns 6,11 and 12 "it would be helpful 
to write a supplementary introduction of IE which would make the 
student aware of this diversity at an early stage of his development» 
Below is a tentative outline of what this supplement might containo

502o2~o 1,.; Pedagogical Supplement for the Bse of - IE0 '
1o The particle 1# which is introduced on po 56-57 of your textbook 
(Speak Mandarin) has several uses which you will meet with in later 
lessonso It is very difficult if not impossible to understand all 
of these uses in the beginning stages of your experience with
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Mandarin=, Indeed, there is considerable debate among prominent

&Chinese linguists regarding the meaning and use of IE* . There seems 
to be no fixed rule regarding the use of LE % d  this seems to be 
due to the fact that native speakers use it differently depending 
Upon the various contexts in which it can appear and their own 
stylistic preferenceso ■

Although we do not expect you to be able to master all of 
these uses in the initial stages of your training? we do want you 
to be aware of the dynamics of the problems Hence, we have provided 
a schema which you can use to analyse sentences containing IE as 
you meet with them in this and later lessonSo Keep this handout 
in your notebook so that you can use it for review purposes at the 
end of the year and later in your second and third yearso 
2s IE is attached to grammatical elements such as verbs, verb 
phrases, dependent clauses and sentences^ It indicates that the 
action, process, quality or state implied by the grammatical element 
to which it is attached is realised at some time, past, present, 
or future0 The exact time at which the action, process, quality or 
state is realised is not a part of the meaning of LE0 Rather, the 
time element depends upon the context, c, of the senteaeeo Moreover, 
whether or not IE will be used in a given context depends partially 
upon the preferences of the speaker, S, and whether or not he feels 
that it is necessary to explicitly imply the realisation of a given 
action, process, quality or state«

60 At this point the interested student might be made aware 
of the major linguistic works on the problem^
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3= The state of affairs described in 2 can be schematized as 
follows:

LE (Realization of x at t inc by s or S) where
X = some grammatical element such as a : /

;1o: ; verb . . ■ v.', / . -
8#,". verb-phrase-'
3o dependent clause 

; 4« sentenee , %
t = some tim@g past®; -present or future
c = the grammatical or extra-grammatical context of the sentence
s s the subject of the sentence
S = the speaker of the sentence

This schema can be applied to the examples you meet with in 
your study of Mandarin., For example $ the sentence J

■ V  /  - ,Mi lai IE 9You have come9 can be diagrammed in the following way:
Realisation of x at t in c by s or S where
x = ^  ^  Nj lai 9You come9
t = past if c is past ? present if £ is present $ future if c 

is future
c = oast, eg0 if a previous reference was made to past time and 

the speaker is discussing the^past; present* eg* if the \ 
subject of the sentence, ̂  Hi "You9 has just walked into 
the room; future* eg* if the speaker is telling the subject 
of the sentence /̂j! Mi 9 You9 to come into the room*

s = the subject of the sentence, ^  Ml 9You9
S .= the speaker of the sentence who can drop the IE if the

context,makes it clear that the action implied by the verb 
lai 9 come9 has been or will be realized*

4* We suggest that you try to diagram IE sentences in the manner 
outlined in 3 in order to get a feel for the different interpreta
tions which are possible* A worthwhile exercise would be to pick
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out the LE sentences used in the context of the introductory dialogue 
of Cho 6 Fenn and $ewksberry (i.967:,52)o Try to locate those features 
of the context which make a difference in interpreting the time at 
which the realisation takes place# Also ask yourself if you think 
that a given context makes it clear that something has been or will 
be realised even though 135 has not been employed for this purpose=

The teacher could introduce the rules and meta-principles 
at the end of Cho 4 as the class encounters the relevant structures# 
Such a practice would help to reinforce the fact that there is no 
single rule for the use of IS but s rather $ several context dependent 
rules of thumbo Hopefully$ this would serve to remove some of the 
mystery which students feel when exceptions to the rules are 
encountered#

5o2c2 Further Extension of the Pragmatic Approach
Since context is important in understanding other grammatical 

features of Mandarin Chinese8 it might be worthwhile to extend the 
approach taken here to include other sentence particless verb 
suffixes and constructions in which time s moodj speaker and aspect 
are not overtly marked# One pedagogical Chinese linguist who has 
already recognized the importance of context in distinguishing
between the so-called "experiential" suffix -guo and LS is
J-H S# Ma (n'odo). in her excellent paper9' "Some Aspects of the Teaching 
of "-Guo and -IS#" My approach is in fundamental agreen^nt with her
Conclusion Ch»do: 25) that
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syntax-oriented transformational grammar is not only 
difficult for those primarily interested in language 
instruction to understand, but, moreover, it does not 
provide sufficient semantic information^ Problems v®e 
encountered oee with -guo and -le may appear syntactically 
simple but are in fact semantically very complex® Language 
teaching requires syntactic information, semantic inter
pretation and consideration of non-linguistic factors*

A lexical reading involving experience could be proposed for 
|Jh_ -guo along the lines of the one for LB, but with restrictions 
on the types of syntactic, semantic and non-linguistie factors which 
could be substituted for the x, t and c variables® For example, 
the restrictions in (l4a-c) might be proposed:

(14) -guo /^Experience of x at t in c by s or S j
a) x / sentence or clause
b) t ̂  present or future
c) c ^ common or usual event or state of affairs except

where the speaker is being sarcastic®
Condition (14a) would rule out the use of |J| -guo after all 

constructions except verbs and prevent sentences such as (15) which 
require LE* '

*(15) @
*$a hui shuo Zhongguo hua-guo®
*He can speak Chinese talk -guo*
*He can speak Chinese once®

Condition (14b) would rule out the use of |<ki -guo in cases
such as (l6) where the temporal adverb 0^ mingtian * tomorrow1
forces the temporal variable into future time, and allows for the use 
of LE® V :

*(16) ^  ̂  ^  (Si)
*Tamen mingtian (jiu) zou-guo® ̂
*They tomorrow (then) leave -guo*
*They tomorrow (then) leave once®
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Condition (l4c) would rule out the non-sareastic use of ̂  .

-KUO in sentences like (17) which Ma ( n « %24-25) regards as
concerning a common or usual state of affairs*

*(17) ^  ?
*nI chlguo fan ma? "■
*You eat-gu'o rice interrogative?
*Have you once/ever eaten food?

Such a treatment would enable us to illustrate both the
relationship between LB and -guo and the important differences
in the usage of each* It would allow the teacher room to be general
or specific depending on the immediate purposes of his lesson plan
and provide the student with a schematic method for arranging the
information gained from textbook or in-class discussions*

. ‘ 5q3 Conclusion
In this thesis I have attempted to provide an account of IE

which correctly represents its usage in textual and conversational 
contexts* In order to do this it was found necessary to base the 
- description on a theory of language which acknowledges the importance 
of context and provides descriptive machinery capable of accounting
for the relevant contextual features* The value of this approach
.! ■ 'depends upon its potential for extension to classroom instruction 
both with respect to IE and with respect to other context dependent 
elements of Mandarin*

At the very least 9 I hope I have cleared up some of the confu
sion which has arisen in relation to IE and made it possible for a- 
more sophisticated analysis to be completed in the future*



However, I have obviously been unable to cover everything and there 
are still several problems which remain to be investigated before 
this analysis can attain a more sophisticated level.

5.4 Fur ther Re search 
I will close by simply listing some of these outstanding 

problems*
1o Further work on the phonological and etymological ancestors of 
EE might uncover interesting relationships between the various uses 
found in the modern language and those found in earlier strata of 
Chinese0
20 Theoretical work needs to be done on clarifying the differences 
between languages which depend upon grammatical morphology to 
indicate tense, aspect and mood and those which depend primarily 
upon contexto

Much more work needs to be done in the area of linguistic 
pragmatics in order to specify the relationship between pragmatics, 
syntax and semantics* In addition, it would be helpful to work out 
the pdeagogical aspects of the pragmatic approach so that it could 
be applied more readily to contextual problems as they are met in 
the classroom.
4C With respect to the set phrases discussed in the final revised 
classification, more needs to be known concerning the difference 
between words and morphemes in modern Chinese* This is still a 
problem and the term "set phrase" is only a tentative designation 
until more is known*



5o Further analytic tests on the model of those presented in Che 
can be devised to investigate specific structures which seem to 
depend upon stylistic preferenceso Comparisons between native 
speaker use of IE and usage of other seemingly context-dependent 
structures might uncoyer important trendso
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1o Instruction sheet and questionnaire^
Instructions: This is a test designed to investigate the linguistic
intuitions of native or near native Speakers of Chinese with respect 
to the usage of the particle, LE ( )0 The sentences and para
graphs reproduced on the following pages have been selected from 
prose and conversational contextSo All occurrences of LB have been , 
removed from the reproduced passages* Your cooperation in performing 
the following task would be greatly appreciated:

1o Insert LB in those places where you think it is grammatically 
necessary* If you.have a case where you think LE may be optional, 
indicate this by inserting LE and placing a circle around it* If 
you feel you have a borderline case, please indicate so in the space 
provided below for CommentSo

20 Translate passages 1-7 in the ^ace provided beneath each*
3<> Circle the number of any passage for which you recognize the 

source* ' ,
4o\ When you have completed the test and questionnaire, please 

return them in the return envelope before November 1, 1976*
Questionnaire: Your cooperation in providing the following data
would be of great benefit in assessing the results of this test:

1= Name: .
2*- Age: ,
3° Sex: Male Female
4* Home province: ~ ____

: ■' 5o5* Are you a native speaker of Chinese? Yes No
6*. If you are not a native speaker, how long have you been a

speaker of Chinese?   _years
7= In which dialect of Chinese do you feel you have the greatest

8* Level of education: Elementary School Junior High
School ______ High School______ College______

Comments: Please indicate below any comments you have with respect
to the individual passages or the general structure of the test*



2o IE; Test - Items and. Percentages of Use on US Test io
Percentages indicate the number of subjects who thought IE 

was necessary or optional9 respectively9 at particular positions 
in the teste Hence, 09h/0Q2 indicates that 9 %  of the subjects 
thought US was necessary and 2% of the subjects thought US was . 
optional after O#, 'f.Tk chi fan in Test Item 1=
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APPENDIX B

USAGE PERCENTAGES FOR LE TEST 1 
BY DIALECT GROUPS ,

Table Bt,1o Mandarin:
The value 2 was given for each insertion of necessary IB and the ' 
value 1 for each, optional insertion?: .%=perGentage of'■ possible, usage ; 
value per exampleo(39 total subjects) .
Item 11 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T? T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 %

Subject; ?,:r . "-r . • I ■ : \ . . / .
1 067 =67 c75 o33 =50 o20 o50 c27 =05 o00 >29 067 =28
2 067 067 o75 o33 .75 =40 1*00 *55 .07 .13 .42 .50 .37
3 . 33 . 33 .75 .33 .25 .10 025 .18 o05 .13 ’ .08 .17 .17

. 4 .50 .67 .50 .17 .25 .20 .50 .36 .05 .38 .25 .33.27
5 .50 .67 .75 .33 .50 .30 .50 .59 .00 =06 .34 .67 .35
6 .67 .33 .75 .33 .50 .40 .50 .32 .05 .00 .50 .67 .32

. 7 .33 .17 .63 =33 .25 =10 .25 .27 .05 .00 .33 .33 .22
8 .83 .33 .75 .33 .50 .40 .75 .36 .05 .38 .46 .67 .37
11 .67 1.00 .25 .67 1.00 .40 1.00 .46 .05 .13 =42 .67 .35
13 .67 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .75 .50 .05 .19 .33 .42 .24
16 .67 .67 .75 .00 .50 .40 .75 .46 .12 .13 .38 .17 .32

.18 .33 .83 .63 .17 .50 .50 .75 .00 .05 =00 .46 .50.20
19 .67 .33 .75 =33 .50 .20 .50 .23 .10 .38 .42 .17.29
21 067 .33 .75 .33 .50 .20 .50 .23 .05 .13 .04 .17 .18
24 .67 .67 .67 .33 .50 .201.00 .46 .10 .44 .50 .83 .40
27 .50 .33 .62 .33 =.50 .10 .50 .23 =10 .00 .17 .50 .22
28 .67 .67 .75 =33 =50 .40 1.00 .46 .00 .00 .00 .00.22

218
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Item T1 T2 T3 T4 15 T6 T? T8 T9 T10 111 T12 %

Subject ... .......
o05 o25 o33 =6? o3029 .67 .50 .75

32 .67 =50 .63
36 .67 .67 .63
37 .33 .33 .50
38 .67 .17 .63
40 .67 .50 .75
41 .67 .50 .63
42 .50 .33 .63
45 .50 .50 .75
47 .50 .33 =63
49 .67 .33 .50
50 .67 .67 .75
51 .50 .17 .50
52 .67 .33 .75
54 .50 .33 .75
55 .50 .33 .75
56 .67 .50 .75
57 .50 .67 .75
58 .50 .33 063
59 .67 .33 .50
60 .67 .67 .75
62 .67 067 .50

o33 .30 =00 .30 .32
.33 .73 .IQ .50 .36
=33 .50 .40 1.00 .36
.33 .00 .40 .50 .2?
.67 .50 .10 .75 .36
.33 .50 .40 .75 .41
.33 .50 =20 .75 =32
.33 .75 = 30 .50 .41
.33 .25 =00 .50 .41
.33 .50 .40 .50 .36
.33 =50 .40 1.00 ,46
.33 =75 =50 .75 =46
.50 .25 .20 .50 .18
.33 .50 .40 .50 .36
.33 .50 .10 .50 .25
.33 .25 .20 .50 .23
.33 1.00 .60 .75 .41
.33 .50 . 30 .25 .41
.33 =50 .50 .75 .50
.33 .50 .40 .50 .27
.33 =50 .20 =50 .41
.33 .50 .40 .50 .32

.05 .06 .29 .42 .27 

.10 .25 .42 .00.52 

.10 .00 .17 .50 .22 

.05.13 .46 .75 =30 

.07 .06 .42 .75 .54 

.05 .06 .42 .53 .28 

.05 .25 .58 .42 .50 

.07 .25 .46 .83 .27 

.07 .25 .58 .50 .31 

.19 .38 .33 .50 .37 
=29 =63 .42 .83 .49 
.10 .13 .13 .50 .22 
.05 .38 .33 .00 .28 
.14 .13 .04 .75 .25 
.17 =19 .33 .50 .29 
.26 =25 .38 .75 =43 
.07 .25 .42 .42 .32 
.26 .25 .38 .42 .38 
.05 .31 .17 .50 .27 
=00 .25 .33 .50 .30 
.10 .13 .50 .67 .34

% .59 . 47 . 64 . 34 . 49 .28 .64 .35 .08 .19 . 34 . 49 . 30
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Table B02„ Cantonese (6 subjects)
Ctem T1 T2 T3 T4 ' T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 TIP. T11 T12 %subject;
. 9 .00 .33 .75 .33 .00 .00 .50 .27 .02 .06 .17 .50 .19
31 .67 .33 .75 .33 .00 .20 .50 .27 .10 .25 .25 = 50 .27

. 33 ' .17 .17 .75 .33 .25 .10 .75. .36 .05 .00 .00 .00 .15
34 .50 .50 .75 =50 .50 .50 1.00 .50 .14 .44 .46 .75 .43
46 .67 .33 .75 .33 .50 .00 .50 .36 .19 .38 .33 .33 .32
53 .33 .33 .50 .33 .25 .20 .50 .23 .05 .00 .17 .33 .19
% .39 .33 .71 , .36 .17 .16 .65 .33 .09 .19 .23 .40 .26

Table Bo3o Shanghai (2 sub.jects) • .
Item T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 %
Subject
10 o33 .33 =00 =00 =30 =38 =30 =18 =00 =13 =21 =1? =15
14 *6? .33 1.00 .00 =30 .38 =30 .09 =07 =00; =46 =30 =23
% =30 .33 =30 .00 .50 =38 =30 =14 =04 =06 =33 .33 .20
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Table B0k0 Guo-yu (7 subjects indicated Guo-yu as a dialect")
Item T1 T2 T3 -T4 • T5 T6 T7 t8 T9 T10 T11 ' T12 %
Subject : , ..
12 .33 .33 .63 .33 .50 .40 1.00 .55 .10 .13 =25 .17 .29
15 067 .33 .50 .33 .50 .40 .50 .27 .05 .13 .33 .67 .28
20 067 .67 .25 .33 .50 .40 .50 .27 .05

■ \ .00 =67 067 .33
26 .33 .33 o50 .33 .00 .20 .50 .27 .05 .25 .33 .50 =25
30 067 .67 .75 .17 .25 .20 1=00 .55 .05 .00 .50 .50 .33
39 .50 .33 .75 .33 .50' .40 .50 =41 .14 .13 .25 .33 =30
44 .33 .50 063 .33 .75 =20 .75 .41 .10 ,.50 =58 .83 .33
% .50 o45 .57 .31 .43 .31 .68 .39 .08 .16 .42 .52 .31

Table Bo5o. Other (Guan-yu, Putonghua... no response) (8 subjects)

Item. T1 T2 T3 t4 T5 t6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 %Subject
17 >33 .67 .75 .33 *50. .20 0 8 .36 = 10 =25 .54 .50 .37
22 .67 .50 .88 .17 .25 .20 .75 .36 .14 .38 .38 .75 .36
23 .67 .67 .75 .33 .75 .40 1.00 =64 = 10 .25 .71 .83 .51
25 .67 .67 .75 .33 .25 .20 .1 = 00' =50 .00 .00 .58 =50 =36
35 .67 .67 .50 .33 1.00 =20 .50 .36 .00 .00 .33 =67 .31
41 .67 .33 .75 .33 =50 =40 .75 .50 .02 069 .25 =50 .42
43 .33 .33 .75 .33 .00 =00 .50 .27 =05 =13 .17 .00 =20
48 .33 .33 .50 .33 =50 .20 .50 .18 .10 .25 .33 .67 .26
% .54 .52 .70 .31 .47 .23 »75 =39 .12 .24 "74i -55 .34



Table Bp6.0 Mean Usage Percentages for All Dialects (62 subjects)--- -— ww,._ . . . , . r -...
Item. '/T1" ,T2 , T3' T4 T5 T6 T7 t8 T9 T10 T11 T12 %Dialect
#n^,'
darin »59 »47 =64 = 34: =49 .28 .64 .35 .08 .19 .34 =49 =30
Canto
nese o39 c33 =71 =36 = 17 =16 =63 =33 =09 .19 .23 .40 .26
Shang
hai o50 =33 =50 .00 =50 =38 =50 .14 .04 .06 =33 .20
Guo-yu o50 =45 =57 =31 =43 =31 .68 =39 .08 .16 .42 =52 = 31
Other o54 o52 =70 = 31 =47 =23 =75 = 39 = 12 =24 =41 =55 = 34
% o54 =46 =64 = 32 =46 =27 =65 = 35 =09 = 19 = 34 >48 = 30
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Dialect Sex IpeaKIr # Yrs0 . ... AgeSubject Mandarin ̂ Shanghai Ca j Other Male Female ies j No. : 5* ■ 4o+
1 X X X X
2 X X X . X
3
4

x
- X ' X

X X X
X

5 X : X X X
6 X X x ; X
7
8

X
X

X
X

X
X

x
X

9 X X x X
10 X X x .' /: '
11 X X X X
12 . Guo- X X
13 X zl X X X
1-4 X X X X
15 Guo~ X X X
1-6 X ,

yu
X X X

17 ? .. X X X



Dialect Sex
Native
Speaker # Yrs0 Age

Subject Mandarin Shanghai Cantonese Other Male Female Yes No -3 5+ -18 -30 -4o 4o+
18 X ; X X : : K
19 X X X X
20
21 X

Putone-
hua

X
X

X
X

X
x

22 ? X X x
23 ? \ X X X
24 X X X X
25 ?
26 n / ' VGuo-yu X X X
2? X X X X
28 X X X 1 ‘ ■ ; ; X
29 X X X
30
31 . X

Putons:-
hua

X
X

X
x

. X
X

32 X % ; X X
33 X X X X



Dialect Sex IpeMIr # Yrso Age
Subject Mandarin Shanghai Cantonese -- Other . Male Female Yes No -5 5+ -18 -30 -4o 4o+
3i : x ! : ■ .

X X
35 ? X x ■ ' ' ' X
36 . X • X
37 X X X ■ X
38 X ■’ X ■; X
39 Guo-yu X
40 X X X X
41 X X x • ■
42 X '■■■ X X V x
43 ? X X X
44 Guo-yu X X X
45 X ; x x

. X
46 X X X X : ' X
47 X X X X
48 ? X
49 X X ' '■ X X



Dialect Sex Ipeigfr # Yrs0 -L.:. ... Age •:
Subject Mandarin Shanghai Cantonese Other Male Female Yes No -5 5+ -18 -30 -40 40+
50 X ' x X X
51 X x X X
52 X X X X
53 x . ' X X X
54 X - X x X
55 X X X X
.56 X ■X x X
57 X X X ; X
58 X X X
59 X X X X X
60 X . X X X
61 ■ X : : X x X
62 X X X X

Totals ^ 9  02 06 15 37 21 59 2 0 2 0 3 1635



APPENDIX D

COMPARATIVE DATA FOR IE TESTS 1 AND 2

Table Do1o Item 1s Sentence 3 in Item 8 (n=4l)< 
X=neoeSsarr IE,- O=optional IE, 0=Qmis5iQn of- LE

'OfPosition of IE
Oest

Subject Dialect 1 2
Test i  _Test 

1 2
Test it _. .Test 

1 2

1 Mandarin 0 X
U Mandarin X X 0

0
0

0 0 
0 0

0 X 
0 0

0 X 
0 X

5 Mandarin X X 0 0 0 ; x 0 0 0 X
7 Mandarin 0 x : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
8 Mandarin X X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X
9 Cantonese 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
10 'Shanghai 0 X ;0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
12 : / vGuo-yu X X 0 X X 0 0 X 0 0
13 Mandarin X 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 X X
14 Shanghai 0 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0
15 Guo-yu X X 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 0
16 Mandarin 0 X 0 X . 0 0 0 0 X X
17 Mandarin X X ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
18 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 Mandarin X X 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 Mandarin 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
22 No re-;' •: • 

sponse
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

228
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Position
Subject

of IE 
Dialect

Test 
1 2

m•=i' —  Test
1 2

Test 
1 2

s _Test 
1 2

A  _Test 
1 2

24 Mandarin X X 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 0
28 Mandarin. X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
29 Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
30 Guo-yu X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X
31 Cantonese. X X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0
32- Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
33 Cantonese X X . 0 0 0 0 . 0 X 0 X
34 Cantonese X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
35v;; No r e

sponse
X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 : X X

39 Guo-yu 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 X. X
41 Mandarin X X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X
44 Guo-yu X X 0 0 ;0 0 0 0 0 X
46 Cantonese 0 X . 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X
4? Mandarin X X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X
50 . Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
51 Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
52 Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 X
54 . Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 X
55 ■ Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0
56 Mandarin X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
58 Mandarin X X 0 X 0 0 0 0 X X
59 Mandarin 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Position of IE _  A  __ S . „
Test Test Test Test Test

Subject DiaTect 1 2 1 2 1 2‘ 1 2 1 2
61 Mandarin 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 X
62 Mandarin X X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X



Table Do .2o Item 2: Sentence 6 in Item 11 (n=4l)c
X=necessary IE, Q=optional- Î , 0=omxssion ~ of LE
Position of m  %  _  _  £  _  A -  _

Test• Test Test Test
Subject Dialect 1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2

1 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0
4 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
5 Mandarin X X ,0 0 . 0 0 X 0
7 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
8 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 X 0 X 0
9 Cantonese 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X
10 Shanghai 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0
12 / VGuo-yu 0 X 0 0 1 0 0 X 0
13 Mandarin 0 0 .. 0 0 X 0 X 0
14 Shanghai X 0 0 0 X 0 X 0
15 Guo-yu 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
16 Mandarin 0 X 0 0 0 0 X 0
17 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 X 0
18 Mandarin X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
19 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
21 Mandarin 0 X . 0 0 X X X X
22 No response 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
24 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 X X X X
28 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 ■ Mandarin 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
30 Guo-yu 0 0 0 0 X 0 X 0
31 Cantonese 0 0 0 0 X . X 0 0
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Position of IE vi?
/L> — '/ft - ' J L - A -Test Test Test Test

Subject Dialect 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
32 Mandarin 0 0 0 0 O X X X
33 Cantonese 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 X
3k Cantonese 0 0
35 No response 0 0
39 „ y v Guo-yu 0 0
4-1 . Memdarin 0 0
44 r z v Gm-yu X X
46 Cantonese > 0 X
4? . Mandarin o 0
50 Mandarin 0 0
51 Mandarin ' 0 0
52 • Mandarin 0 0
54 Mandarin 0 0
55 Mandarin 0 0
56 Mandarin 0 0
58 Mandarin ?
59 Mandarin 0 0
6 1 - Mandarin : 0 0
62 Mandarin 0 X

0 0 X . X X X
0 0 X X X X
0 0 0 X X X
0 0 0 X X X
0 0 X X X X
0 0 0 0 X X
0 0 0 0 X X
0 0 0 0 X X
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 X 0 X 0
0 0 X 0 X 0
0 0 X ' X 0 0
0 0 X 0 X X
? ? ? ? ? ?
0 0 X 0 0 X
0 0 X 0 X 0
0 0 X 0 X 0
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